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Evolution occurs through the accumulation of genetic changes, some of which confer 
fitness improvement in specific ecological niches. From theories of adaptation to those 
describing the origin of forms and species, our views of evolution rely heavily on our 
understanding of the genetic basis of phenotypic variation in nature. However, the 
polygenic nature of organisms, the intricate relationship between genotype and phenotype, 
the random nature of mutation, the vagaries of genetic drift and the additional effects of 
migration on gene pools, make decoding the genetic basis of adaptive traits a difficult 
challenge. The Senecio lautus species complex, a monophyletic group of Australian herbs 
from the Asteraceae family, displays massive phenotypic variation across natural 
populations, closely correlated to habitat qualities. In this study I use a variety of genomic 
and ecological approaches to investigate leaf shape, a highly variable trait in S. lautus 
natural populations, to understand the effect of natural selection on leaf shape natural 
variation, identify genomic regions potentially affecting this trait, and molecular 
mechanisms potentially underpinning its variation. I found S. lautus leaf shape is 
influenced by adaptation to local environmental conditions, and is under polygenic control. 
Furthermore, my data suggests concurrent subtle allelic frequency changes in multiple loci 
determine its variation across natural populations, and that changes only in some of these 
loci are enough to produce particular leaf shapes, such that different genetic mechanisms 
might underlie the parallel evolution of convergent leaf shapes. However, I could not 
distinguish the effects of incomplete lineage sorting on producing regional patterns of 
polygenic variation correlated to leaf shape trait variation. In addition, I also found 
evidence consistent with both standing genetic variation and new mutations underlying 
leaf shape natural variation, the former doing so more often. Finally, correlated SNP 
variation and gene expression patterns to leaf shape variation suggest gene expression 
regulators, hormone signalling, factors affecting cell wall mechanical properties, and cell 
growth constitute key mechanisms directing and mediating leaf shape diversification. 
Overall, this study identified genomic changes that could have resulted in leaf 
morphological evolution in an herbaceous plant, thus opening avenues towards the 
characterization of the genetic and molecular mechanisms underlying trait evolution. 
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A central challenge in evolutionary biology is to understand how living organisms flourish 
in spite of all the biotic and abiotic challenges they encounter in their habitats (Feder & 
Mitchell-Olds, 2003). Throughout the evolutionary synthesis (1936-1947), biologists 
managed to reconcile seemingly conflicting notions regarding the mechanisms responsible 
for evolution, bringing together ideas from various biological disciplines such as genetics, 
cytology, systematics, botany, ecology and palaeontology (Mayr & Provine, 1981). The 
consensus reached stated that genetic mechanisms were at the base of evolutionary 
change (Mayr & Provine, 1981). Since then, evolutionary biology shifted to characterising 
the genetic variation that underlies evolution. In spite of more than half a century of 
perseverant evolutionary research following the evolutionary synthesis and of great 
theoretical and technological advances available to evolutionary biologists, no significant 
further consensuses have been reached today. Therefore, many questions regarding the 
prevalent genetsic bases of evolutionary change remain unsettled. 
 
Many qualities of living organisms and of the evolutionary forces that affect genetic 
variation make the study of evolution very challenging, and thus, have hampered our 
general understanding of the genetic bases of evolution of living organisms. For example, 
the polygenic nature of living organisms requires evolutionary biologist to investigate 
thousands of genes. In addition, the intricate relationship between genotype and 
phenotype, which calls for the necessity to join efforts form multiple disciplines to 
thoroughly understand the effect of each gene, limits our opportunities to investigate the 
genetics of phenotypes outside model organisms. Also, the relationships among genes, 
depending on their proximity in the genome (e.g. linkage) or on molecular interactions 
among them (e.g. epistasis), adds another dimension of complexity to identifying which 
genes underlie evolutionary change. Likewise, the randomness of mutation, migration and 
genetic drift, means that beyond the specific function of a gene, a gene may or may not 
have variability available for selection in a random manner, potentially making every case 
of evolution unique. As a consequence, identifying the genetic basis of evolution in any 
organism is a daunting task. However, this task is needed in many more organisms, if any 
general trends regarding the characteristics of the genetic changes that underlie evolution 
are to emerge clearly. 
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Environmental heterogeneity as a driver of evolution 
Environmental heterogeneity means that different environments pose different challenges 
for organisms inhabiting them. Phenotypic variation of populations matched to the specific 
challenges posed by different environments has been widely documented (Linhart & 
Grant, 1996; Kawecki & Ebert, 2004). For example, there is a strong match of human body 
size and skin pigmentation to environmental variation. In the case of body size, human 
populations from South America, Africa and Asia tropical rainforests present a small body 
size, known as the pygmy phenotype (Perry & Dominy, 2009). In addition, human 
populations from high latitudes tend to have a larger body size (Gustafsson & Lindenfors, 
2008) following Bergman’s rule (Mayr, 1956). In the case of skin pigmentation, people with 
incrementally lighter skin are found from the Equator to the Poles (Jablonski, 2004).  
 
Although the adaptive value of the above phenotypic variation is contentious, several 
adaptive explanations have been put forward. In the case of body size, on one hand, the 
pigmy phenotype might be a consequence of early growth cessation to facilitate early 
reproductive onset among the high adult mortality found at tropical rain forests (Perry & 
Dominy, 2009). In the other hand, a larger body size conserves heat more efficiently, thus 
it might confer fitness advantages to populations exposed to cold climates, as those from 
higher latitudes (Mayr, 1956). In the case of skin pigmentation, darker skins prevent 
photolysis of folic acid, while a lighter skin facilitates vitamin D3 photosynthesis. Both folic 
acid and vitamin D3 deficiency impede normal development and thus might diminish 
reproductive success. In consequence, people exposed to intense solar UV radiation in 
the Equator are better protected by darker skin, while they still get enough radiation to 
photosynthesize vitamin D3. In contrast, people exposed to low solar radiation at the Poles 
are not affected by folic acid photolysis, and are better off with lightly pigmented skin to 
allow vitamin D3 production (Jablonski, 2004). 
 
Further examples of environmentally-matched phenotypic variation are found in other 
mammals, in reptiles, fishes and plants. For instance, rock pocket mice (Chaetodipus 
intermedius) populations that live in light-colored rocks are light-colored, while populations 
found on dark lava have a dark color. This coloration pattern provides protection from 
predators (Nachman et al., 2003). Similarly, several species of reptiles from North America 
show dorsal color variation associated to the substrate color where they live, which is 
generally considered and adaptation for crypsis (Rosenblum et al., 2004). Some fish, like 
sticklebacks also show strong associations between phenotype and environment. In 
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contrast to the marine forms, where lateral plates and a robust set of dorsal and pelvic 
spines offer protection against predators, lacustrine populations of sticklebacks have lost 
their armor and other phenotypes during their diversification (Cresko et al., 2004). Finally, 
in the case of plants, a classic example comes from the Achillea millefolium climatic races 
of central California, where characteristics such as plant height covary with altitude. At 
higher altitudes winter temperature drops below freezing, therefore winter dormancy is 
necessary and plants are smaller (Clausen et al., 1948). A more recent example comes 
from Mimulus guttatus, where populations from coastal and inland habitats at north 
America show substantial differences in morphology and salt spray tolerance (Lowry et al., 
2008). 
 
Instances of phenotype-environment correlation strongly suggest that environmental 
heterogeneity is a major driver of evolutionary change. Thus, we can determine what 
molecular and developmental mechanisms underlie evolution of populations by identifying 
the genes that govern their phenotypic divergence. However, the observed phenotypic 
divergence between different environments could be due to plasticity, the differential 
response of an individual to different environments, and not to genetic differences between 
population form different environments. In plants, a common garden experiment is often 
used to distinguish the plastic from the genotypic components of the observed variation. If 
phenotypic differences are maintained under common garden experiments, that is, in the 
absence of environmental differences, then it indicates phenotypic plasticity is not likely 
the cause of phenotypic differences, but rather that populations have accumulated genetic 
changes (Kawecki & Ebert, 2004). Hence, these cases can then be used to identify the 
genetic basis of evolution. 
The nature of the genetic basis of adaptive evolution 
Given that organisms have many genes, the question that follows is which, how many, or 
what are the characteristics of those genes, whose variants (i.e. alleles), underlie adaptive 
phenotypic variation? For instance, are the differences between natural populations 
produced by alleles with minor phenotypic effects, or are they produced by alleles with 
major phenotypic effects. As Orr insightfully expressed it, surely some adaptations involve 
alleles of small effect and others involve alleles of major effect (Orr & Coyne, 1992). 
Consequently, the question is how often does adaptation involve many alleles of small 
effect, and how often does it involve few alleles of major phenotypic effects?  
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According to Fisher’s geometrical model (1930), as the effect of a mutation on the 
phenotype increases, its probability of being beneficial rapidly decreases. Therefore, 
Fisher concluded that large mutations are not likely to underlie adaptation. However, 
Fisher’s model did not consider the probability that a new mutation is fixed. On 1983, 
Kimura argued that alleles of very small effect are more likely to disappear due to random 
effects, rather than spread and fix in a population. Thus, he suggested that mutations of 
intermediate effect should predominantly underlie adaptation. Orr refined this model by 
accounting for the fact that an organism approaches its optimum in every bout of 
adaptation, and showed that the effect size distribution of mutations fixed during an 
adaptive “walk” to the optimum is exponential, with a few large and many small-effect 
mutations (Orr, 1998). Orr’s model has been widely embraced due to its elegance, 
geometric intuition, and the successful search for large-effect quantitative trait loci (QTL), 
as a result of the improvement in genome-wide mapping of phenotypically relevant alleles 
(Rockman, 2012). However this model is limited to a scenario of new mutations 
underpinning an adaptive walk to a fixed optimum. Further, QTL mapping suffers from 
serious ascertainment bias (Rockman, 2012), particularly when mapping populations are 
small (Slate, 2013). In fact, modern genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have 
overcome some QTL mapping ascertainment bias, enabling the mapping of many small 
effect alleles affecting phenotypic variation (Berg & Coop, 2013). Therefore, the effect size 
distribution of the genetic basis of adaptation (Orr & Coyne, 1992) remains an unsolved 
problem in evolutionary genetics.  
 
Another question we have about the nature of the genetic basis of adaptation is what is 
the relation between the genes responsible for phenotypic differences? For instance, do 
their individual effects simply add up, or are there epistatic relationships between them 
(Phillips, 2008)? Moreover, beneficial effects of a gene on one trait might be 
disadvantageous on other traits through negative pleiotropic effects. Therefore, whether 
pleiotropic genes are often responsible for adaptation remains unsettled (Streisfeld & 
Rausher, 2011). We can also ask about the molecular function and genomic distribution of 
genes affecting adaptation. For instance, genes have regulatory regions and protein 
coding regions. Are variants located in coding regions more likely to underlie adaptation 
than variants in regulatory regions? (Hoekstra & Coyne, 2007; Stern & Orgogozo, 2008). 
Regarding the genomic distribution of adaptive genes, researchers are trying to answer if 
they are randomly distributed or clustered. If they are clustered, what mechanisms keep 
them clustered, for example genomic inversions? And how can this affect the particular 
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organization of genomes and their evolution (Yeaman, 2013). Another line of enquiry is the 
predictability of evolution. When different groups of individuals are exposed to ecologically 
similar environments, are the same genes responsible for the differences that arise? Or is 
it possible to achieve a similar phenotype with different genetic mechanisms? 
(Stinchcombe & Hoekstra, 2008). 
 
Finally, what kind of genetic variation do populations use to adapt to new environments? 
Specifically, under what conditions are new mutations or standing variation expected to 
underpin evolution? In the case of adaptation of marine sticklebacks to freshwater 
environments, a study found that selection in freshwater has acted on rare haplotypes that 
were present in the oceanic stock, and not on new mutations from the freshwater 
populations (Hohenlohe et al., 2010). A more recent genome-wide study searching for 
genes with allelic frequency variation correlated to the environment in populations from the 
Pacific and Atlantic basins showed some of the top correlated genes were correlated in 
both basins. In contrast, other genes were correlated to the environment only in the pacific 
or only in the Atlantic basin, yet the allelic variants exist in the basin lacking the correlation 
at low frequency (Jones et al., 2012). Thus, overall this study also suggests that standing 
genetic variation contributed to the adaptation to a new environment. In the case of plants, 
the target allele selected during maize domestication from teosinte, its wild ancestor, was 
present at low frequency in teosinte populations before selection, indicating standing 
genetic variation was responsible for the evolution of teosinte under artificial selection. 
Furthermore, studies in Arabidopsis thaliana indicate that both standing and new 
mutations have been selected throughout European natural populations in respond to 
climatic conditions. According to Hancock et al. (2011) selective sweep play a prominent 
role during A. thaliana adaptations in comparison to standing variation, whereas according 
to (Fournier-Level et al., 2011) A. thaliana environment-fitness may depend more on 
standing variation than on positive selection at specific loci. In consequence, both new and 
standing variation can underpin evolution in respond to natural and artificial selection, and 
in plants and fishes. A meta-analysis of studies determining whether new or standing 
genetic variation underpin evolution is needed to understand when each kind of variation 
is more likely to cause evolutionary change. 
 
Although there are examples where genes that underlie natural adaptive variation have 
been identified, the total number of systems where the actual genetic basis of adaptation 
has been elucidated is still small. To obtain a more general picture of the genetic basis of 
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adaptation we need to identify them in multiple species from diverse taxonomic groups, life 
histories, ecological roles and reproductive systems. In this study I investigate the genetic 
basis of Senecio lautus evolution, a widespread herbaceous plant from the Asteraceae 
family distributed across temperate and sub-tropical Australia. In particular, I investigate 
leaf shape natural variation, a trait that varies in close correlation to different environments 
occupied by S. lautus. Results from this study inform debates regarding the characteristics 
of the genetic variation underlying evolution, and in particular, of shape evolution in plants. 
The evolution of morphology 
Environmental and biotic characteristics that exert divergent natural selection pressures 
can drive phenotypic divergence in living organisms (Schluter, 2000). A major goal in 
evolutionary biology is to understand the genetic basis of phenotypic divergence, and the 
evolutionary forces that affect its variation (Feder & Mitchell-Olds, 2003). In the case of 
multicellular organisms, which start as a single cell that multiplies and follows a 
developmental process (i.e. cell-growth, differentiation and morphogenesis), the 
particularities of the developmental process determine the phenotypic characteristics of 
mature organisms. Therefore, understanding the genetic basis of phenotypic divergence 
among multicellular organisms entails understanding the genetic basis of the divergence 
among their developmental process. As a consequence, the field of evolutionary 
developmental biology (evo-devo), which in the broad sense combines the study of the 
genetic and molecular basis of developmental process, and their evolutionary significance 
(Nunes et al., 2013) is a natural framework to conceptualise the evolution of morphological 
differences within and between species. 
 
In the beginning, evo-devo studies focused on developmental genes common across large 
taxonomic distances (Pennisi, 2002), yielding insightful, yet paradoxical findings: key 
developmental regulator genes are highly conserved in critical sequence regions and play 
comparable roles in many different animal phyla. Yet, these animal phyla show striking 
phenotypic differences (Wilkins, 1998). These developmental regulator genes came to be 
known as the genetic “toolkit”. Comparisons of this genetic “toolkit” revealed differences in 
their number, regulation or function across taxonomic groups (Carroll, 2000), which result 
on the reuse of genetic toolkits under different developmental stages, producing body plan 
innovations (Prud’homme et al., 2011). A particular focus of evo-devo studies has been 
the diversification of body plans and body parts (Shubin et al., 1997; Carroll, 2000; 
Prud'homme et al., 2007; Carroll, 2008; Shubin et al., 2009; Klingenberg, 2010). Further 
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understanding about the architecture of gene regulatory networks and the functional 
structure of genes provided a theoretical framework to hypothesize which mutations could 
be favoured during morphological evolution (Carroll, 2000; Carroll, 2008), beyond the 
mutational historical contingency of natural populations (Stern & Orgogozo, 2008). 
 
The regulatory state of genes (i.e. the available transcription factors) across spatial 
domains of organisms controls their development. Gene regulatory networks (GRNs) are 
maps of all the interactions among genes expressed throughout development. These 
genes include regulatory genes (i.e. transcription factors), signalling genes (i.e. ligands 
and receptor for intercellular communications), functionally specialized protein coding 
genes, and the sequences that control the expression of the above genes (Erwin & 
Davidson, 2009). Since each regulatory gene has multiple interactions, both regulating 
and being regulated by other genes, these interaction maps actually form a network. 
Although complete GRN have been elucidated in few cases (Erwin & Davidson, 2009), a 
GRN theoretical framework has emerged based on empirical observations. According to 
this theory, GRN are hierarchical, with highly conserved GRN sub-circuits at the top of the 
hierarchy, considered the “kernels” of the network, which control the initial stages of 
development of body parts. If any of the genes of a kernel fails, then the body part fails to 
form. Conservation of GRN kernels may underlie the phyletic conservation of body plans 
since the Early Cambrian (Davidson & Erwin, 2006). Kernels interact with middle GRN 
sub-circuits, which control intermediate process of spatial subdivision or morphological 
patterns. Middle GRN sub-circuits activate or repress the activity of differentiation gene 
batteries (DGB), which are at the periphery of the GRN, and control the detailed functions 
of cell differentiation and morphogenesis (Erwin & Davidson, 2009). Therefore, DNA 
sequence changes that alter interactions within GRN can have profound effects on 
development, and thereby on morphology. And according to GRN theory, the location of 
these DNA sequence changes within the GRN architecture determines what kind of 
phenotypic effect is produced (Erwin & Davidson, 2009). 
 
DNA sequence changes that alter regulatory interactions occur in transcription factors 
and/or in cis-regulatory elements (CRE) that transcription factors bind to (Wittkopp & 
Kalay, 2012). Different CRE interact with different transcription factors or other regulatory 
molecules needed to activate or sustain transcription at different times or spatial domains 
(Ong & Corces, 2011). This modular structure of cis-regulation predicts CRE have less 
pleiotropic effects than transcription factors, and therefore, mutations in CRE are less likely 
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to be deleterious, as they would affect functions of only one module (Wittkopp & Kalay, 
2012). In addition, many cases of CRE changes that produce morphological diversification 
have been documented, such as pigmentation pattern in Drosophila (Gompel et al., 2005; 
Prud'homme et al., 2006), body armour reduction in sticklebacks (Chan et al., 2010), and 
elongated forelimbs in bats (Cretekos et al., 2008). As a result, evo-devo biologists have 
proposed that morphology evolves largely by altering the expression of functionally 
conserved proteins, mostly through mutations on CRE of regulatory genes or their targets 
(Carroll, 2008), with the specific final effect on morphology depending on the specific 
position of the gene affected within the GRN (Erwin & Davidson, 2009). Moreover, a 
survey of published genetic mutations causing evolved phenotypic variation within and 
between species of multicellular plants and animals showed morphological traits are 
caused by a higher proportion of CRE vs. coding changes than physiological traits (Stern 
& Orgogozo, 2008), lending further support to this claim. 
Evolution of plant morphology  
Gene regulatory changes also play an important role in plant morphological diversity (de 
Bruijn et al., 2012). Plants grow throughout their whole lives. Groups of pluripotent cells at 
growing tips form the shoot and root apical meristems (SAM and RAM), which proliferate 
and differentiate to form plant organs. Above ground, plants grow through the repetitive 
addition of a basic module called the phytomer, which consists of an internode, a leaf, and 
an axillary meristem. The specific positioning of leaves on the SAM determines phyllotaxis 
(Prasad et al., 2011), and the specific activation of axillary meristems and internode length 
determines plant architecture (Ehrenreich et al., 2007). Diversification of plants 
morphology has resulted largely from modifications and co-option of ancestral genomic 
toolkits (Langdale, 2008; Rosin & Kramer, 2009).  
 
Comparative genomics and developmental studies among the well-resolved land plant 
phylogenetic tree have revealed the genes that conform the ancestral patterning toolkit for 
plants (Floyd & Bowman, 2007). Several instances of co-option of different GRN from this 
ancestral toolkit across plant evolution are known. For instance, evolution of leaves in 
lycophytes (club mosses, spikemosses and quillworts) and in euphyllophytes (ferns, 
gymnosperms and angiosperms) occurred through the independent recruitment of the 
same developmental mechanism, namely KNOXI-ARP gene interactions (Harrison et al., 
2005) (details below). Further, reducing the activity of NAM/CUC genes (NO APICAL 
MERISTEM and CUP-SHAPED COTYLEDON), which repress growth to allow organ 
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separation, resulted in the simplification of compound leaves in four distantly related 
eudicot species, indicating that NAM/CUC genes have been independently co-opted in 
compound-leafed eudicot species (Blein et al., 2008). And as a last example, the very 
same mutation on the cis-regulatory region of a gene that controls fruit opening, has been 
co-opted during seed-dispersal evolution across the Brassicaceae and during rice 
domestication (Arnaud et al., 2011).  
Evolution of plant leaf morphology  
Leaf development is an excellent model to address fundamental issues of biology like the 
generation of complex forms and their evolution (Hasson et al., 2010) because of the great 
diversity of leaves (Tsukaya, 2014) and the modular nature of leaves, such that each leaf 
is a module comprising a complete developmental process that includes initiation, growth 
and differentiation. In addition, leaves are continually produced throughout the life of 
plants. In contrast, developmental process occur only once during animal development, at 
embryogenesis, which occurs in a specialized environment. Therefore studying animal 
development demands large numbers of individuals and highly specialized techniques 
(Townsley & Sinha, 2012). 
 
Extensive study of leaf morphogenesis in several model plants such as Arabidopsis, 
Antirhinum, tomato, maize, and pea, has revealed that co-option of different GRN of the 
ancestral genomic toolkits across leaf developmental stages has also been an important 
source of leaf morphological diversification (Townsley & Sinha, 2012). For instance, reuse 
of GRN acting at the SAM during leaf primordia development, have resulted in the 
production of compound leaves and leaf margin patterning. Leaf primordia appear at the 
flanks of the SAM (Scanlon, 2000). The first molecular distinction of leaf primordia founder 
cells is the repression of Class I Knotted-like homeobox (KNOXI) genes. KNOXI genes 
constitute a gene family of homeodomain transcription factors that are expressed in the 
SAM, and are required to maintain its indeterminacy and pluripotent state (Tsiantis & Hay, 
2003). KNOXI activity is repressed by ARP transcription factors (from ASYMMETRIC 
LEAVES1, ROUGH SHEATH2 and PHANTASTICA genes in Arabidopsis, maize and 
Anthirrinum respectively), thereby conferring a determinate identity to leaf primordia. 
KNOXI-ARP interactions have been co-opted in subsequent leaf developmental stages of 
leaf primordia to generate leaflets of compound leaves (Hay & Tsiantis, 2006). 
Interestingly, a large clade from the Fabaceae shows compound leaf development 
independent of the KNOXI-ARP module, and have deployed instead a floral regulator 
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module to control leaf development (Champagne et al., 2007). In addition, peaks of auxin, 
which regulate leaf primordium initiation at the SAM (Reinhardt et al., 2000), have also 
been co-opted to regulate leaflet (Hasson et al., 2010) and serrations (Bilsborough et al., 
2011) initiation at leaf primordia. Finally, tomato shoot architecture depends on a 
mechanism of boundary formation preceding the initiation of axillary meristems, which has 
been co-opted to regulate tomato leaf architecture (Busch et al., 2011). 
 
Leaf developmental central GRN, which are composed largely by transcription factors 
have been studied much more extensively than leaf developmental GRN peripheric 
circuits, which are composed of gene differentiation batteries that control the detailed 
functions of cell differentiation and morphogenesis during leaf development (Fleming, 
2006). For the most part, research on peripheric GRN has been limited to Arabidopsis. 
Plant cells do not move relative to each other, because they are glued to each other via 
the cell wall, an extracellular matrix. For this reason, plant morphogenesis cannot depend 
on cell migration during tissue growth, in contrast to animal morphogenesis (Fleming, 
2006). Instead, plant morphogenetic events depend on alterations to the balance between 
hydrostatic turgor pressure and the enveloping cell wall, which produce growth (Wolf & 
Greiner, 2012). In this way, it is predicted that establishing points of growth can be 
achieved by controlling the location of cell wall loosening (Fleming, 2006). In agreement, 
elastic and plastic properties of the SAM determine its growth rate, while cell wall 
loosening mechanisms such as pectin-induced changes of the cell wall (Peaucelle et al., 
2011), expansins expression (Pien et al., 2001), and methyl-esterification of cell wall 
pectins (Peaucelle et al., 2008) affect plant organ initiation location. Based on these 
results, a consensus view of plant morphogenesis is emerging, where mechanical tissue 
stresses feedback to transcription factors that modify tissue deformation (Kuchen et al., 
2012), thereby also regulating plant morphogenesis (Fleming, 2011). Finally, alterations on 
cell proliferation or expansion have been shown to modulate leaves final size in mutants 
(Aeschbacher et al., 1995). 
 
While the previous dissection of central and peripheric GRN are useful to generate 
hypotheses regarding probable genetic and molecular mechanisms at the basis of leaf 
natural variation, empirical data from leaf morphological natural variation is needed to test 
these hypotheses. Currently, the precise molecular mechanisms behind leaf natural 
variation have been described only in three cases. First, leaf simplification of Arabidopsis 
thaliana in comparison to its relative Cardamine hirsuta 
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SHOTMERISTEMLESS, a KNOXI homeobox gene, via cis-regulation (Piazza et al., 2010), 
loss of REDUCED COMPLEXITY, a homeodomain gene, and distinct gene expression 
patterns (Vlad et al., 2014). Second, leaf margin dissection differences between Capsella 
rubella and Capsella grandiflora also resulted from REDUCED COMPLEXITY gene 
expression divergence due to cis-regulation (Sicard et al., 2014). Third, leaf complexity 
increase in Solanum galapagense involved overexpression of PETROSELENIUM, a 
KNOXI homeobox gene, via cis-regulatory divergence (Kimura et al., 2008). Although the 
three cases involve mechanisms predicted to produce morphological evolution by evo-
devo hypotheses, we need to characterize the molecular mechanisms behind leaf shape 
evolution beyond two species to be able to draw general conclusions regarding the genetic 
basis of leaf morphological evolution. Furthermore, we still do not have information 
regarding the genetic basis of leaf shape variation within species, which is needed to 
understand if mechanisms governing leaf shape microevolutionary dynamics are sufficient 
to explain dynamics seen at the macroevolutionary level (i.e. between species or higher 
taxonomic hierarchies). In this context, the study of leaf shape evolution within S. lautus 
should provide insightful information regarding morphological evolution in plants. 
Senecio lautus 
S. lautus is a variable groundsel from the Asteraceae family, which is found across 
temperate and sub-tropical Australia. Natural populations of S. lautus are found in the 
mountains, in alpine regions and forests; in several inland habitats such as scherophyll 
forest, brigalow woodland, semi-arid shrubland and desert; and in coastal regions, in sand 
dunes, rocky headlands and off shore exposed islands (Radford et al., 2004). Previous 
taxonomical descriptions have shown that populations from these habitats are of different 
size, have different growth habits, flower dimensions, and leaf morphology, and have 
shown these differences are genetically based, as they are maintained when the 
populations in common garden experiments (Ali, 1964; Radford et al., 2004). 
 
Phylogenetic analysis based on thousands of SNPs randomly distributed across the 
genome, showed that populations cluster according to geographic distance, and not by 
environments (Fig. 1), clearly supporting a polyphyletic origin for populations occupying 
similar environments such as rocky headlands, sand dunes and alpine meadows (Roda et 
al., 2013a). Even though populations are interfertile (Ornduff, 1964), extrinsic reproductive 
barriers prevent geneflow between adjacent sand dune and rocky headland populations 
(Melo et al., 2014). As a consequence, synthetic populations between parents with a wide 
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variety of contrasting phenotypes are feasible, opening the way to carry out quantitative 
genetic analyses in crosses dedicated to specific traits. 
 
In this study, I investigate a specific phenotypic: leaf shape in S. lautus. I combine a 
common garden approach, field experiments, and studies on synthetic populations, 
together with population genomics, genomic expression profiling and quantitative genetic 
analyses, to characterize S. lautus leaf shape natural variation, identify genomic regions 
affecting this trait, and characterize molecular mechanisms potentially underpinning its 
variation. Overall, results from this study expand our current knowledge about evolution 
beyond model species, and inform several questions regarding the genetic basis of 
evolution that are currently under debate. Moreover, this study opens several promising 
avenues towards the characterization of the genetic and molecular mechanisms 





Figure 1. Phylogenetic analysis of S. lautus natural populations. 
(a) Geographical distribution of S. lautus populations included in the phylogenetic analysis. 
Relevant phylogeographic regions are abbreviated: I, interior; NE, north-east; SE, south-
east; S, south; T, Tasmania; W, west. (b) Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic analysis of the 
genome of S. lautus natural populations (based on 2770 neutral SNPs genotyped with 
RADs) showing that populations grouped together according to their geographic location, 
and no to their environment, thus groups of populations adapted to sand dunes, rocky 
headlands and alpine meadows have a polyphyletic origin. Coloured circles indicate the 
environment inhabited by members of the complex as in (a). The related species Senecio 
madagascariensis was used to root the tree. Root length is not shown to scale. Node 
support (posterior probability) is presented only when lower than 0.95. Reprinted with 
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Evolution is a highly complex process, with highly complex genetic bases that we still do 
not understand. Adaptation to local habitats is a major driver of evolutionary change. 
Therefore, uncovering the genetic basis of local adaptation will contribute to revealing the 
genetic basis of evolutionary change. Leaf shape largely mediates essential plant 
functions and varies in correlation to environmental conditions; therefore it is very likely to 
be a trait moulded by local adaptation. Senecio lautus is an extremely variable groundsel 
from Australia that shows genetically controlled leaf shape variation correlated to local 
environmental conditions. In this study we characterized leaf shape of several S. lautus 
natural populations from similar geographically widespread habitats in a common garden 
experiment, which confirmed leaf shape variation is genetically controlled. Leaf shape 
showed a multivariate variation among natural populations correlated to their native 
habitat. Furthermore, we identified SNPs with allele frequency variation correlated to 
natural leaf shape variation within different geographic regions, while accounting for 
population structure. Allele frequency variation patterns suggest both new mutations and 
standing genetic variation underlie local adaptation, yet the latter does more often. We 
also found evidence of selection among SNPs highly correlated to some leaf shape traits, 
suggesting that selection is shaping the genetic basis of those leaf shape traits in specific 
geographic regions. In addition, we identified SNPs associated with the most variable leaf 
shape trait in S. lautus, leaf dissection, using pools derived from inter population 
recombinant hybrids. The comparison of SNPs from the pool analysis to SNPs correlated 
to different leaf shape traits in different geographic regions supported a scenario in which 
different genetic mechanisms are responsible for leaf dissection reduction in eastern and 
southern coastal populations, suggesting a similar leaf shape evolved independently 
across natural populations. Finally, we identified genes with putative functions relevant for 
leaf development among those harbouring the most strongly correlated SNPs to different 
leaf shape traits. Overall, the combined results of ecological analysis, population and 
functional genomics, and of association mapping, suggest leaf shape is a trait moulded by 





There has long been a broad consensus that evolutionary phenomena can be explained 
coherently with genetic mechanisms (Mayr & Provine, 1981). However, the polygenic 
nature of organisms, the intricate relationship between genotype and phenotype, and the 
randomness of evolutionary forces driving genetic change, such as mutation, genetic drift 
and migration have impeded the emergence of generalizations regarding the 
characteristics of the genetic basis of evolution. For instance, we do not know the effect-
size distribution of loci underlying evolutionary change, what their molecular functions are, 
whether they are epistatic or additive, pleiotropic or modular, or the prevalence of new 
mutations relative to standing genetic variation (Rockman, 2012). In consequence, 
identifying the genetic variation underpinning evolutionary change is a central challenge in 
biology today (Feder & Mitchell-Olds, 2003; Stinchcombe & Hoekstra, 2008; Lee et al., 
2014). 
Adaptation to local habitats is a major driver of evolutionary change (Linhart & Grant, 
1996; Reznick & Ghalambor, 2001; Kawecki & Ebert, 2004). Therefore, uncovering the 
genetic basis of local adaptation will contribute to revealing the genetic basis of 
evolutionary change. Local adaptation produces a match between phenotypic variation 
and environmental heterogeneity among and within species, such as organisms following 
Bergmann’s rule (Freckleton et al., 2003), the distribution of human skin pigmentation 
(Jablonski, 2004) or the organization of Achillea millefolium plants into climatic races 
(Clausen et al., 1948). Genes that constitute the genetic basis of the phenotypic variation 
produced by adaptation to local environments, and those linked to them, should show 
allelic frequency variation correlated with environmental variation. In consequence, an 
approach to identify candidate loci for local adaptation is to seek associations between 
allele frequencies and particular habitats (Pannell & Fields, 2013). However, allelic 
frequencies are influenced by other factors as well, such as population history, migration 
and drift (Coop et al., 2009), making the naive search for genes with allelic frequencies 
correlated to environmental variation prone to false positives. To avoid this problem, 
approaches that account for the null allelic frequency correlation among populations have 
been developed (Eckert et al., 2009; Coop et al., 2010). In this study we will use these 
approaches to identify genes correlated to leaf shape variation, a trait probably modulated 
by local adaptation in plants.  
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Plants show enormous leaf shape variation (Tsukaya, 2014). Leaf shape largely mediates 
essential plant functions such as light reception, thermoregulation, water balance 
(Parkhurst & Loucks, 1972), and herbivore preference (Brown et al., 1991). Therefore, leaf 
shape is likely an adaptive trait (Givnish, 1979). Indeed, a match between environmental 
and leaf shape variation has been documented in Asclepias tuberosa (Wyatt & 
Antonovics, 1981), wild Andean tomatoes (Nakazato et al., 2008), and Ipomoea 
Hederacea (Campitelli & Stinchcombe, 2012). Moreover, leaf traits of fossilized plants 
have been used for over a century to reconstruct paleoclimate (Royer et al., 2005) as leaf 
traits of present day forests correlate significantly with mean annual temperature (Royer et 
al., 2005; Royer et al., 2009). While plasticity is partially responsible for leaf shape 
variation found in nature (Chitwood et al., 2012; Royer, 2012), a substantial proportion of 
leaf shape variation is genetically (Jiang et al., 2000; Holtan & Hake, 2003; Li et al., 2009; 
Pérez-Pérez et al., 2009; Pérez-Pérez et al., 2010; Tian et al., 2011; Chitwood et al., 
2013). Moreover, although scant, there is direct evidence that leaf shape variation affects 
plant fitness, as found in Ipomea Hederacea (Bright & Rausher, 2008). In this sense, leaf 
shape variation is an excellent candidate to study the genetic basis of adaptive traits and 
thus the genetic basis of evolutionary change.  
Senecio lautus is a plant species complex from the Asteraceae family, widely distributed in 
Australia. Members of the complex display great morphological variation closely correlated 
to some ecological conditions (Ali, 1964; Radford et al., 2004). As posed by Ali, “the 
morphological variation among natural populations of S. lautus probably has very few 
parallels in the plant kingdom” (Ali, 1964). In particular, S. lautus leaf shape variation is 
correlated to ecological conditions (Ali, 1964), and is genetically controlled (Radford et al., 
2004). In addition, most populations are interfertile regardless of morphological, ecological 
and geographical differences (Ornduff, 1964). These characteristics make natural leaf 
shape variation in S. lautus an ideal system to identify the genetic basis of locally adaptive 
traits through the search of genes with allelic frequencies correlated to leaf shape, and 
thereby contributing to characterising the genetic basis of evolutionary change. 
In this study we use leaf shape natural variation in S. lautus to identify SNPs with allele 
frequencies significantly correlated to leaf shape trait variation in different geographic 
regions of Australia, while accounting for population structure. We explore patterns of 
geographic variation for the identified SNPs, and draw probable evolutionary scenarios 
that may account for the patterns we discovered. We also investigate if there is evidence 
for selection shaping the genetic basis of the measured leaf shape traits. We further 
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explore the most conspicuous leaf shape trait in S. lautus, leaf dissection, using DNA 
pools derived from advanced inter population crosses. Finally, we review the putative 
biological function of strong candidates in light of their potential role in leaf morphology. 
Overall, this study shows that a combination of ecological, population genomic, and 
association analyses can characterize some aspects of the genetic basis of adaptive 
evolutionary change. 
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Materials and Methods 
Plant and DNA material 
Natural leaf shape variation 
We used 33 S. lautus natural populations that come from nine different habitats and are 
distributed across central, eastern and southern Australia (Fig. 1a). 22 populations had 
been used by in a previous study (Roda et al., 2013a). Table 1 shows the code of each 
population, its habitat, location name, number of plants sampled (see details below), and 
the population codes used by Roda et al. (2013a). Leaves were collected from individual 
mature plants in the field and stored in silica gel. Seeds from the same single plants were 
stored separately in paper envelopes. Leaves were kept at -80°C, and seeds at 4°C, for 
long-term storage at the University of Queensland. Afterward, leaves were used to obtain 
molecular markers and seeds were germinated to characterize leaf morphology of each 
population. In this study we reanalysed Restriction-site associated DNA molecular markers 
(RADs) (Davey & Blaxter, 2010) that had been previously obtained from pools of 22 
natural populations (Roda et al., 2013a; Roda, 2014). Table 1 shows the number of 
individuals per pool for each natural population used to obtain RADs. 
Leaf dissection pooled association analysis 
We used pools of plants with contrasting leaf dissection (i.e. pinnatisect lobed leaves vs. 
entire leaves. Fig. S2) to identify SNPs associated to leaf dissection variation. We used 
pools of advanced generations from an intercross population, which was available at the 
Ortiz-Barrientos lab (Walter and Ortiz-Barrientos unpublished results). The intercross 
population was obtained by crossing the adjacent rocky headland and sand dune 
populations at Lennox Head (NSW, Australia), RH01 and SD01, following a random-
mating with equal contribution breeding design (Rockman & Kruglyak, 2008). A detailed 
description and genetic analyses of these crosses will be published elsewhere. Pools of 
plants with entire and pinnatisect lobed leaves were separately collected from generations 
F6, F7 and F8. We obtained RADs for the six leaf dissection pools separately, following 
the same procedure described by Roda et al. (2013a). Leaf dissection pools are described 
in detail below. 
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Natural variation in leaf shape  
Growth conditions 
We carried out a common garden glasshouse experiment to examine genetically based 
differences in leaf shape traits among natural populations. Three field-collected seeds per 
plant from five plants per population were germinated on October 10th, 30th and November 
16th 2012. At least nine plants were successfully grown per population except for three 
populations with very few seeds in the field. Table 1 shows the number of plants grown per 
population. 
 
Seeds were cut at the shoot edge to speed-up and synchronize germination, and placed in 
glass petri dishes (50 mm dia. X 15 mm) lined with dampened filter paper. Seeds were 
kept in the dark for two days and then transferred to 12 hours light/day at 25°C for 8 days. 
At the 10th day after seed cutting, seedlings were transferred to 8cmX8cmX9cm pots with 
UC MIX (University of California Potting Mix, formula is in supplementary information) and 
grown in a glasshouse. Plants grew under natural light conditions and temperature was 
controlled to 22°C during the night (6:00pm-6:00am) and 25°C during the day (6:00am-
6:00pm).  
Leaf shape characterization 
As a plant matures from a seedling to an adult plant, organ morphology and size varies as 
a result of heteroblasty (Poethig, 2003). In the present study we characterized leaf shape 
at equivalent developmental stages across natural populations, to avoid any confounding 
effects stemming from heteroblasty. Therefore, we collected four leaf types after plants 
flowered, each one produced at different plant developmental stages: (1) main stem 
leaves subtending the ~4th oldest flowering secondary branch, (2) secondary stem leaves 
subtending any flowering tertiary branch, (3) secondary or tertiary stem leaves subtending 
a capitulescence, and (4) secondary or tertiary stem leaves not subtending any branch or 
capitulescence. Fresh leaves were scanned at 300 dpi (dots per inch) in a Canon scanner 
(CanoScan 9000F), and LAMINA (Bylesjö et al., 2008) software was used to semi-
automatically extract leaf shape traits from the digital image applying customized settings 
(Supplementary table S1). We focused our analysis on traditional leaf shape traits – area 
(A), length (L), width (W), perimeter (P), elongation (E, defined as length to width ratio) – 
and used compactness (C, defined as squared perimeter to area ratio) and dissection (D, 
defined as perimeter to length ratio) to measure the highly complex dissection variation 
shown by S. lautus (we do not directly use number of dissections, because some 
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populations have lobes and/or sub-lobes, while other populations have one and/or two 
orders of branched linear leaves (Radford et al., 2004)(Radford et al., 2004), making the 
number of dissections too simple to describe this variation). 
Morphometric analysis 
We determined if the four different leaf types show significant differences for each leaf 
shape trait using a one-way χ2 nonparametrc approximation. To visualize inter and intra-
population leaf shape variation we carried out a principal components analysis of plant leaf 
trait means for each type of leaf. As the four leaf types showed similar trends, and had 
significantly different leaf shape traits, we carried out all subsequent analyses using data 
only from leaf type 4, which will be referred to from now on as mature plant leaves. To 
explore relationships among natural populations based on leaf shape we carried out 
hierarchical clustering of population leaf trait means, using the centroid method to 
calculate distances between clusters. Next, we determined if there was multivariate leaf 
shape divergence between populations from different habitats. As none of the leaf traits 
had normal distribution per habitat (Shapiro-Wilk W test p value < 0.0001), nor equal 
variances (Bartlett test p value < 0.05), we carried out a multivariate logistic regression 
(Sokal & Rohlf, 1995) to evaluate the relationship between habitat and the seven leaf 
shape metrics. Finally we explored the relationship among leaf shape traits using the 
Spearman's ρ correlation coefficient between each pair of leaf shape traits. All analyses 
were performed in JMP 10 (©2013 SAS Institute Inc). 
Leaf dissection association mapping 
Growth conditions 
We carried out association-mapping analyses on pooled samples derived from F6, F7 and 
F8 generations of an intercross population derived from RH01 and SD01 to eliminate 
population structure effects on allelic frequencies. Plants were germinated and grown as 
described above, but located in a controlled temperature room at 25°C and 12 hours 
light/day. Four plants of 75 F6 and F7 families were grown during mid 2011 and late 2011 
respectively. Ten plants of 89 F8 families were grown during mid 2012. 
Leaf shape characterization 
All F6 and F7, and five F8 plants per family were classified as dissected or entire. All 
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leaves were separately pooled at each generation, yielding a total of six pools: three from 
entire-leaf plants and three from dissected-leaf plants. 
Genomic analyses 
Quality filter and SNP calling  
We observed good practice strategies recommended to obtain reliable SNPs and allele 
frequencies from pooled sample studies. First, we ensured each individual contributed 
equal amounts of DNA in each population pool by quantifying individual DNA with 
fluorometry (PicoGreen® dsDNA Quantitation Reagent) and used pool sizes as large as 
possible. Next, we used stringent read quality filters to reduce sequencing errors rates, 
and called SNPs only if the minor allele was supported by a minimum number of reads 
across multiple pools (Futschik & Schlötterer, 2010; Davey et al., 2011). In detail, RAD 
reads fastq files from each pool were quality filtered by discarding the rest of a read after a 
base with quality lower than 20 was found, using the filter script from RADtools (Baxter et 
al., 2011). BWA v0.6.2 (Li & Durbin, 2009) was used to align RAD filtered reads to a S. 
lautus gene-rich partial draft genome (Roda et al., 2013b) and S. lautus transcriptome v2.0 
(Bernal, 2014). We removed reads with mapping quality <20 and created pileup files for 
the natural populations and leaf dissection pools separately using Samtools v1.18 (Li et 
al., 2009). SNPs allele frequencies were calculated for each pileup file using PoPoolation2 
v1.201 (Kofler et al., 2011) with parameters set to identify SNPs with a read coverage of at 
least 10 in every pool, a maximum coverage of 300 in every pool, and the minor allele 
supported by at least 4 reads across pools. SNPs with more than two alleles were 
discarded, as they are likely due to paralogy. Only genomic SNPs identified in both the 
genome and transcriptome drafts were included in subsequent analysis to avoid 
redundancy. We expected correspondence between contigs from the S. lautus 
transcriptome v2.0 and draft genome, as 66% of the draft genome contigs produced 
significant BLASTx hits in plant protein databases (Roda et al., 2013b). Correspondence 
was determined using the stand-alone command-line BLAT (Kent, 2002) with default 
parameters. BLAT package pslReps utility was used to get the best alignments for each 
transcriptome contig using parameters based on those recommended for mapping full 
length mRNAs to the genome in the same species (-minAli=0.96 -nearTop=0.005). We 
chose the hit with the longest alignment to assign a single genomic contig to transcriptome 
contigs that had multiple hits with the same or very similar scores. 
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Functional annotation  
We assigned a putative function to each transcriptome and genomic contig analysed in 
this study following the same methodology described by Roda et al. (2013b). Briefly, we 
used BLASTx (Altschul et al., 1990) to search the NCBI Reference Sequence Database 
(Pruitt et al., 2005). We assigned the RefSeq code from the protein with the best BLASTx 
hit (i.e. lowest E value) to each contig only if hit E value < 10-6, prioritizing Arabidopsis 
thaliana proteins over any other plant because A. thaliana has an outstanding functional 
resource platform that has allowed us to determine the function of a large number of 
genes (Bevan & Walsh, 2005). In this way we were more likely to obtain informative 
functional annotations for each contig, while keeping sound sequence similarity thresholds 
to infer putative biological functions. In cases where a genomic contig did not have a 
significant BLASTx hit, but did have a corresponding transcriptomic contig, we used the 
transcriptomic contig to assign a putative protein function. Next, we used the “functional 
annotation table” at the Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery 
(DAVID) v6.7 (Huang et al., 2009) server to retrieve Gene Ontology (Ashburner et al., 
2000) annotations. 
Genic and intergenic contigs definition 
The genomes of eukaryotic organisms are composed of genic and intergenic regions, the 
latter making-up the largest fraction of genomes. Recent studies based on sequencing 
technologies on humans (Hangauer et al., 2013) and plants (Michael & Jackson, 2013; 
Moghe et al., 2013) have shown sequences from both regions are transcribed, yet, 
intergenic transcribed sequences are not traditional genes as they are not translated into 
proteins. Therefore, we defined contigs as genic only if they had a significant BLASTx hit 
according to the previous procedure, regardless of whether they are transcribed or not (i.e. 
have a corresponding transcriptome contig). It’s worth noting that genome contigs that 
show significant homology to proteins might include both coding and regulatory 
sequences, as they include amino acid coding sequences, and can also include intronic, 
upstream (5’) and downstream (3”) sequences, which might contain cis-regulatory 
elements such as promoters and enhancers (Wittkopp & Kalay, 2012). Similarly, 
transcriptome contigs that show significant homology to proteins might include both coding 
and regulatory sequences, as they include amino acid coding sequences, and can also 
include 5’ or 3’ UTR regions, which might contain cis-regulatory elements (Stern & 
Orgogozo, 2008). The important point for this study is that changes in genic sequences 
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could affect phenotypic characteristics either through gene regulatory sequences or 
protein coding sequences, whereas changes in intergenic sequences most likely cannot 
affect penotypic traits because they do not code any part of a protein. 
Association between allele frequencies and natural leaf shape variation 
We identified SNPs with allele frequencies correlated to leaf shape natural variation, using 
a bayesian model that (1) controls the effect of population structure on allele frequency 
spatial distribution, (2) accounts for different sample sizes (Coop et al., 2010) and (3) has 
recently expanded to model next generation sequencing of population pools (Günther & 
Coop, 2013). This model has been implemented in the Bayenv2.0 software, which 
assesses whether an environmental variable (phenotypic variable in this study) has a 
linear effect, β, on the allele frequency distribution of a particular marker, in addition to the 
effect of population structure, as measured by a covariance matrix of populations allele 
frequencies of putatively neutral unlinked markers. The Bayenv2.0 output for pooled data 
is Z, a test statistic whose values close to 0.5 show a strong support for β ≠ 0 (Günther & 
Coop, 2013). We analysed all populations that had RAD markers using Bayenv2.0, to 
identify SNPs correlated to different leaf shape traits. We used one random SNP per 
genomic contig (to avoid strong linkage) to build the covariance matrix, and we used a 
single draw of the covariance matrix after 100 000 Markov chain Monte carlo (MCMC) 
iterations. Then, we calculated Z for each leaf shape trait for each SNP that had the minor 
allele supported by at least 4 reads across pools, a minimum coverage of 20 to avoid low 
power (Günther & Coop, 2013) and 100 000 MCMC iterations.  
Geographically widespread populations may recruit different beneficial alleles in the same 
gene or in different genes when exposed to similar environmental pressures (Conte et al., 
2012). Accordingly, similar leaf shape traits between S. lautus populations from different 
geographic regions could be due to different alleles in the same gene or in different genes. 
We aimed to identify SNPs associated to leaf shape traits only in specific geographic 
regions, by analysing two geographic population subsets separately. S. lautus coastal 
populations (i.e. sand dunes and rocky headlands) from eastern and southern Australia 
are found in separate phylogenetic clades: coastal populations from the east occupy a 
monophyletic clade, while other coastal populations have different origins (Roda et al., 
2013a). Therefore we divided the population set used in this study into populations from 
eastern Australia and populations from central and southern Australia (Fig. 1 and table 1 
show the geographic population subset where each population belongs), and calculated Z 
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for each leaf shape trait for each SNP in each geographic population subset as described 
for the whole populations set. 
Then, we explored allele frequency variation of the best SNPs for each leaf shape trait 
according to the Bayenv analysis, using linear regressions of their allele frequencies in 
each geographic region vs. the respective trait gradient created by natural populations 
from different geographic regions. We defined the best SNPs as those within the highest 
0.5% Z empirical distribution (Remember highest Z values, i.e. close to 0.5, indicate a 
strong support for a linear effect of the environmental variable, i.e. phenotypic variable in 
this study, on the allele frequency distribution of the SNP analysed). Alleles were polarized 
to catch SNPs in a positive correlation to avoid positive and negative correlations to even 
out. We then computed the mean-centred (M-C) allele frequencies by subtracting the 
mean allele frequency across populations, following Hancock’s strategies (Hancock et al., 
2010; Hancock et al., 2011b). This analysis has a twofold aim: for the analysis of all 
populations from Australia, it reveals whether the best SNPs for each trait are correlated to 
the respective trait in both or only in one geographic region; and for the analysis of the two 
geographic regions separately, it reveals if the best candidate SNPs in one region are 
correlated to the respective trait in the other region. We also carried out this analysis on 
individual SNPs to determine whether an allele correlated to a trait in one geographic 
region, is present or not in the other geographic region. We did not mean-center polarize 
allele frequencies to readily identify fixed alleles. 
Functional analysis of candidate SNPs 
We used DAVID v6.7 (Huang et al., 2009) to explore and perform an enrichment analysis 
of GO terms (Ashburner et al., 2000) of contigs with SNPs among the top 5% of Z values 
of each leaf shape trait in each geographic region separately. We used a threshold of 5% 
because higher cutoffs rendered gene lists shorter than the recommended size for for 
enrichment analysis, as the power of this analysis is very limited with small gene lists 
(Huang et al., 2009). For each geographic region we used the corresponding full set of 
analysed contigs as the gene background. In addition, since we are looking for genes 
involved in leaf shape traits, we revised the associated literature of each contig with SNPs 
within the top 5% Z values, that were annotated with the term "leaf development" in their 
biological process GO term. 
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Evidence of selection on leaf shape traits  
Natural selection is blind to variation that doesn’t have fitness effects. Thus, it is generally 
accepted that genic SNPs are more likely to be under selection than intergenic SNPs, 
because the former are more likely to have phenotypic consequences, and thereby fitness 
effects, than the latter (note genic SNPs might be located in both coding and regulatory 
sequences of genes, as explained under genic and intergenic contigs definition). 
Therefore differences found by this analysis are not relevant to the discussion about the 
prevalence of regulatory vs. coding changes to underlie morphological evolution (Carroll, 
2008). We investigated if there is evidence that leaf shape traits are targets of natural 
selection following a strategy inspired by previous studies (Fumagalli et al., 2011; Hancock 
et al., 2011b). We divided the contigs represented by the SNPs analysed using Bayenv2.0 
into genic and intergenic contigs (definition described above). If selection is acting on a 
certain leaf trait, we expect a higher proportion of genic SNPs in the trait Z empirical 
distribution tail towards 0.5, than in the complete set of SNPs evaluated. In the absence of 
selection, we expect equal proportions of genic SNPs in the Z distribution tail than in the 
whole distribution. We tested if there is an enrichment of genic SNPs in three tail cut-offs, 
5%, 2.5% and 1%, of the Z empirical distribution for each leaf shape trait in each 
geographic region analysed. We defined enrichment as a positive ratio of the fraction of 
genic SNPs in different tail cut-offs to the fraction of genic SNPs in the complete set of 
evaluated SNPs. We evaluated the significance of the enrichment with a hypergeometric 
test (Sokal & Rohlf, 1995), by determining if the proportion of genic SNPs obtained in each 
tail cut-off is significantly different than the proportion of genic SNPs present in the 
complete set of evaluated SNPs. 
Leaf dissection pooled association analysis 
We used a Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel (CMH) test (Sokal & Rohlf, 1995), as implemented 
in PoPoolation2 v1.201 (Kofler et al., 2011), to identify SNPs that consistently differed in 
allele frequencies between leaf dissection pools (entire vs. dissected) across the 3 
generations (F6, F7 and F8) of the RH01 by SD01 intercross population. We only tested 
SNPs found in contigs from the genome draft to reduce the number of independent tests 
performed while maintaining a genome-wide-scan. We further limited the experiment-wise 
error rate using a sequential Bonferroni correction (Sokal & Rohlf, 1995). Since the 
number of pools and number of samples within pools is small, this result provides low 
genetic resolution, but allows us to compare allele frequency correlation to leaf dissection 
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between the pool analysis and the natural populations analysis. In consequence, we 
tested if SNPs with consistent allele frequency changes between the leaf dissection pools 
-which are derived from two eastern populations, SD01 and RH01- had a stronger 
association to each leaf shape trait across natural populations as reflected by the Bayenv 
analysis. Z values did not have a normal distribution, therefore we performed a 
nonparametric one-tailed Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample D+ test (Sokal & Rohlf, 1995) 
to assess if SNPs from contigs with CMH significant SNPs have higher Z values than 
SNPs from contigs without any CMH significant SNPs, using JMP 10©. 
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Results 
Leaf shape variation in natural populations  
A wide range of genetically based leaf shape variation was observed among S. lautus 
populations in the glasshouse common garden experiment (Fig. 1c; supplementary Fig. 
S2a). At the individual level, principal component analysis (PCA) of the seven leaf shape 
traits for each of the four leaf types showed plants from the same habitat mostly appeared 
together when plotting PC1 and PC2, yet there was partial overlap between habitats (Fig. 
1c shows PCA of mature plant leaves and supplementary Fig S1 shows PCA of the other 
three leaf types. Supplementary table S2 shows leaf trait loadings on PC1 and PC2). 
Since the four leaf types showed similar trends in the PCA, and had significantly different 
leaf shape traits (χ2 DF 3 p < 0.0001, supplementary table S3), all subsequent analysis 
were carried out with mature plant leaves only. Hierarchical clustering of populations 
based on the seven leaf shape traits measured showed populations from the same habitat 
largely clustered into a single group (Fig. 1b). Consistently, the logistic regression analysis 
showed that a model including the seven leaf shape traits fits the habitat of plants better 
than a model without leaf shape traits (likelihood-ratio Chi-square test p value < 0.0001, 
R2=0.61). In addition, we found significant covariation among leaf shape traits for all 
pairwise correlations except elongation to length (Spearman's ρ p value < 0.05, 
supplementary Fig. S2b,c). Nonetheless, all leaf shape traits, except elongation, add a 
unique contribution to the natural population variation, as each trait significantly improved 
the logistic regression model (likelihood-ratio Chi-square test p value < 0.05, 
supplementary table S4). In consequence, we excluded elongation in subsequent 
analyses. 
 
The most variable leaf shape trait and the one that improves the logistic regression model 
the most is compactness (largest coefficient of variation in supplementary Fig. S2a and 
likelihood-ratio χ2 in supplementary table S4). Compactness is a scale-independent 
parameter useful to assess leaf margin complexity khaus 
(Backhaus et al., 2010). A variation pattern for leaf margin complexity became apparent 
from this analysis: populations from the coast (i.e. sand dunes, rocky headlands and sea 
bird rockery) and mountain forests mostly have entire leaves, while populations from 
inland (i.e. desert, brigalow woodlands, semi-arid shrublands, and sclerophyll forests) and 
alpine regions have dissected leaves. Moreover, dissection pattern varies widely from 
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sclerophyll forest plants with linear branched leaves, through desert, brigalow woodlands 
and semi-arid shrubland plants with pinnatisect leaves, to alpine plants with rounded lobes 
(Fig 1a). Thus inland, coastal and alpine S. lautus populations can be distinguished by 
their leaf margin complexity.  
Association between allelic frequency and leaf shape traits in natural populations 
We evaluated a total of 12806 polymorphic SNPs across all (4454), eastern (7261), and 
central-southern (6431) Australia populations, which were located in a total of 1995 
contigs, which are located in 561, 1459 and 1506 contigs in each geographic region 
respectively. We found significant pairwise covariation between all leaf shape trait Z 
values (Spearman's ρ p value < 0.05, supplementary Fig. S2d,e), which follow a similar 
pattern to the pairwise covariation between leaf shape traits themselves (Supplementary 
Fig. S2b,c). In addition, we found that the best SNPs for each leaf shape trait, defined as 
those within the best 0.5% of the Z empirical distribution for each analysis, represent 
multiple contigs (supplementary table S5). Moreover, their joint allele frequency has a 
positive correlation with the corresponding phenotypic gradient created by the natural 
populations of the geographic region analysed (linear regression coefficient t-test p < 0.05, 
Fig. 2a,c,d). The best SNPs identified analysing all populations from Australia show this 
correlation in both geographic regions for all traits, except compactness (Fig. 2b). In 
contrast, the best SNPs identified analysing geographic regions separately show this joint 
positive correlation only in the region analysed (Fig. 2c,d. Supplementary table S5 shows 
corresponding R2 and linear regression coefficient t-test p value). In fact, none of the SNPs 
evaluated in both geographic regions separately is among the best 0.5% SNPs in both 
regions. 
 
Furthermore, we found that alleles driving the association of the best SNPs identified when 
analysing geographic regions separately, might or might not be present in the geographic 
region not analysed. For instance, Fig. 3a,b shows SNPs with alleles driving the respective 
association that have a broad geographic presence, while Fig. 3c,d shows SNPs with 
alleles driving the respective association that have a geographic presence limited to the 
region where the association is found. In other words, the latter SNPs are fixed in the 
geographic region where the association is absent. On average across leaf shape traits, 
19.7% of the best SNPs are fixed in the geographic region where the association is absent 
(supplementary table S5 shows percentage of SNPs fixed in geographic regions not 
included in each analysis). 
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Functional analysis of candidate SNPs 
The best 5% SNPs for each leaf shape trait and geographic region together correspond to 
1107 contigs (table S5 shows the number of SNPs in the top 5% distribution for each leaf 
shape trait and geographic region and the number of contigs represented by them). 88% 
of them have a significative BLASTx hit protein, with each contig nearly corresponding to a 
single gene (1.07 contigs/gene). The GO terms associated to these contigs represent 
diverse molecular functions, cellular components, and biological processes. Some of these 
GO terms are significantly enriched in some analyses (i.e. certain leaf shape traits in some 
geographic regions), according to a EASE score p value < 0.05, to a false discovery rate 
less than 10%, or to a Bonferroni adjusted p value < 0.05, as yielded by DAVID v6.7 
(Huang et al., 2009). Supplementary table S6 shows enriched GO terms in each leaf 
shape trait and geographic region analysis according to any of the three criteria. Given the 
hierarchical relationships among GO terms, we summarized the enriched GO terms 
according to common ancestor and/or child GO terms with potential relevance to leaf 
development, as shown in supplementary table S6. The enriched GO terms include 
molecular functions involved in polysaccharide, nucleoside or amino acid derived 
metabolic processes, transport, and signal transduction; cellular components such as 
cytoskeleton, vacuole and other membrane-bound organelles; and diverse biological 
process, related to tissue development, regulation of biological process or qualities (i.e. 
size, mass, shape), metabolism, homeostasis and cell-wall biosynthesis, particularly, 
cellulose biosynthetic process, the most characteristic component of plant cell walls 
(Keegstra, 2010), and cell wall 1,3-beta-glucan formation. 
 
Although the GO term "leaf development" was not enriched in any analysis, we found 13 
contigs, represented by 27 SNPs, whose best BLAST hit genes were annotated with this 
term. Table 2 shows these genes, the leaf shape trait and geographic region for which 
they have a top 5% Z value, and their specific leaf related functional information. In broad 
terms, we found genes involved with different leaf aspects: initiation [ARF5 (Schuetz et al., 
2008)], dorsoventrality [BARD1 (Han et al., 2008), RDR6 (Li et al., 2005)], shape [HST 
(Telfer & Poethig, 1998), RDR6 (Li et al., 2005), TRN1 (Cnops et al., 2006), UBP15 (Liu et 
al., 2008)], size due to alterations in cell expansion [CPL3 (Tominaga et al., 2008), RPL5B  
(Fujikura et al., 2009)], in cell proliferation [TRN1 (Cnops et al., 2006), UBP15 (Liu et al., 
2008)] or in both [ARF2 (Schruff et al., 2006)], vascular development [DOT5 (Petricka et 
al., 2008), RDR6 (Li et al., 2005), TRN1 (Cnops et al., 2006)], trichome development 
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[CPL3 (Tominaga et al., 2008), MSI1 (Exner et al., 2006), UPL3 (Downes et al., 2003)], 
and number [HST (Telfer & Poethig, 1998)] of leaves. 
Evidence of selection on leaf shape traits 
A large proportion of SNPs evaluated with Bayenv2.0 mapped to genic contigs (85%, 89% 
and 86% considering all, eastern and centre-southern regions respectively). Given this 
base-line fraction, we found a significantly higher fraction of genic SNPs in at least one of 
the tail cut-offs of the Z empirical distribution for all leaf shape traits except area when 
analysing all populations; for all leaf shape traits except area and length when analysing 
the eastern populations; and for no trait when analysing the centre-southern populations. 
Table 3 shows the ratio between the fraction of genic SNPs in different tail cut-offs and in 
the complete set of evaluated SNPs, its statistical significance and whether it represents 
an enrichment of genic SNPs in the respective tail cut-off, for each leaf shape trait in each 
geographic region analysed. Considering all of Australia, the enrichment tends to increase 
as we consider more extreme tail cut-offs for all the leaf shape traits except for leaf length 
(although it is not always statistically significant probably due to low power as sample size 
decreases in more extreme tail cut-offs). For instance, the ratio of the fraction of genic 
SNPs in the tail of the compactness Z empirical distribution to the fraction in the whole 
distribution is 1.047, 1.049, and 1.062 for the best 5%, 2.5% and 1% SNPs respectively. 
Considering eastern Australian populations alone, the above trend holds true only for 
compactness and dissection, and partially for perimeter. In contrast, this trend does not 
exist for any leaf shape trait when analysing the centre-southern Australian populations 
(Table 3). 
Leaf dissection pooled association analysis 
Coastal populations, both from sand dunes and rocky headlands, mostly have entire 
leaves (Fig. 1b), and correspondingly, low compactness and dissection values (Fig. S2a), 
yet there is variation in the degree of leaf dissection within these populations. Specifically, 
the sand dune (SD01) and rocky headland (RH01) populations at Lennox head (Table 1), 
the parents of the leaf dissection pools, contain a minority of plants with dissected leaves 
(Fig. S3a,b). This variation in leaf shape remained in advanced intercross hybrids (Fig. 
S3c), thus allowing us to sample these two types of leaves and create pools for 
association mapping analysis (see materials and methods for details). Considering the six 
leaf dissection pools, we identified 75726 polymorphic SNPs that are located in 21762 
genomic contigs. We found 9505 SNPs with a consistent allele frequency change between 
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the leaf dissection pools across the three generations (Sequential Bonferroni adjusted p 
value <0.05 for 75726 tests), which are located in 6563 contigs. Moreover, we found that 
SNPs from contigs containing at least one SNP associated to leaf dissection in the pooled 
association analysis, have a significantly higher perimeter, compactness, and dissection Z 
value, than the rest of SNPs, only when analysing populations from eastern Australia, that 
is, the geographic region where the parents of the pooled analysis populations come from 
(one-sided Kolmogorov D+ test p value < 0.05. Table 4). 
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Discussion 
Leaf shape variation in natural populations 
Our results concur with previous studies evaluating natural leaf shape variation in S. lautus 
(Ali, 1964; Radford et al., 2004): leaf shape variation is genetically controlled, and it differs 
in a multivariate fashion among groups of populations, clearly associated to the 
environment they occupy. Although we found overlap between different groups of 
populations (Fig. 1b,c), as previous studies also did, the multivariate analysis we used 
revealed that environmentally correlated leaf shape multivariate divergence is statistically 
significant, strongly suggesting that the environment occupied by S. lautus natural 
populations affects leaf shape more strongly than population history and random events 
such as migration and genetic drift. 
 
The common environmental conditions described by Radford et al. (2004), of similar but 
geographically widespread habitats occupied by S. lautus populations, supports the 
possibility that correlated selective pressures have produced this multivariate leaf shape 
covariation to habitats. Moreover, Ali (1964) and Radford et al. (2004) reported genetically 
based morphological covariation to habitat beyond leaf shape for S. lautus. Thus, our 
results coupled to previous results indicate groups of geographically widespread natural 
populations of S. lautus share common suites of morphological characters, probably as a 
result of the adaptation of these groups to similar local environmental conditions, and thus 
we considered them ecotypes according to the conception described by Lowry (2012), in 
contrast to Radford’s inclination to variants (Radford et al., 2004), and Ali’s inclination to 
genoecodemes (Ali, 1964). These nomenclatures aside, the evolution of distinct ecotypes, 
such as coastal, inland and alpine ecotypes has been found over a broad range of plant 
families (Lowry, 2012). Therefore, S. lautus leaf shape natural variation, allows 
characterizing the genetic basis of an ubiquitous adaptive evolutionary pattern in plants. 
Association between allelic frequency and leaf shape trait variation in natural 
populations 
The genome wide comparison between molecular markers of populations that differ in 
environmental conditions, while accounting for population structure effects, is conceptually 
related to Fst based tests, but is a more powerful (Coop et al., 2010) population genomics 
approach that is proving to be a valuable way to identify the genetic basis of local 
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adaptation (Eckert et al., 2010; Hancock et al., 2010; Turner et al., 2010; Fumagalli et al., 
2011; Hancock et al., 2011a; Hancock et al., 2011b; Jones et al., 2012; Keller et al., 2012; 
Prunier et al., 2012). Here we present the results of this genomic approach to identify loci 
with allelic frequencies strongly correlated to population mean phenotypes instead of 
environmental conditions. Although this idea has already been proposed (Günther & Coop, 
2013), this is the first time it has been implemented. Günther et al. caution this method 
would have a high rate of false positives if there are large environmental effects on the 
phenotype that coincide with the principal axes of population structure variation (Günther & 
Coop, 2013). Our approach should not suffer from this error source because we recorded 
phenotypes under a common garden experiment, thereby eliminating any environmental 
effect on the phenotype. 
 
Following the above genomic approach, we evaluated the association of each SNP with 
each trait in three different geographic regions by calculating the Z statistic value using 
Bayenv2.0 software (Coop et al., 2010; Günther & Coop, 2013). The significant 
correlations found amongst leaf shape traits Z statistic values (supplementary Fig. S2d,e) 
reflect the correlations present amongst leaf shape traits themselves (supplementary Fig. 
S2b,c). Correlated selective pressures -as discussed above- or correlated phenotypic 
responses produced by linkage (Yeaman, 2013) or pleiotropy (Price & Langen, 1992) of 
genes behind leaf shape traits may be responsible for these correlations. A comparison of 
the genomic location of the multiple contigs represented by the SNPs with the best Z 
statistic values for each trait (supplementary table S5) could help disentangle these 
options. As more S. lautus genomic resources become available it will be possible to carry 
out this kind of analysis.  
 
The significant association between the joint allele frequency of the best SNPs and the 
corresponding gradient created by natural populations for all leaf shape traits in the 
geographic regions analysed (Fig. 2a,c,d), reveals allele frequency shifts in SNPs located 
in multiple contigs (supplementary table S5) affect each leaf shape trait. A similar scenario 
was found in human adaptation to ecoregions and dietary components (Hancock et al., 
2010). This is consistent with a complex genetic basis of leaf shape traits, where selection 
might have produced small allele frequency shifts in several loci, each of which makes a 
small contribution to the phenotype (Pritchard et al., 2010). 
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The contribution of standing genetic variation and new mutations to local 
adaptation 
The parallel association between allele frequency and the respective gradient in two 
different geographic regions, as found for the best SNPs identified analysing all 
populations from Australia (except for compactness, Fig. 2b), is consistent with similar leaf 
shape traits in different geographic regions sharing a common genetic basis, and suggests 
selection acted on standing genetic variation, as alleles with a broad geographical 
distribution were selected in both geographical regions. This scenario was found in human 
adaptation to climate (Hancock et al., 2011b). Nonetheless, it is also possible that the 
same mutation appeared in both geographical regions, and was subsequently selected at 
both regions (Martin & Orgogozo, 2013). A characterization of the haplotypes 
accompanying the selected alleles in each geographical region could sort out these two 
alternatives (Sabeti et al., 2002) if classical signatures of selective sweeps were produced 
during their selection (Pritchard et al., 2010). 
 
On the other hand, the presence of SNPs with allele frequencies associated to the 
respective trait gradient limited to the region analysed for all leaf shape traits (Fig. 2c,d), 
suggests similar leaf shape traits in different geographic regions have been achieved by 
selection acting on different genetic loci. Additionally, SNPs with an allele that has a broad 
geographical distribution and was selected in one geographic region only (Fig. 3c,g,i), 
suggests selection acted on standing genetic variation, as found in freshwater colonization 
by marine threespine sticklebacks (Colosimo et al., 2005), maize domestication (Studer et 
al., 2011), and Arabidopsis thaliana local adaptation (Fournier-Level et al., 2011). In 
contrast, SNPs with the selected allele found only in the geographic region where the 
association is present, suggests a different scenario, where selection acted on new 
mutations that appeared only in one geographic region, a situation also found in A. 
thaliana local adaptation (Hancock et al., 2011a). Although we would need further 
confirmation the latter kind of SNPs are new mutations, and that all instances of low 
frequency alleles indicating standing genetic variation are real, the minority (19.7%) of 
SNPs associated with a trait only in one geographic region are fixed in the other 
geographic region, suggesting new mutations are the target of selection less frequently 
than standing genetic variation.  
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Functional analysis of candidate SNPs 
Some of the contigs represented by the most strongly associated SNPs to leaf shape trait, 
are annotated with GO terms potentially involved with the leaf shape trait in question. For 
instance, the A. thaliana UBP15, ARF2, CPL3, RPL5B, TRN1 mutants show leaf size 
alterations, while the corresponding S. lautus contigs were associated to different leaf size 
traits (table 2). The potential effect of other contigs to their associated leaf trait is less 
clear. However, the contig homologous to RDR6 is specially interesting as RDR6 is 
essential for leaf development and has been identified as an important protein during seed 
plants evolution (Cibrián-Jaramillo et al., 2010). Furthermore, the contig homologous to 
RDR6 potentially interacts indirectly with the contig homologous to ARF2 to affect leaf 
shape, because RDR6 is an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase required for 
posttranscriptional gene silencing through the production of trans-acting small interfering 
RNAs (Peragine et al., 2004) that repress ARF3 and ARF4, to regulate phase-dependent 
leaf shape characteristics (i.e. heteroblasty) in A. thaliana (Hunter et al., 2006). In this 
study we found a contig with highest similarity to ARF2, however, tasiRNAs can indeed 
target ARF2 (Williams et al., 2005). 
 
We also found several enriched GO terms related to the biosynthesis of cell wall 
components such as cellulose and beta-glucan, and vacuolar parts such as the vcuole 
membrane (supplementary table S6). These cellular components control plant cell growth 
by the enlargement of cell volume due to vacuole water uptake and irreversible extension 
of the pre-existing cell wall (Cosgrove, 2005). This is very interesting because cell 
migration is not possible in plants, as cells are tightly glued together by their cell walls 
(Cosgrove, 2005), and thus, plant morphogenesis depends mostly on cell division or 
enlargement. Indeed, the cell wall plays an essential role in the elaboration of complex 
shapes in plants via determining the mechanical properties of the cell (Kierzkowski et al., 
2012).  
 
Studies exploring the genetic bases of leaf shape differences among species have 
revealed changes in KNOXI homeobox proteins that underlie leaf shape divergence. 
Homeobox proteins are involved in the regulation of patterns of anatomical development in 
animal, fungi and plants. However, we did not find any homeobox protein with allelic 
variation correlated to any leaf shape trait in this study. It is possible that we missed a 
homeobox protein that actually underlies natural leaf shape variation in S. lautus because 
association-mapping studies most likely identify SNPs linked to genes responsible for the 
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trait analysed rather than SNPs in the causal genes. Under this scenario, the contigs with 
putative biological functions potentially governing leaf shape might only be linked to genes 
actually governing leaf shape. Yet, it is also possible that mechanisms responsible for 
microevolutionary changes in leaf shape are different than mechanisms responsible for 
macroevolutionary changes in leaf shape. As a final remark, many of the contigs analysed 
in this study were assigned uncharacterized proteins according to the annotation process. 
Consequently, there may be contigs with biological functions potentially important for leaf 
morphology but we are not aware of them. 
Evidence of selection on leaf shape traits 
Previous studies have found an enrichment of potentially adaptive SNPs (i.e. genic or non-
synonymous) relative to potentially neutral SNPs (i.e. intergenic) within SNPs highly 
correlated to environmental variables in humans (Hancock et al., 2008; Fumagalli et al., 
2011; Hancock et al., 2011b) and plants (Hancock et al., 2011a), suggesting the 
environment exerts selective pressures in natural populations. In this study we found an 
enrichment of genic SNPs in the tails of the distribution of SNPs according to their 
association to several leaf shape traits for some geographic regions (table 3) of a similar 
magnitude as those found in humans facing different environmental pressures (Hancock et 
al., 2010; Fumagalli et al., 2011; Hancock et al., 2011b). Therefore, it is likely that we 
identified leaf shape phenotypic traits that are targets of natural selection, which are 
evolving adaptively and not neutrally in S. lautus. Interestingly, we found no evidence of 
enrichment in genic SNPs for some traits in some geographic regions. Maybe this 
geographic division is not relevant for those traits from an adaptive evolutionary 
perspective. 
 
The most strongly correlated SNPs to leaf shape traits are most likely linked to genes 
underlying leaf morphology variation because we evaluated a small portion of genes in the 
S. lautus genome (between 500 and 1500 contigs depending on the geographic region 
considered, out of ~30.000 if S. lautus has a similar number of genes to A. thaliana). 
However the potential role of some contigs in leaf morphogenesis (table 2 and functional 
analysis), and the evidence of selection found for some traits in specific geographic 
regions (table 3), suggest that at least some of the identified SNPs represent contigs that 
underlie leaf shape variation, rather than being linked to contigs that do so. 
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Leaf dissection pooled association analysis 
Leaf dissection is the leaf shape trait with the most striking variation in S. lautus. A 
geographical variation pattern for this trait became apparent in this study: populations 
away from the coasts have dissected leaves, while coastal populations tend to have entire 
leaves (i.e. leaf dissection has been reduced or lost. Fig.1a). Roda et. al. found evidence 
consistent with the parallel evolution of coastal forms (Roda et al., 2013a). Accordingly, 
leaf dissection may have been reduced in parallel among coastal forms of S. lautus. The 
presence of SNPs correlated to leaf dissection (and to all other leaf traits) only in one 
geographic region (Fig 2c,d), in addition to the consistency between the leaf dissection 
pooled analysis in advanced intercross populations derived from eastern populations 
(SD01 X RH01) and the Bayenv analysis for perimeter, compactness and dissection of 
eastern populations only (table 4), strongly supports a scenario in which entire leaves 
evolved independently in eastern and southern coastal forms, using different genetic 
mechanisms. This phenomenon, the evolution of similar phenotypes using different 
genetic mechanisms, has been abundantly found throughout examples of convergent 
evolution. For instance pigment pattern of a beach mouse subspecies from the Gulf and 
Atlantic coasts of Florida (Steiner et al., 2009), pigmentation patterns in different 
Drosophila lineages (Wittkopp et al., 2003), human pygmy stature (Perry & Dominy, 2009) 
and adaptation to high altitude (Bigham et al., 2010), and marine three-spine sticklebacks 
adaptation to freshwater in Atlantic and Pacific populations (Jones et al., 2012). 
Nonetheless, we also found evidence that a portion of the leaf dissection genetic basis is 
shared between the two different geographic regions (Fig. 2b). Therefore our results 
indicate leaf dissection is a complex trait, with both common and different genetic basis 
between different geographic regions. Even more, there could be further genetic 
polymorphisms involved with this trait that are specific to some natural populations, 
however our analytical approach would not allow us to identify them. 
Conclusions 
Our results revealed S. lautus leaf shape traits co-vary with population habitat in a 
composite manner, giving rise to ecotypes, and are very likely targeted by natural 
selection. This scenario implies leaf shape plays a role in the local adaptation of S. lautus 
to its environment. In addition, our data is consistent with leaf shape traits having a 
complex genetic basis, and suggests that different genetic mechanisms can produce 
similar phenotypes. Moreover, we found that the most strongly associated SNPs to leaf 
shape natural variation represent diverse molecular functions and biological processes, 
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and that some of them are very likely to underlie leaf shape traits, given their putative 
biological function. Furthermore, we found some of these loci might represent new 
mutations, whereas other loci might represent standing genetic variation. Several studies 
have shown local adaptation can occur via standing genetic variation (Colosimo et al., 
2005; Fournier-Level et al., 2011; Studer et al., 2011) or via new mutations (Hancock et 
al., 2011a). In this sense, ecological, functional and population genomic studies are 
revealing that the genetic basis of local adaptation is complex, it does not have restrictions 
regarding the origin and molecular identity, but can occur more often via genetic changes 




Table 1. S. lautus populations sampled in this study. For each population the code, habitat, location name, latitude, longitude, 
number of plants measured for leaf shape traits (N1), number of plants used per population pool to generate RADs (N2) and the 
geographic population set used for Bayenv2.0 analysis are listed. Population codes correspond to tags on Fig. 1, and the population 
code used by Roda et al. (2013a) is shown in parentheses.  
Population 
code 
Habitat Location name Latitude (S) Longitude (E) N1 N 2 Population set 
AL01 (A01) 
Alpine 
Mt. Kosciuszko NP 36° 25' 50" 148° 19' 44" 4 28 Central- Southern 
AL03 (A03) Fall's Creek 36° 52' 21" 147° 17' 19" 10 21 Central- Southern 
AL04 (A04) Mount Wellington 42° 53' 25" 147° 14' 13" 3 19 Central- Southern 
AL07 (A07) Mt. Kosciuszko NP 36° 24' 26" 148° 18' 15" 13 57 Central- Southern 
BW06 (I02) 
Brigalow woodland 
Chinchilla 26° 41' 45" 150° 30' 31" 17 28 Central- Southern 
BW07 Wallumbilla 26° 35' 3" 149° 7' 55" 12 NA NA 
BW08 Springsure 24° 9' 35" 148° 7' 10" 16 NA NA 
MF01 (T01) Mountain forest O'Riellys 28° 13' 49" 153° 08' 6" 16 14 Easter 
MF05 New England NP 30° 29' 17" 152° 24' 33" 13 NA NA 
RH00 (H00) 
Rocky headland 
Stradbroke Island 27° 26' 9" 153° 32' 42" 13 24 Easter 
RH01 (H01) Lennox Head Surf Club 28° 48' 22" 153° 36' 9" 17 42 Easter 
RH02 (H02) Hastings Point 28° 21' 45" 153° 34' 46" 14 38 Easter 
RH05 (H05) Coffs Harbor 30° 18' 42" 153° 8' 37" 12 39 Easter 
RH12 (H12) Cape Bridgewater 38° 22' 49" 141° 22' 07''" 14 24 Central- Southern 
RH14 (H14) Green Cape 37° 15' 39" 150° 02' 55" 16 32 Central- Southern 
RH21 (H21) Point Labatt 33° 09' 9" 134° 15' 43" 14 18 Central- Southern 
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Continuation Table 1. S. lautus populations sampled in this study. For each population the code, habitat, location name, latitude, 
longitude, number of plants measured for leaf shape traits (N1), the number of plant used per population pool to generate RAD markers 
(N2) and the geographic population set used for Bayenv2.0 analysis are listed. The population code corresponds to tags on figure 1, and 
the population code used by Roda et al., (2013a) is shown in parentheses. 
 
Population 
code Habitat Location name Latitude (S) Longitude (E) N
1 N 2 Population set 
SD00 (D00) Sand dune Stradbroke Island 27° 23' 34" 153° 26' 25" 11 28 Easter 
SD01 (D01) Lennox Head Surf Club 28° 47' 10" 153° 35' 37" 20 41 Easter 
SD03 (D03) Cabarita Beach 28° 19' 54" 153° 34' 17" 15 39 Easter 
SD04 (D04) Coffs Harbor 30° 18' 45" 153° 08' 24" 16 30 Easter 
SD12 (D12) Bermagui 36° 27' 53" 150° 03' 51" 13 23 Central- Southern 
SD23 (D23) Point Labatt 33° 07' 30" 134° 15' 57" 13 28 Central- Southern 
SD32  Cape Bridgewater 38° 19' 28" 141° 23' 42" 10 29 Central- Southern 
SF01  Sclerophyll forest Warrumbungles NP 31° 16' 25" 149° 04' 14" 10 0 NA 
SF02 (I05) Upper Brookfield 27° 29' 11" 152° 51' 21" 22 17 Easter 
SF03  Mt. Kaputar 30° 17' 24" 150° 8' 57" 17 0 NA 
MF01 (T01) Mountain forest O'Riellys 28° 13' 49" 153° 08' 6" 16 14 Easter 
MF05 New England NP 30° 29' 17" 152° 24' 33" 13 NA NA 
SR01 (MB) Sea bird rockery Coffs Harbour 30° 18' 17" 153° 9' 9" 13 21 Easter 
SS20  Semi-arid shrubland Nth of Broken Hill 31° 30' 26" 141° 30' 40" 9 0 NA 
SS21  Bourke 30° 7' 49" 145° 54' 31" 9 0 NA 
SS22 (I01) Goodooga 29° 6' 25" 147° 27' 21" 5 23 Central- Southern 
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Table 2. Leaf related genes containing top 5% SNPs according to their Z value for leaf shape traits. Gene description and leaf 
related functional information of leaf related genes found among the top 5% SNPs according to their Z value for each leaf shape trait: 
area (A), length (L), width (W), perimeter (P), compactness (C) and dissection (D), in each geographic population (GP) set: all (1), 
eastern (2) and central-southern (3) Australia, and in the SD01XRH01 leaf dissection pool analysis (0). Asterisks indicate the gene had at 













D Gene description 
(RefSeq ID) Leaf related gene information 
GP set 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 0 




Mutants produce extra cell division 
and expansion in many organs, 
including enlarged rosette leaves 
(Schruff et al., 2006). 




Mutants abolish leaf formation under 
specific conditions (Schuetz et al., 
2008). 





Required for the development of leaf 
dorsoventrality in Arabidopsis (Han et 
al., 2008). 
CPL3              *        *    




Leaf epidermal cells in the cpl3 
mutant are remarkably larger, which 
translates into significant leaf size 
differences (Tominaga et al., 2008). 
DOT5      *                    Protein DOT5 (NP_172787) 
Mutants have alterations in their leaf 
vein pattern formation, and also have 
narrower and more pointed leaves than 
the wild type (Petricka et al., 2008). 
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Continuation Table 2. Leaf related genes containing top 5% SNPs according to their Z value for leaf shape traits. Gene 
description and leaf related functional information of leaf related genes found among the top 5% SNPs according to their Z value for each 
leaf shape trait: area (A), length (L), width (W), perimeter (P), compactness (C) and dissection (D), in each geographic population (GP) 
set: all (1), eastern (2) and central-southern (3) Australia, and in the SD01XRH01 leaf dissection pool analysis (0). Asterisks indicate the 













D Gene description 
(RefSeq ID) Leaf related gene information 
GP set 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 0 
HST *                     *   * Protein HASTY (NP_187155) 
Mutants produce fewer leaves than 
wild-type plants, and the leaves of 
mutant plants are curled upwards 
(Telfer & Poethig, 1998). 




MSI1 plays a role in the control of 
trichome development (Exner et al., 
2006). 
RDR6 * *   * *    *                
RNA-dependent 
RNA polymerase 6 
(NP_190519) 
rdr6 as1 and rdr6 as2 double mutants 
produce more lobed leaves than the 
as1 and as2 single mutants (Li et al., 
2005). 




Mutants show narrower leaves. Cell 
size is significantly reduced but not 
cell number (Fujikura et al., 2009). 
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Continuation Table 2. Leaf related genes containing top 5% SNPs according to their Z value for leaf shape traits. Gene 
description and leaf related functional information of leaf related genes found among the top 5% SNPs according to their Z value for each 
leaf shape trait: area (A), length (L), width (W), perimeter (P), compactness (C) and dissection (D), in each geographic population (GP) 
set: all (1), eastern (2) and central-southern (3) Australia, and in the SD01XRH01 leaf dissection pool analysis (0). Asterisks indicate the 













D Gene description 
(RefSeq ID) Leaf related gene information 
GP set 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 
TRN1 *                         Protein TORNADO 1 (NP_200365) 
Mutants have asymmetric and narrow 
leaves due to reduced cell number 
(Cnops et al., 2006). 




Mutants display narrower, serrated and 
flat rosette leaves, partially due to a 
defect in cell proliferation (Liu et al., 
2008). 
UPL3               *    *    *  * 
HECT ubiquitin 
protein ligase family 
protein 
(NP_849567) 
Represses excess branching of 
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Table 3. Ratio of the fraction of genic SNPs in the tail of the Z statistic empirical and in the whole distribution. Ratio of the 
fraction of SNPs in genic contigs in different tail cut-offs of the Z statistic empirical distribution, to the fraction of SNPs in genic contigs in 
the complete Z statistic empirical distribution, for all the leaf shape traits in each population set. Symbols *, ** and *** denote significantly 
different fractions between tail cut-off and complete distribtion according to the hypergeometric test with p values < 0.05, 0.025 and 0.01 
respectively. Genic SNP enrichment (i.e. positive ratio) is shown in bold. 
 
Leaf shape trait 
Population set 
Australia  Eastern Australia  Central-southern Australia 
Cut-off  Cut-off  Cut-off 
5% 2.5% 1%  5% 2.5% 1%  5% 2.5% 1% 
Area 0.987 0.991 0.986  0.978* 0.979 1.041  0.955*** 0.93** 1.039 
Length 1.047*** 1.032 1.014  1.004 0.994 1.016  0.998 1.004 1.055 
Width 1.053*** 1.052* 1.061  1.021* 1.000 0.937  0.969** 0.953* 0.998 
Perimeter 1.052*** 1.062* 1.062  1.045*** 1.057*** 1.036  0.986 0.997 1.035 
Compactness 1.047*** 1.049* 1.062  1.021* 1.036* 1.058  1.000 0.995 1.014 
Dissection 1.042** 1.043 1.088*  1.017* 1.062*** 1.071*  1.011 0.990 0.961 
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Table 4. Z statistic of contigs associated to SD01XRH01 leaf dissection pools. Comparison of SNPs Z statistic for each leaf shape 
trait in each population set, between A: SNPs from contigs associated to SD01XRH01 leaf dissection pools (according to CMH results) 
and B: SNPs from contigs not associated to SD01XRH01 leaf dissection pools. The number of SNPs (n), Z statistic mean and standard 
error, Kolmogorov-Smirnov D one tail statistic and probability that mean Z statistic of SNP from contigs associated to leaf dissection is 
higher than the mean Z statistic of SNP from contigs not associated to leaf dissection. Leaf shape traits with p values < 0.05 are shown in 
bold. 
 
Population set Leaf shape trait n A Mean A (Std Err) n B Mean B (Std Err) D Probability 
Australia 
  
Area 1647 0.1829 (0.1103) 781 0.1765 (0.1069) 0.013 0.8301 
Length 1647 0.1777 (0.1112) 781 0.1705 (0.1065) 0.017 0.7478 
Width 1647 0.2104 (0.1109) 781 0.2061 (0.1098) 0.011 0.87 
Perimeter 1647 0.2136 (0.1164) 781 0.2087 (0.1165) 0.008 0.9314 
Compactness 1647 0.2643 (0.1089) 781 0.2698 (0.1069) 0.028 0.4465 
Dissection 1647 0.2388 (0.1107) 781 0.2393 (0.1125) 0.027 0.4703 
Eastern Australia 
  
Area 2460 0.2566 (0.142) 1320 0.2593 (0.143) 0.037 0.0937 
Length 2460 0.2365 (0.1471) 1320 0.2332 (0.1514) 0.020 0.5128 
Width 2460 0.2482 (0.1444) 1320 0.2537 (0.1465) 0.038 0.079 
Perimeter 2460 0.2372 (0.1381) 1320 0.2464 (0.1407) 0.044 0.0372 
Compactness 2460 0.2543 (0.1377) 1320 0.269 (0.1378) 0.060 0.0019 




Area 2494 0.2315 (0.1273) 1223 0.2291 (0.126) 0.010 0.8378 
Length 2494 0.2055 (0.1299) 1223 0.1989 (0.1257) 0.013 0.747 
Width 2494 0.2474 (0.1163) 1223 0.2469 (0.1179) 0.029 0.246 
Perimeter 2494 0.237 (0.1218) 1223 0.2322 (0.1223) 0.010 0.86 
Compactness 2494 0.2398 (0.1194) 1223 0.2361 (0.1194) 0.008 0.896 
Dissection 2494 0.2435 (0.1196) 1223 0.2399 (0.1197) 0.019 0.542 
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Figure legends 
Figure 1. Leaf shape natural variation in S. lautus 
(a) Map of Australia showing the location and environment of S. lautus populations 
sampled in this study. Circle colours indicate environments according to colour key. 
Arrows indicate populations used to produce leaf-dissection pools. Population tags 
correspond to population codes in table 1. Populations used in the central-southern set for 
Bayenv2.0 analysis are written in light blue and populations used in the north set are 
written in gray (b) Principal component analysis of individual plants leaf shape traits means 
(area, length, width, perimeter, elongation, compactness and dissection degree) of mature 
plant leaves. Each letter represents a plant (N=435 plants). Letters represent population 
codes in table 1 according to legend and colours represent the environment as in (a). (c) 
Hierarchical clustering of populations leaf shape traits means (area, length, width, 
perimeter, elongation, compactness and dissection degree) of mature plant leaves. 
Dendrogram branch colours correspond to environments according to colour key in (a). 
Populations from the rocky headland, sclerophyll forest, mountain forest, semiarid-
shrubland, brigalow woodland and desert environments are grouped together according to 
the respective environment, while populations from alpine and sand dunes habitats are 
split in several groups. Population tags correspond to population names in table 1. A 
common garden experiment leaf from each population is shown at the bottom (scale bar 
corresponds to 5 cm).  
 
Figure 2. Allelic frequency variation across Australia for SNPs with strong 
association to leaf shape traits 
Allelic frequency variation of the top 0.5% SNPs according to their Z statistic value for six 
leaf shape traits, analysing all (a and b), eastern (c) or center-southern populations 
separately, along their respective leaf shape trait gradient considering all Australia (A) (a), 
or eastern (E) and center-southern (C-S) Australia separately (b, c and d). Geographic 
region considered is indicated at the bottom right corner of each chart. Alleles were 
polarized such that correlations are caught in positive directions. Mean-centered (M-C) 
allele frequencies were computed by subtracting the mean allele frequency across 
populations. Each dot represents an individual SNP and colours represent habitats 
according to colour key in Fig. 1a. A linear egression fit with 95% confidence intervals 
(dashed lines) is shown in black for each geographic region. Linear regression R2 is shown 
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for each leaf shape trait and region. Symbols *, ** and *** denote significant regression 
coefficient t-tests with p value <0.05, 0.025 and 0.01 respectively (supplementary table S5 
shows the number of SNPs and linear regression coefficient t-test probability for each 
linear regression). 
 
Figure 3. Allelic frequency variation across Australia for individual SNPs with strong 
association to leaf shape area and perimeter 
Allele frequency variation of individual SNPs among the top 0.5% SNPs according to their 
Z statistic value when analysing eastern (a and c) or center-southern (b and d) populations 
separately, as indicated on the bottom. Alleles were polarized such that correlations are 
caught in positive directions. Polarized allele frequency is graphed along the respective 
leaf shape trait gradient considering populations from eastern (E) and center-southern (C-
S) Australia separately as indicated on the bottom right corner of each chart. A linear 
regression fit with 95% confidence intervals (dashed lines) is shown in black for each 
chart. Linear regresion R2 is shown on the top right of each chart. Symbols *, ** and *** 
denote significant regression coefficient t-tests with p value <0.05, 0.025 and 0.01 




 Figure 1 
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Figure 2




University of California Potting Mix (UC MIX) 
2 Tractor scoops of sand = 1/3 cu. m. 
1 Bale of peat (compressed 2:1) = 6 cu. ft. = 1/6 cu. m.  
4.15 kg of stock fertiliser mix 
Stock Fertiliser Mix 
Blood and bone 6 Kg. 
Potassium nitrate 1 
Potassium sulphate 0.5 
Superphosphate 6 
Dolomite 10 
Hydrated lime 6 





Based on University of California potting mix C, fertiliser II, with readily available nitrogen 
plus moderate reserve of nitrogen, pH 6.5. (Baker & Chandler, 1979). 
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Supplementary tables 
Table S1. Settings used in LAMINA software 
 
 
Parameters Settings used 
Thresholding 130 for most plants. Manually adjusted between 100 and 160 for plants with undetected leaves using 130 
Step size for search NA 
Min. object size (% of tot. image 
size) 0.01 
Min. object density (% of tot. 
image size) 
5 for most plants. Manually adjusted between 2 and 4 
for plants with undetected leaves using 5 
Use hor/ver lines to initially 
approximate width/height no 
Force perpendicular lines in object 
distance calc yes 
Find serrations yes (no for thinly dissected leaves) 
Serration detection pixel threshold 30 
Boundary coordinates 100 
Calibration (pixels/mm) 11.91473684 
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Table S2. Leaf shape traits loading on principal component analysis PC1 and PC2.  
Leaf shape traits analysed: area (A), length (L), width (W), perimeter (P), elongation (E), compactness (C) and dissection (D), on four 





Leaf type 1  Leaf type 2  Leaf type 3  Leaf type 4 
PC1 PC2  PC1 PC2  PC1 PC2  PC1 PC2 
A 0.52074 0.75957  0.56995 0.76016  0.17599 0.65471  0.34821 0.85634 
L 0.70311 0.54296  0.64318 0.63439  0.25336 0.60631  0.5013 0.79304 
W 0.85468 0.18255  0.90707 0.03031  0.45706 0.01161  0.90433 0.01519 
P 0.96388 -0.1315  0.97265 -0.00247  0.49031 0.03936  0.97014 0.05148 
E -0.48294 -0.03365  -0.49823 0.23601  -0.26062 0.2322  -0.51566 0.30372 
C 0.71976 -0.63591  0.69657 -0.5893  0.41343 -0.31602  0.81801 -0.41334 
D 0.85327 -0.42791  0.8737 -0.38721  0.4655 -0.21971  0.92103 -0.28738 
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Table S3. Leaf shape traits χ2 among four leaf types 
Comparison of leaf shape traits analysed: area (A), length (L), width (W), perimeter (P), elongation (E), compactness (C) and dissection 
(D), among four different leaf types 
 
Trait χ2 DF χ2  Ρ 
A 480.2908 3 <.0001 
L 434.5186 3 <.0001 
W 215.2162 3 <.0001 
P 233.1834 3 <.0001 
E 108.532 3 <.0001 
C 40.2964 3 <.0001 





Table S4. Logistic regression test 
Likelihood-ratio (L-R) Chi-square test if the whole model is significantly better than a model without a given source. The number of 
parameters tested (Nparm), the degrees of freedom (DF), the L-R Chi-square and the probability of obtaining a greater Chi-square value 
by chance alone if the specified model fits no better than the model excluding the given source. 
 
Excluded source Nparm DF L-R ChiSquare Prob>ChiSq 
Area 8 8 36.16 <.0001 
Perimeter 8 8 15.67 0.0474 
Compactness 8 8 43.02 <.0001 
Dissection 8 8 27.49 0.0006 
Length 8 8 27.16 0.0007 
Width 8 8 27.00 0.0007 
Elongation 8 8 9.19 0.3268 
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Table S5. Correlation between leaf shape trait gradient and allelic frequency of best SNPs 
For each leaf shape trait and geographic region the number of SNPs within top 0.5% and 5% of the Z statistic distribution; the number of 
contigs represented by the top 0.5% and 5% SNPs; the percentage represented by the SNPs and contigs of the total analysed is in 
parentheses; the R2 and linear regression coefficient t-test probability (t-test p) for the allelic frequency variation of the top 0.5% SNPs of 
each leaf shape trait along the respective geographic phenotypic gradient (t-tests with p < 0.05 are in bold), and the percentage of SNPs 













Geographic region for 
leaf shape gradient R




All  22 (0.49) 17 (3.03) 221 (4.96) 158 (28.16) 
All  0.02 0.0042 NA 
Eastern  0.02 0.0472 NA 
Central-southern  0.02 0.0347 NA 
Eastern  35 (0.48) 32 (2.19) 367 (5.05) 289 (19.81) Eastern  0.00 0.9854 NA Central-southern  0.00 0.9635 23 
Central-southern  35 (0.54) 33 (2.98) 317 (4.93) 242 (21.82) Eastern  0.00 0.7439 25 Central-southern  0.00 0.4046 NA 
Length 
All  21 (0.47) 12 (2.14) 222 (4.98) 152 (27.09) 
All  0.05 <.0001 NA 
Eastern  0.17 <.0001 NA 
Central-southern  0.01 0.1802 NA 
Eastern  31 (0.43) 23 (1.58) 364 (5.01) 282 (19.33) Eastern  0.04 0.0042 NA Central-southern  0.00 0.5747 19 
Central-southern  32 (0.5) 28 (2.52) 322 (5.01) 231 (20.83) Eastern  0.00 0.4437 20 Central-southern  0.02 0.0103 NA 
Width 
All  22 (0.49) 15 (2.67) 224 (5.03) 151 (26.92) 
All  0.06 <.0001 NA 
Eastern  0.11 <.0001 NA 
Central-southern  0.02 0.0105 NA 
Eastern  38 (0.52) 33 (2.26) 369 (5.08) 257 (17.61) Eastern  0.10 <.0001 NA Central-southern  0.00 0.9386 16 
Center-southern  30 (0.47) 26 (2.34) 321 (4.99) 247 (22.27) Eastern  0.00 0.9254 18 Central-southern  0.02 0.0256 NA 
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Continuation Table S5. Correlation between leaf shape trait gradient and allelic frequency of best SNP 
For each leaf shape trait and geographic region the number of SNPs within top 0.5% and 5% of the Z statistic distribution; the number of 
contigs represented by the top 0.5% and 5% SNPs; the percentage represented by the SNPs and contigs of the total analysed is in 
parentheses; the R2 and linear regression coefficient t-test probability (t-test p) for the allelic frequency variation of the top 0.5% SNPs of 
each leaf shape trait along the respective geographic phenotypic gradient (t-tests with p < 0.05 are in bold), and the percentage of SNPs 













Geographic region for 
leaf shape gradient R




All  23 (0.52) 14 (2.5) 222 (4.98) 147 (26.2) 
All  0.14 <.0001 NA 
Eastern  0.26 <.0001 NA 
Central-southern  0.04 0.001 NA 
Eastern  32 (0.44) 20 (1.37) 364 (5.01) 210 (14.39) Eastern  0.38 <.0001 NA Central-southern  0.00 0.7704 3.1 
Central-southern  34 (0.53) 30 (2.71) 319 (4.96) 242 (21.82) Eastern  0.00 0.9993 15 Central-southern  0.01 0.0922 NA 
Compactness 
All  25 (0.56) 17 (3.03) 222 (4.98) 140 (24.96) 
All  0.05 <.0001 NA 
Eastern  0.11 <.0001 NA 
Central-southern  0.00 0.9063 NA 
Eastern  29 (0.4) 22 (1.51) 367 (5.05) 219 (15.01) Eastern  0.35 0.0001 NA Central-southern  0.00 0.7939 3.4 
Central-southern  30 (0.47) 23 (2.07) 318 (4.94) 243 (21.91) Eastern  0.00 0.8121 33 Central-southern  0.02 0.0156 NA 
Dissection 
All  24 (0.54) 11 (1.96) 222 (4.98) 142 (25.31) 
All  0.14 <.0001 NA 
Eastern  0.29 <.0001 NA 
Central-southern  0.01 0.0564 NA 
Eastern  37 (0.51) 25 (1.71) 356 (4.9) 218 (14.94) Eastern  0.25 <.0001 NA Central-southern  0.00 0.8219 8.1 
Center-southern  34 (0.53) 29 (2.61) 319 (4.96) 239 (21.55) Eastern  0.00 0.4841 14 Central-southern  0.02 0.022 NA 
Average  30 (0.5) 23 (2.3) 302 (5) 212 (22)    19.7 
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Table S6. Enriched GO terms among contigs with any top 5% SNPs according to their Z statistic 
Enriched GO terms are shown for the best 5% SNPs for each leaf shape trait and geographic population set -all (1), eastern (2) and 
central-southern (3) Australia-. GO category (BP: biological process, CC: cellular component and MF: molecular function) is listed for 
each GO term, and whether it was found (1) or not (0) in each analysis. Empty cells mean GO term was absent. Enrichment according to 
DAVID EASE score p value < 0.05, false discovery rate < 0.1, and Bonferroni adjusted p value < 0.05 are denoted by * + X respectively. 
 









1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
GO:0005976~polysacch
aride metabolic process 
plant-type cell wall cellulose 
biosynthetic process BP 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1




plant-type cell wall cellulose 
biosynthetic process BP 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1




cell wall 1,3-beta-glucan 
formation BP          0 0 1




cell wall 1,3-beta-glucan 
formation BP          0 0 1
* 0 0 1    
GO:0006575~cellular 
amino acid derivative 
metabolic process 
amino acid derived metabolism BP    0 1 0    0 1* 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 
GO:0006810~transport transport BP 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1* 1 1 1 1 
GO:0007017~microtub
ule-based process microtubule-based process BP 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
* 1 1 1 1 1 1* 1 1 1
*




microtubule-based process BP 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1* 1 0 1* 1 1* 
Continuation Table S6. Enriched GO terms among contigs with any top 5% SNPs according to their Z value empirical 
distribution 
Enriched GO terms are shown for the best 5% SNPs for each leaf shape trait and geographic population set -all (1), eastern (2) and 
central-southern (3) Australia-. GO category (BP: biological process, CC: cellular component and MF: molecular function) is listed for 
each GO term, and whether it was found (1) or not (0) in each analysis. Empty cells mean GO term was absent. Enrichment according to 
DAVID EASE score p value < 0.05, false discovery rate < 0.1, and Bonferroni adjusted p value < 0.05 are denoted by * + X respectively. 
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1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
GO:0007398~ectoder
m development tissue development BP    0 0 1
* 0 1 1*    0 1 1 1 1 0 
GO:0008152~metabo
lic process metabolic process BP 1 1 1 1
* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
GO:0008544~epider
mis development tissue development BP    0 0 
1* 0 1 1*    0 1 1 1 1 0 
GO:0009888~tissue 
development tissue development BP 0 1 1 0 0 
1* 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
GO:0009913~epider
mal cell differentiation tissue development BP    0 0 
1* 0 1 1*    0 1 1 1 1 0 
GO:0010015~root 
morphogenesis tissue development BP    0 0 




tissue development BP    0 0 1





homeostasis BP    0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
* 0 0 1 0 
GO:0019748~second
ary metabolic process secondary metabolism BP 0 1 0 0 1 0    0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
* 0 
Continuation Table S6. Enriched GO terms among contigs with any top 5% SNPs according to their Z value empirical 
distribution 
Enriched GO terms are shown for the best 5% SNPs for each leaf shape trait and geographic population set -all (1), eastern (2) and 
central-southern (3) Australia-. GO category (BP: biological process, CC: cellular component and MF: molecular function) is listed for 
each GO term, and whether it was found (1) or not (0) in each analysis. Empty cells mean GO term was absent. Enrichment according to 
DAVID EASE score p value < 0.05, false discovery rate < 0.1, and Bonferroni adjusted p value < 0.05 are denoted by * + X respectively. 
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homeostasis BP 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1




plant-type cell wall cellulose 





metabolic process BP 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1* 1 1 1 1 1 1 
GO:0044042~glucan 
metabolic process 
plant-type cell wall cellulose 
biosynthetic process BP 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
* 1 1 1 0 1 1 
GO:0044238~primary 
metabolic process metabolic process BP 1 1 1 1
* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1* 1 1 1 1 1 1 
GO:0044249~cellular 





plant-type cell wall cellulose 
biosynthetic process BP 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
* 1 1 1 0 1 1 
GO:0048589~develop
mental growth tissue development BP 0 1 1 0 0 1
* 0 0 1* 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Continuation Table S6. Enriched GO terms among contigs with any top 5% SNPs according to their Z value empirical 
distribution 
Enriched GO terms are shown for the best 5% SNPs for each leaf shape trait and geographic population set -all (1), eastern (2) and 
central-southern (3) Australia-. GO category (BP: biological process, CC: cellular component and MF: molecular function) is listed for 
each GO term, and whether it was found (1) or not (0) in each analysis. Empty cells mean GO term was absent. Enrichment according to 
DAVID EASE score p value < 0.05, false discovery rate < 0.1, and Bonferroni adjusted p value < 0.05 are denoted by * + X respectively. 
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1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
GO:0050789~regulati
on of biological 
process 
process that modulates the 
quantity of any biological 
process 
BP 1 1* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
GO:0050794~regulati
on of cellular process 
process that modulates the 
quantity of any biological 
process 
BP 1 1* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
GO:0051234~establis
hment of localization tissue development BP 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1




plant-type cell wall cellulose 
biosynthetic process BP          0 0 1




plant-type cell wall cellulose 
biosynthetic process BP          0 0 1
* 0 0 1    
GO:0051301~cell 
division tissue development BP 0 0 1
* 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
GO:0051704~multi-
organism process tissue development BP 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Continuation Table S6. Enriched GO terms among contigs with any top 5% SNPs according to their Z value empirical 
distribution 
Enriched GO terms are shown for the best 5% SNPs for each leaf shape trait and geographic population set -all (1), eastern (2) and 
central-southern (3) Australia-. GO category (BP: biological process, CC: cellular component and MF: molecular function) is listed for 
each GO term, and whether it was found (1) or not (0) in each analysis. Empty cells mean GO term was absent. Enrichment according to 
DAVID EASE score p value < 0.05, false discovery rate < 0.1, and Bonferroni adjusted p value < 0.05 are denoted by * + X respectively. 
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1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
GO:0065007~biologic
al regulation 
process that modulates the 
quantity of any biological 
process 
BP 1 1* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
GO:0065008~regulati
on of biological 
quality 
regulation of biological 
quality such as size, mass, 
shape, color, etc 




membrane part CC          0 0 1* 0 0 1    
GO:0005622~intracell
ular cell part CC 1 1 1 1 1






organelle CC 0 1
* 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0    1 1 0 
GO:0005737~cytopla
sm cell part CC 1 1 1 1 1
* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
*
+ 1 
GO:0005773~vacuole vacuole CC 1 1 1 1 1
*
+x 1 1 1




r membrane vacuole CC 1 1 1 1 1
* 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 
Continuation Table S6. Enriched GO terms among contigs with any top 5% SNPs according to their Z value empirical 
distribution 
Enriched GO terms are shown for the best 5% SNPs for each leaf shape trait and geographic population set -all (1), eastern (2) and 
central-southern (3) Australia-. GO category (BP: biological process, CC: cellular component and MF: molecular function) is listed for 
each GO term, and whether it was found (1) or not (0) in each analysis. Empty cells mean GO term was absent. Enrichment according to 
DAVID EASE score p value < 0.05, false discovery rate < 0.1, and Bonferroni adjusted p value < 0.05 are denoted by * + X respectively. 
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organelle CC       0 0 1




organelle CC 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1




organelle CC 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1








organelle CC 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1




organelle CC 1 1 1 1 
1*
+ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1




organelle CC 1 1 1 1 1




organelle CC   1 1 1 1 1








organelle CC 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
* 0 
Continuation Table S6. Enriched GO terms among contigs with any top 5% SNPs according to their Z value empirical 
distribution 
Enriched GO terms are shown for the best 5% SNPs for each leaf shape trait and geographic population set -all (1), eastern (2) and 
central-southern (3) Australia-. GO category (BP: biological process, CC: cellular component and MF: molecular function) is listed for 
each GO term, and whether it was found (1) or not (0) in each analysis. Empty cells mean GO term was absent. Enrichment according to 
DAVID EASE score p value < 0.05, false discovery rate < 0.1, and Bonferroni adjusted p value < 0.05 are denoted by * + X respectively. 
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organelle CC       0 0 1
*       0 0 1 
GO:0043226~organel













organelle CC 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1*
+ 1 1 
GO:0043229~intracell













organelle CC 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1*




organelle CC 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
* 0 
Continuation Table S6. Enriched GO terms among contigs with any top 5% SNPs according to their Z value empirical 
distribution 
Enriched GO terms are shown for the best 5% SNPs for each leaf shape trait and geographic population set -all (1), eastern (2) and 
central-southern (3) Australia-. GO category (BP: biological process, CC: cellular component and MF: molecular function) is listed for 
each GO term, and whether it was found (1) or not (0) in each analysis. Empty cells mean GO term was absent. Enrichment according to 
DAVID EASE score p value < 0.05, false discovery rate < 0.1, and Bonferroni adjusted p value < 0.05 are denoted by * + X respectively. 
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1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
GO:0044424~intracell
ular part cell part CC 1 1 1 1 1






organelle CC 1 1 1 1 1






organelle CC 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1* 1 1 
GO:0044437~vacuola
r part vacuole CC 1 1 1 1 1
* 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 
GO:0044444~cytopla
smic part cell part CC 1 1 1 1 1




ular organelle lumen 
membrane-bounded 
organelle CC 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
* 0 
GO:0000166~nucleoti
de binding Signal transduction MF 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
* 1 1 
GO:0001882~nucleos
ide binding Signal transduction MF 1 1 1
* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
GO:0001883~purine 
nucleoside binding Signal transduction MF 1 1 1
* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
GO:0003677~DNA 
binding Signal transduction MF 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
* 1 1 1 
Continuation Table S6. Enriched GO terms among contigs with any top 5% SNPs according to their Z value empirical 
distribution 
Enriched GO terms are shown for the best 5% SNPs for each leaf shape trait and geographic population set -all (1), eastern (2) and 
central-southern (3) Australia-. GO category (BP: biological process, CC: cellular component and MF: molecular function) is listed for 
each GO term, and whether it was found (1) or not (0) in each analysis. Empty cells mean GO term was absent. Enrichment according to 
DAVID EASE score p value < 0.05, false discovery rate < 0.1, and Bonferroni adjusted p value < 0.05 are denoted by * + X respectively. 
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1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
GO:0003824~catalyti
c activity metabolic process MF 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1






cell wall MF          0 0 1* 0 0 1    
GO:0003924~GTPas













polysaccharide metabolic MF 0 0 1* 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
1
* 0 1 
1





rter activity transport MF 1 1 1 1 
1




1 1 1 1 
GO:0005524~ATP 
binding Signal transduction MF 1 1 
1
* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
GO:0005525~GTP 
binding Signal transduction MF 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
1





Continuation Table S6. Enriched GO terms among contigs with any top 5% SNPs according to their Z value empirical 
distribution 
Enriched GO terms are shown for the best 5% SNPs for each leaf shape trait and geographic population set -all (1), eastern (2) and 
central-southern (3) Australia-. GO category (BP: biological process, CC: cellular component and MF: molecular function) is listed for 
each GO term, and whether it was found (1) or not (0) in each analysis. Empty cells mean GO term was absent. Enrichment according to 
DAVID EASE score p value < 0.05, false discovery rate < 0.1, and Bonferroni adjusted p value < 0.05 are denoted by * + X respectively. 
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metabolism MF 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
* 0 1 1 0 1 1 
GO:0008415~acyltran
sferase activity metabolic process MF 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1





transport MF 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1* 1 0 1 1 
GO:0015297~antiport
er activity transport MF 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1











transport MF 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1* 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Continuation Table S6. Enriched GO terms among contigs with any top 5% SNPs according to their Z value empirical 
distribution 
Enriched GO terms are shown for the best 5% SNPs for each leaf shape trait and geographic population set -all (1), eastern (2) and 
central-southern (3) Australia-. GO category (BP: biological process, CC: cellular component and MF: molecular function) is listed for 
each GO term, and whether it was found (1) or not (0) in each analysis. Empty cells mean GO term was absent. Enrichment according to 
DAVID EASE score p value < 0.05, false discovery rate < 0.1, and Bonferroni adjusted p value < 0.05 are denoted by * + X respectively. 
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1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
GO:0016462~pyroph
osphatase activity metabolic process MF 1 1 1




dyltransferase activity metabolic process MF 1
* 1 0       1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
GO:0016787~hydrola
se activity metabolic process MF 1 1 1




se activity, acting on 
glycosyl bonds 
metabolic process MF 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1* 
GO:0016817~hydrola
se activity, acting on 
acid anhydrides 




se activity, acting on 
acid anhydrides, in 
phosphorus-
containing anhydrides 
metabolic process MF 1 1 1* 1 1 1 1* 1 1 1 1 
1






nucleotide binding Signal transduction MF 1 1 1
* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1* 1 1 1 1* 1 1 
Continuation Table S6. Enriched GO terms among contigs with any top 5% SNPs according to their Z value empirical 
distribution 
Enriched GO terms are shown for the best 5% SNPs for each leaf shape trait and geographic population set -all (1), eastern (2) and 
central-southern (3) Australia-. GO category (BP: biological process, CC: cellular component and MF: molecular function) is listed for 
each GO term, and whether it was found (1) or not (0) in each analysis. Empty cells mean GO term was absent. Enrichment according to 
DAVID EASE score p value < 0.05, false discovery rate < 0.1, and Bonferroni adjusted p value < 0.05 are denoted by * + X respectively. 
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nucleotide binding Signal transduction MF 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
* 1 1 1 1 0 1
*








transport MF 1 1 1 1 1* 1 1 1* 1 1 1 1 1 1
*
+ 1 1 1 1 
GO:0030554~adenyl 
nucleotide binding Signal transduction MF 1 1 1
* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
GO:0032553~ribonucl
eotide binding Signal transduction MF 1 1 1
* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1* 1 1 1 1* 1 1 
GO:0032555~purine 
ribonucleotide binding Signal transduction MF 1 1 1
* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1* 1 1 1 1* 1 1 
GO:0032559~adenyl 
ribonucleotide binding Signal transduction MF 1 1 1
* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Continuation Table S6. Enriched GO terms among contigs with any top 5% SNPs according to their Z value empirical 
distribution 
Enriched GO terms are shown for the best 5% SNPs for each leaf shape trait and geographic population set -all (1), eastern (2) and 
central-southern (3) Australia-. GO category (BP: biological process, CC: cellular component and MF: molecular function) is listed for 
each GO term, and whether it was found (1) or not (0) in each analysis. Empty cells mean GO term was absent. Enrichment according to 
DAVID EASE score p value < 0.05, false discovery rate < 0.1, and Bonferroni adjusted p value < 0.05 are denoted by * + X respectively. 
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1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
GO:0032561~guanyl 
ribonucleotide binding Signal transduction MF 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
* 1 1 1 1 0 1
*
+ 1 1 
GO:0070011~peptida
se activity, acting on 
L-amino acid peptides 
aminoacid derived 
metabolism MF 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
* 0 1 1 0 1 1 
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Supplementary figure legends 
Figure S1. Leaf shape natural variation in S. lautus 
Principal component analysis of individual plants leaf shape traits means (area, length, 
width, perimeter, elongation, compactness and dissection degree) of type 1, 2 , and 3 
leaves. Each letter represents a plant (N=435 plants). Letters represent population codes 
in table 1 according to legend and colours represent the environment according to color 
key. 
 
Figure S2. Leaf shape traits in S. lautus natural populations, Spearman’s 
correlations among them, and among leaf shape traits Z statistic values.  
(a) Shows leaf shape mean values and standard error from the mean (error bars) for 
seven traits -area (A), length (L), width (W), perimeter (P), elongation (E), compactness 
(C) and dissection (D)- for each population, and coefficient of variation (CV) for each trait. 
Eastern and center-southern populations are shown in light and dark grey according to 
legend. * mark populations included in Bayenv analysis. (b) Shows Spearman’s 
correlations r among leaf shape traits variation within S. Lautus natural populations and 
their significance (c). (d) Shows Spearman’s correlations r between leaf shape traits Z 
statistics and their significance (e).  
 
Figure S3. Leaf dissection (D) variation in pooled leaf dissection analysis. 
Representative entire and dissected leaf images and leaf dissection distribution is shown 
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Abstract 
A current challenge in evolutionary biology is to identify the genetic and molecular 
mechanisms underlying shape variation in nature. In this study we investigated leaf shape 
natural variation across headland and dune coastal populations of S. lautus, an Australian 
herb with massive leaf shape variation closely correlated to habitats. We mapped 
quantitative trait loci (QTL) influencing leaf shape variation and estimated their adaptive 
value in replicated experimental populations. Headland and dune coastal populations 
differed mostly in their leaf size, and edaphic characteristics accounted for a large 
proportion of leaf shape natural variation. Furthermore, we found that several QTL affect 
leaf shape variation, which are located in specific linkage groups beyond neutral 
expectations. A leaf size related QTL appeared to be more prone to be selected under 
similar environmental conditions, yet it was not selected in every selection event. We 
identified a gene very likely to affect leaf size within this QTL that we called SLSIZE, as 
mutations in the A. thaliana protein with highest homology to SLSIZE decrease plants leaf 
size. Overall, our results support the emerging view that certain pathways offer less 
resistance to evolutionary change, while the genetic basis of evolutionary change are not 
unequivocally predictable, and open new routes to discover the molecular genetic variants 
that underpin leaf shape natural variation in angiosperms. 
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Introduction 
Organismal shape accounts for many of the phenotypic differences observed among and 
within species (Langlade et al., 2005). In consequence, biologists have tried to identify the 
genetic basis of shape variation, and ultimately the molecular mechanisms and 
evolutionary forces contributing to shape diversification (Carroll, 2008). In plants, leaf 
shape is greatly variable (Tsukaya, 2014) and affects plant traits that influence fitness in 
complex and sometimes opposite ways. For instance, although large and thin leaves 
optimise the capture of light and the rate of gas exchange during photosynthesis, they also 
demand high biomass investment per unit leaf area, and are prone to water loss and rapid 
heating when exposed to light (Hasson et al., 2010). Leaf shape also affects herbivore 
preferences (Brown et al., 1991) and disease resistance (Sharma et al., 2003; Taggar & 
Gill, 2012). The complex effects of leaf shape on plant fitness probably spawned some of 
the amazing morphological variation found in land plants (Hasson et al., 2010), making 
leaf shape variation an ideal framework to understand the causes and consequences of 
shape evolution (Tsukaya, 2014). 
 
The most common approaches taken to dissect the genetic basis of leaf shape variation 
are Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL) mapping and mutant analyses of plants with leaf defects 
(Tsiantis & Hay, 2003; Barkoulas et al., 2007; Braybrook & Kuhlemeier, 2010; Tsukaya, 
2014). QTL analyses in tomato (Holtan & Hake, 2003; Frary et al., 2004; Chitwood et al., 
2013), cotton (Jiang et al., 2000; Andres et al., 2013), Arabidopsis thaliana (Robles & 
Perez-Perez, 2001; Pérez-Pérez et al., 2002; Juenger et al., 2005), poplar (Fu et al., 
2013), antirrhinum (Langlade et al., 2005; Costa et al., 2012), and maize (Tian et al., 2011; 
Ku et al., 2012) have revealed the genetic architecture of leaf shape variation in these 
species, while the study of mutants mainly in tomato, pea, A. thaliana, Cardamine hirsuta 
and maize has uncovered gene networks that regulate leaf growth and morphogenesis 
(Sanders & Wyatt, 2009; Townsley & Sinha, 2012). Although studies using mutant plants 
have identified individual mutations affecting leaf phenotypes, such genetic variation might 
not represent the genetic variation underlying leaf shape variation in natural populations 
(but see (Kimura et al., 2008) for an example in wild tomatoes, and (Piazza et al., 2010) 
and (Vlad et al., 2014) for two examples in A. thaliana and its wild relatives). This general 
paucity in genetic data limits our ability to understand the causes and consequences of 
leaf diversity in flowering plants (Tsukaya, 2014), arguing for the need to develop new 
systems where classical and quantitative genetic experiments can be performed. 
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In this study we identify genomic regions affecting natural leaf shape variation in an 
emerging model to study plant evolution, Senecio lautus, an herbaceous plant from the 
Asteraceae family that is distributed in a wide variety of habitats in temperate and 
subtropical Australia, including coastal (sand dunes, rocky headlands and exposed off-
shore islands), inland (dessert, brigalow woodlands and semi-arid shrublands) and 
mountainous (wet subalpine tablelands and high alpine meadows) habitats (Radford et al., 
2004). Leaf morphology in S. lautus has undergone dramatic diversification that is closely 
correlated with environmental variation (Ali, 1964; Radford et al., 2004; Bernal, 2014). 
Albeit with some exceptions, populations from inland habitats have pinnatisect to linearly 
branched leaves, whereas alpine populations have lobed leaves, and coastal and 
tableland populations have entire leaves (Bernal, 2014). We focus on sand dune and 
rocky headland populations, which are repeatedly present as pairs of adjacent or very 
close populations throughout the Australian coast, thereby providing an ideal system to 
identify environmental factors correlated to leaf morphological variation. First, we assess 
the effect of edaphic characteristics on leaf shape traits, to explore if environmental 
variables are moulding leaf shape natural variation. Next, we use quantitative genetic 
analysis to map QTL underlying leaf shape variation, and we use a combination of 
recombinant populations and field transplant experiments to evaluate the adaptive value of 
QTL underlying leaf shape variation in a single round of natural selection. Finally, we 
identify genes within those regions whose biological function is potentially involved in leaf 
shape variation. 
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Materials and Methods 
Plant and DNA material 
Natural adjacent population pairs 
We used 14 natural populations of S. lautus, comprising seven pairs of adjacent or very 
close rocky headland and sand dunes natural populations distributed throughout the 
eastern and southern coasts of Australia (Fig. 1). We will refer to these pair of populations 
as H-D pairs (Table 1). We have previously characterized leaf shape traits of these 
populations (Bernal, 2014). Briefly, seeds were collected from individual mature plants in 
the field and were germinated to characterize leaf shape of each population under a 
common garden experiment (Bernal, 2014). 
QTL Mapping population 
We used a population previously created by Roda (2014), by crossing an individual from 
the sand dune population at Lennox Head with an individual from the adjacent rocky 
headland population. These populations are named SD01 and RH01 respectively in Table 
1 and are indicated by arrows in Fig. 1. A single F1 out 25 F1 plants was crossed with a 
full sib of the initial headland parental to create a rocky headland by sand dune first 
generation backcross to headland (BCH) mapping population, composed of 146 
individuals. BCH plants were genotyped with RADs (Davey & Blaxter, 2010) as described 
by Roda (2014), and were phenotyped for leaf shape traits, the focus of this chapter 
(details below). 
Recombinant populations 
We used three replicates of advanced recombinant populations previously produced 
between the adjacent rocky headland and sand dune populations at Lennox Head, RH01 
and SD01 in Fig. 1 and Table 1 (Walter and Ortiz-Barrientos unpublished results). Briefly, 
each recombinant population replicate was produced by crossing RH01 and SD01 
individuals following a random-mating with equal contribution breeding design (Rockman & 
Kruglyak, 2008), to obtain F1 and so on until F8 generation. On February 2012, 89 plants 
from each F8 recombinant population were transplanted to both provenance sites, that is, 
rocky headland RH01 and sand dune SD01, indicated by arrows in Fig. 1. Plant 
survivorship was measured as the proportion of surviving plants per family at 85 days 
(Walter and Ortiz-Barrientos unpublished results). Leaves from two surviving plants per 
family for families within the 20% tail of the survivorship distribution at each transplant site 
were collected and subsequently used to produce RADs (Davey & Blaxter, 2010) from 
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pools of surviving plants at each environment for each F8 recombinant populations 
replicate (Roda, 2014). We will refer to the three replicates of these Recombinant 
Populations Survivors at each environment as RPS A, B and C followed by D or H, 
indicating survivorship in the dune or in the headland respectively. Table S2 shows 
number of individuals used per each pool of surviving plants at each site. 
Leaf shape characterization 
Natural adjacent population pairs 
We used leaf shape data previously obtained in a common garden experiment (Bernal, 
2014). Briefly, on October and November 2012, field-collected seeds were germinated on 
tap water dampened filter papers, transferred to pots with UC MIX (formula is in 
supplementary information) and located in a glasshouse, where plants grew under natural 
light conditions and temperature was controlled to 22°C during the night (6:00pm-6:00am) 
and 25°C during the day (6:00am-6:00pm). Leaf shape characteristics had been extracted 
from secondary branch leaves from plants with mature flowers, using LAMINA (Bylesjö et 
al., 2008) software on fresh leaves digital images. In this study we used the leaf shape 
traits obtained in (Bernal, 2014), and extracted one additional leaf shape trait, indents 
density. Thus, in the end we focused our analysis on eight leaf shape traits: four size 
related traits – area (A), length (L), width (W), perimeter (P)– and four shape related traits -
elongation (E, defined as length to width ratio), Indents density (I, defined as number of 
indents to length ratio), compactness (C, defined as squared perimeter to area ratio) and 
dissection degree (D, defined as perimeter to length ratio). 
Morphometric analyses 
First we assessed the relationship among leaf shape traits in the BCH plants creating a 
Spearman correlation matrix. Then, we visualized inter and intra-population leaf shape 
variation using principal components analysis of the plant mean for the eight leaf shape 
traits. Single leaf shape metrics were not normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk W test P-value 
< 0.0001). Therefore, we used a logistic regression (Sokal & Rohlf, 1995) to evaluate the 
joint predictive power of leaf shape metrics to distinguish sand dune and rocky headland 
populations. All analyses were performed in JMP 10 (©2013 SAS Institute Inc). 
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QTL Mapping population 
Growth conditions 
BCH mapping population plants were grown as described by Roda (Roda, 2014). Briefly, 
seeds were germinated on tap water dampened filter papers, transferred to pots with UC 
MIX (fertilization formula is in supplementary information) and located in a controlled 
temperature room at 25°C and 12 hours light/day. Six pots were located on each flat, and 
flats were rotated throughout the controlled temperature room every 2 days to expose 
every plant to the different local light and temperature conditions of the room, such that 
environmental effects would even out during plant growth. 
Leaf shape measurement 
As a plant matures from a seedling to an adult plant, organ shape and size varies as a 
result of heteroblasty (Poethig, 2003). In the present study we characterized leaf shape of 
adult plants of the F1 and BCH mapping population to avoid sampling plants at different 
heteroblastic stages. We collected nine leaves of each F1 and BCH mapping population 
plant after plants flowered. The three oldest, but still green leaves of the three most basal 
secondary branches collected, pressed and dried in absorbent paper at 30°C for one 
week. Dried leaves were laminated and subsequently scanned at 300 dpi in a Canon 
scanner (CanoScan 9000F), and LAMINA (Bylesjö et al., 2008) software was used to 
semi-automatically extract the same eight leaf shape traits used in the H-D pairs, from the 
digital image of each leaf. We assessed the relationship among leaf shape traits in the 
BCH plants creating a Spearman correlation matrix. Finally, we estimated broad-sense 
heritability (H2) of each leaf shape trait using variance components, such that 
H2=Vg/(Vg+Ve), where Vg is the variance between the 25 F1 plants, and Ve is the average 
variance within each of the 25 F1 plants (i.e. between the nine leaves collected for each 
plant). 
Edaphic characteristics effect on leaf shape traits 
Plants from adjacent or very close rocky headland and sand dunes share similar 
environmental regimes, such as radiation, temperature and precipitation. Yet, their 
edaphic characteristics differ greatly, and might underlie the divergence found between 
these adjacent population pairs (Roda et al., 2013b). Soil samples from the sites of the 
natural populations had been previously collected, 38 variables had been measured at the 
Australian Laboratory Services facilities, and principal components had been calculated for 
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all the variables or for different types of variables separately: metals, nutrients and salts 
(Roda et al., 2013b). If a leaf shape trait were affected by a soil variable, we expected that 
the leaf shape trait differentiation, defined as the absolute value of the leaf shape trait 
difference within H-D pairs, would be correlated to the environmental differentiation, 
similarly defined as the absolute value of the soil variable difference within H-D pairs. We 
used the non-parametric Spearman’s ρ test to identify significant correlations between leaf 
shape trait differentiation and soil differentiation of the first principal component of all soil 
variables (sPC1), or of different types of soil variables separately: metals, nutrients and 
salts. All analyses were performed in JMP 10 (©2013 SAS Institute Inc). 
Leaf shape traits genetic architecture 
We mapped quantitative trait loci (QTL) that significantly explain variation of leaf shape 
traits in the BCH mapping population. We used a linkage map of 1169 RAD markers that 
was previously developed for this population (Roda, 2014)(Roda, REF: 2014) with 
JoinMap ® 4 (Van Ooijen, 2006). We calculated QTL for the same 8 leaf shape traits 
evaluated in natural populations, for the first principal components of the eight leaf shape 
traits (8T_PC1), of the size-related traits (Sz_PC1) and of the shape-related traits 
(Sh_PC1), using MapQTL ® 6 (Van Ooijen, 2006). Since S. lautus is an outcrossing plant, 
the individuals crossed to obtain the BCH mapping population were heterogeneously 
heterozygous and homozygous plants, instead of fully homozygous plants, as assumed for 
backcross populations. Therefore we performed QTL mapping treating our population as a 
cross pollinator (CP) type, rather than of backcross type (Van Ooijen, 2006). 
 
We used a multiple-QTL model (MQM) with 1 cM increments, 200 iterations and 1000 
permutations, as implemented in MapQTL ® 6 (Ooijen, 2009). Many CP segregation types 
provide incomplete information, which increases memory requirements beyond MapQTL® 
6 capability (Ooijen, 2009). To circumvent this problem we analysed QTLs separately for 
each parental meiosis, using a two-way pseudo-testcross (Grattapaglia & Sederoff, 1994; 
Ooijen, 2009). We used genetic markers that were sampled in more than 75% of the 
samples, presented nn x np and lm x ll segregation types and showed no significant 
departures from Mendelian inheritance proportions (corrected P-value of the Chi-square 
statistic higher than 0.01). We determined empirical genome-wide LOD distributions with 
10000 permutations for each trait and parental meiosis. We looked for putative QTL by 
running the MQM without cofactors. We searched for cofactors in the linkage group(s) that 
showed QTL with LOD empirical P-value of 0.2 or less, a conservative threshold. The 
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selected cofactors were included in a new MQM run. If new QTL appeared in new linkage 
groups, the previous process was repeated until no new QTL were detected. We 
considered LOD values with an empirical P-value of 0.2 as marginal, and 0.05 as 
significant QTL. Furthermore, we tested if any linkage group showed an excess of QTL 
compared to the genome-wide average number of QTL per linkage group, using an 
analysis of means with transformed ranks (Nelson et al., 2005), as implemented in JMP 10 
(©2013 SAS Institute Inc). We considered all leaf shape traits and excluded QTL from the 
1PC of all traits, size and shape, as none of these traits added new QTL and thus would 
inflate results. 
The adaptive nature of leaf shape QTL 
We used the three replicates of the advanced recombinant population derived from the 
rocky headland and sand dune natural populations at Lennox head  (i.e. RH01 and SD01 
in Table 1). Population structure was eliminated in this recombinant population due to 
genome reshuffling for eight generations (See details under Synthetic populations in 
materials and methods). We exposed this population to the two contrasting coastal 
environments: rochy headlands and sand dunes. We then explored genomic divergence 
between the survivors at each environment in each recombinant population replicate (i.e. 
RPS A, B and C). In theory, loci involved in isolation or ecological specialization will show 
elevated divergence between survivors at each environment, whereas loci not involved in 
isolation or ecological specialization will show little to no differentiation. This process can 
produce a genomic landscape where "islands of divergence" are surrounded by regions of 
low-divergence (Harr, 2006). If leaf shape QTL affect the capacity of populations to survive 
at each environment, then islands of divergence should overlap with leaf shape QTL, and 
we expect to find an excess of loci under selection within leaf shape QTL in contrast to 
regions elsewhere in the genome. 
 
We investigated if each leaf shape QTL had an excess of SNPs potentially under selection 
between the RPS from each environment in each replicate separately. To this end, we 
calculated SNP allelic frequencies of each surviving population, and used BayeScan2.1 
(Foll & Gaggiotti, 2008) to identify SNPs potentially under selection between RPS form 
each environment in each replicate, instead of analysing the three replicates together, as 
the former strategy conforms better to the underlying demographic model used by 
BayeScan2.1 (Foll & Gaggiotti, 2008). 
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SNP calling  
SNP allelic frequencies were obtained as follows: RADs fastq files from each surviving 
pool were quality filtered by discarding the rest of a read after a base with quality lower 
than 20 was found, using the filter script from RADtools (Baxter et al., 2011), and 
processed with PoPoolation2 v1.201 (Kofler et al., 2011), using a S. lautus partial genome 
draft as template (Roda et al., 2013b), with parameters set to consider aligned reads with 
a mapping quality >20 only, and to obtain allele frequencies of polymorphic SNPs within 
each RPS with at least 10 reads in each pool and whose minor allele was represented by 
at least 4 reads across the two surviving pools. SNPs with more than two alleles were 
discarded, as they are likely due to paralogy. We will refer to the S. lautus partial genome 
draft as the S. lautus genome. 
Identification of SNPs potentially under selection 
We identified SNPs with a significant probability to be target of selection using the 
Bayesian approach implemented in the software BayeScan2.1 by (Foll & Gaggiotti, 2008). 
This approach estimates the probability that each locus is subject to selection based on 
locus specific population differentiation coefficients, as reflected by the FST coefficient 
(Holsinger & Weir, 2009). We discarded markers with minor allele frequency lower than 
0.05 in both populations compared because these markers are generally uninformative; 
we used a prior odds of 1, as preliminary data exploration showed that a higher prior odds 
drastically reduced the power to detect any marker under selection in our data set; and we 
used a cutoff value for the probability to be under selection that produces a global false-
positive rate of 10% to consider a SNP to be targeted by selection. We used this strategy 
to identify SNPs under selection between the RPS from each environment in each 
replicate. 
Location of SNPs in S. lautus linkage map 
We located the SNPs found between the RPS from each environment in the S. lautus 
linkage previously produced by (Roda, 2014). This map spanned 2235.8 cM and 
contained 5207 RAD markers: 1169 RAD markers were assigned to linkage groups using 
an LOD threshold of 7 (mapped markers), and 4038 RAD markers were assigned to its 
closest mapped marker using the strongest cross-link function (SCL markers) from 
JoinMap ® 4 (Van Ooijen, 2006), using an LOD threshold of 6. Remember SNPs between 
the RPS from each environment were obtained using the S. lautus genome (details under 
SNP calling). Therefore, to locate the SNPs between the RPS on the S. lautus linkage 
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map, we first located the genomic contigs containing the SNPs on the linkage map. We 
located genomic contigs in the the S. lautus linkage map as follows: we used BWA v0.6.2 
(Li & Durbin, 2009) to align linkage map RAD reads to the S. lautus genomic contigs. We 
removed reads with mapping quality <20 using Samtools v1.18 (Li et al., 2009), and we 
assigned the map location of the linkage map RAD read to the genomic contig with which 
it was aligned. This way, we obtained a map position for 4702 different genomic contigs. 
Considering the three replicates of the RPS, a total of 1720 genomic contigs (out of the 
4702 mapped genomic contigs) contained a total of 4390 SNPs, yielding 2.5 SNPs/contig. 
(Contigs are 2150 bp in average, thus we have 1 SNPs/860 bp in average). The 1720 
genomic contigs corresponded to 735 map positions in the linkage map, yielding 2.3 
contigs/map position.  
Identification of QTL putatively under selection 
We determined if leaf shape QTL (marginal and significant QTL for each leaf shape trait) 
had an excess of SNPs under natural selection in each replicate of the RPS from the rocky 
headland and sand dune, according to the Hypergeometric probability (Sokal & Rohlf, 
1995) to have the observed number of outlier SNPs within each QTL, given the genome-
wide proportion of SNPs under selection. We cross-referenced this information with the 
percentage of the variance explained (%VE) for each leaf shape trait by each QTL, to 
visualize the relationship between patterns of selection at each QTL and the leaf shape 
trait it controls.  
Biological function of contigs within putatively selected QTL  
Finally, we explored the putative biological function of contigs within leaf shape QTLs with 
excess of outlier SNPs in more than one RPS replicate. We assigned a putative biological 
function to contigs using the RefSeq code (Pruitt et al., 2005) from the A. thaliana protein 
with the best BLASTx hit (i.e. lowest E value) keeping a threshold of E value < 10-6. We 
prioritized A. thaliana proteins over any other plant because A. thaliana is the 
dicotyledonous plant with the highest sequencing quality genome (Shangguan et al., 2013) 
and with the largest number of functionally annotated genes due to its great functional 
resources platform (Bevan & Walsh, 2005). However, we also explored the biological 
function of these contigs according to the annotation of Solanum lycopersicum proteins 
best hits, as there are fundamental differences in the developmental genetics of leaves 
between eurosids (as A. thaliana) and euastrids (as tomato and Senecio). Next, we 
identified proteins with putative functions related to the QTL (for instance, if the QTL 
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underlies area, then we looked for proteins that affect area), by revising the associated 
functional annotation of each protein found at the National Center for Biotechnology 
Information protein database (NCBI, 2013).  
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Results 
Leaf shape variation among S. lautus coastal populations 
We quantified eight leaf shape single metrics for each natural population of S. lautus (Fig. 
1). We found there was a significant correlation among all leaf shape traits (Spearman 
p<0.05, table S1), except for area to indents density and elongation, compactness to 
width, and indents density to perimeter (Table S1). We also estimated multivariate leaf 
shape divergence between dune and headland populations. Principal component analysis 
of leaf shape trait variation separated most headland and dune plants, as shown in Fig. 2a 
(see Table S3 for PC1 and PC2 loading values). In agreement, logistic regression analysis 
showed that a model including all leaf shape traits predicted the environment of a plant 
significantly better than a model without leaf shape traits (R2 0.4636 and model Chi-square 
test P-value < 0.001). Moreover, we found that this model correctly predicted the habitat of 
most plants, except for one dune population, SD23 (Fig. 2b), which unsurprisingly, 
represents a dune population very similar to headland populations as can be observed by 
directly looking at the plants (Fig. 2a; SD23 is denoted by ! symbols).  
Leaf shape traits relation to edaphic characteristics 
We found that differentiation of some leaf shape traits was significantly correlated with the 
multivariate differentiation of all, or specific (metals, nutrients or salts) soil variables within 
H-D pairs (Spearman’s ρ p-value < 0.05, Fig. 2c). Most soil variables differed within all H-D 
pairs, except most nutrient soil variables, which did not differ between the headland and 
dune populations at Point Labatt (Fig. S1) the H-D pair where dune individuals display 
headland-like leaves (i.e. H-D pair in Fig 2). 
Leaf shape traits and their genetic architecture 
We found there was a significant correlation among all leaf shape traits measured in the 
BCH mapping population (Spearman p<0.05, table S1), except for indents density to area, 
width, perimeter, and compactness; and compactness to area (Table S1). In addition we 
found broad sense heritability ranged from 0.04 for elongation to 0.67 for length (Table 2). 
We identified 20 different QTL, some of which affected a single trait, while others affected 
several leaf shape traits with significant (LOD p<0.05) or marginal (LOD p<0.2) probability. 
Every leaf shape trait was affected by multiple QTL (Table 3). QTL analysis of the 
8T_PC1, szPC1 and shPC1 did not reveal new QTL (Fig. S2). Total number of QTL 
ranged from two to five per leaf shape trait, and the total percentage of explained variance 
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ranged from 22%, for indents density, to 44% for area (without considering QTL for PC1 
analysis; Table 3). Overall, leaf shape QTL were not distributed randomly across linkage 
groups: three or more QTL were found on each of six linkage groups (LG 6, 8, 10, 11, 17 
and 18), while only one QTL was found on each of three linkage groups (LG 12, 13 and 
14), and no QTL was found on the remaining 11 linkage groups (Fig. 3). In fact, LG 8 had 
an excess of QTL when compared to the genome-wide average of QTL per linkage group 
(Analysis of means with transformed ranks α < 0.05, Fig. S3). 
The adaptive nature of leaf shape QTL 
We identified from 8 to 31 survivor individuals from the three replicates of recombinant 
populations subjected to a single round of selection in the rocky headland and sand dune 
at Lennox head (Table S2). Genetic divergence between survivors in each environment 
and each replicate, revealed that compared to the rest of the genome, some leaf shape 
QTL regions contained an excess of SNPs that potentially responded to this single round 
of selection. In particular, QTL 10_2, which affected leaf size (area, length and perimeter 
as shown in Fig. 4, top panel), had an excess of SNPs potentially under selection in 
survivors from two, out of three genetic replicates of the RPS. In addition, QTL 6_1 and 
17_3, which affected compactness (Fig. 4, top panel), and QTL 6_2 and 10_1, which 
affected dissection (Fig. 4, top panel), had an excess of SNPs potentially under selection 
in survivors from one, out of three genetic replicates of the F8-RPS (Hypergeometric P-
value < 0.05, Fig. 4, bottom panel). 
Biological function of contigs within putatively selected QTL  
We explored the biological function of contigs found within QTL 10_2, which was found to 
putatively be under selection in two out of the three RPS replicates. This QTL explained 
7.7%, 9.4% and 8.4% of the variation in leaf area, length, and perimeter variance 
respectively (Fig. 4, top panel). The QTL spans over 5 cM where 18 contigs were mapped. 
We found a significant homology to A. thaliana proteins for 15 of these contigs (Table 4). 
The inspection of the functional information associated to each protein homologous to 
these 15 contigs revealed the annotation of the tomato proteins did not add any additional 
functional information (data not shown). According to the functional annotation of homolog 
proteins, only one contig, 10_2-18 (Table 4), had a function involved with leaf 
development. We found that when the A. thaliana protein with highest homology to contig 
10_2-18, protein SABRE (RefSeq code NP_176121), is mutated, A. thaliana plants have 
strikingly short wide leaves in contrast to the wild type (Aeschbacher et al., 1995), most 
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likely due cell expansion defects (Pietra et al., 2013). In consequence, we call contig 10_2-
18 SLSIZE (from Senecio lautus size).  
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Discussion 
Leaf shape variation and its relationship to edaphic characteristics  
The correlation among most leaf shape traits across natural populations suggests 
allometry (correlation between shape attributes and leaf size) might partially underlie the 
differentiation between headland and dune populations. In addition, the consistent 
separation of most headland and dune plants in to distinct clusters in a leaf shape 
multivariate space (Fig. 2a) suggests these contrasting environments have repeatedly 
produced a complex leaf shape with particular characteristics. Previous studies have 
provided genomic evidence that the colonization of coastal dune and headland habitats by 
S. lautus has occurred in parallel (Roda et al., 2013a). Therefore, our data, together with 
the evidence for the parallel evolution of S. lautus coastal forms, reveal a similar leaf 
shape has appeared in parallel in S. lautus populations inhabiting similar environments. As 
cases of parallel local adaptation provide strong evidence for a role of natural selection in 
generating particular phenotypes (Butlin et al., 2013), this study provides strong evidence 
that  natural selection has played an important role in shaping leaf shape variation in S. 
lautus, 
 
Our data also revealed that the dune environment at Point Labatt (i.e. H-D pair 6 in Table 
1) has particular characteristics that do not generate the typical dune leaf shape, but rather 
generate headland-like leaf shapes. Nutrients, in particular nitrogen and carbon, might be 
responsible for the headland-like leaf shape present in the sand dune at Point Labatt (Fig. 
2b) given their similarity between the headland and dune populations found at this location 
(Fig. S1). Although leaf shape plasticity dependent upon nutrient availability has long been 
documented (NJOKU, 1957; Cordell et al., 2001; Sardans et al., 2006), leaf shape 
differences found in this study are not likely due to plasticity, as they were found in a 
common garden experiment. The direct effects of nutrient availability on the genetic basis 
of leaf shape characteristics has not been explored, and these results open a path to study 
this aspect of leaf shape evolution.  
Leaf shape traits and their genetic architecture 
The correlation among different leaf shape traits between the natural populations and the 
BCH mapping population (table S1) suggests allometry (correlation between shape 
attributes and leaf size) might be the result of linkage disequilibrium, as in some cases a 
certain correlation was broken in the BCH mapping population maybe due to genetic 
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recombination, and in other cases new correlations appeared in the BCH mapping 
populations, suggesting linkage disequilibrium between certain traits exist only in the 
populations that originated the BCH mapping population. In addition, previous leaf shape 
QTL studies have also revealed significant correlations between different leaf shape traits. 
For instance, leaf lamina area, perimeter, length, and width were highly correlated in A. 
thaliana (Pérez-Pérez et al., 2002). 
 
We found that multiple genomic regions control leaf shape in S. lautus, and each genomic 
region might affect several shape traits. This general trend is consistent with previous leaf 
shape QTL analysis in A. thaliana, cotton, and tomato, although the precise number of 
genomic regions and traits affected by each genomic region varies depending on the 
species and the power of each QTL study. For instance, 13 and 16 QTL were found in A. 
thaliana, for young and adult leaves respectively (Pérez-Pérez et al., 2002), 20 major QTL 
were found in cotton (Jiang et al., 2000), and over 1000 QTL were identified in tomato, for 
a much larger number of traits measured, including leaf pavement cell and stomata 
characteristics, and flowering time (Chitwood et al., 2013).  
 
The strongest determinants of leaf shape genetic architecture in this mapping population 
are non-randomly distributed on the genome of S. lautus (Fig. S3). Several studies have 
reported clusters of genes controlling particular sets of traits (Nadeau et al., 2012; Miller et 
al., 2014). The presence of this kind of clusters could be explained by the transposition of 
loci under selection within chromosomes or by the establishment of tightly linked mutations 
contributing to the same phenotype, and may play an important role in explaining 
differences in the particular order of genes between organisms’ genomes (Yeaman, 2013). 
In this sense, the excess of leaf shape loci within a LG in S. lautus, might be a sign that 
leaf shape has such an important adaptive value for S. lautus, that tight clustering of some 
of the genes affecting this trait has occurred. 
 
The current QTL analysis has allowed us to identify several genomic regions that have 
large effects on leaf shape in this particular cross. We are aware this effects could be rare 
among the genetic variation found throughout natural populations of S. lauts (Pérez-Pérez 
et al., 2010). Also, we are aware that more than half of the variance of each trait we 
analysed is unexplained by all the QTL we identified, and this is a conservative inference, 
as QTL estimates have Inflated effect sizes due to the Beavis effect (Slate, 2013), a 
possibility in our study given the relative small sample size of our mapping population. 
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However, if we considered the heritabilaty, then the unexplained variance is lower, yet the 
heritability is lower than the portion of phenotypic variance explained by QTL for width and 
elongation, suggesting these QTLs have particularly inflated sizes. In consequence we 
acknowledge there are most likely other QTL affecting leaf shape variation that we did not 
have the power to identify in this study. However, our results provided the necessary 
information to explore the adaptive value of these regions in the field, yielding very 
interesting insights regarding the predictability of the genetic basis of evolutionary change. 
The adaptive nature of leaf shape QTL 
The QTL that affected the highest number of size-related traits was found to contain an 
excess of divergent loci in the survivors of the reciprocal transplant experiment at Lennox 
Head. However, these loci diverged only in two out of three genetic replicates. A plausible 
explanation for differences in selection response amongst genetic replicates is that 
different genetic mechanisms might have produced similar phenotypes, such as small leaf 
size in headland individuals and a large leaf size in the dune individuals. Whether different 
or similar genetic mechanisms are used to achieve convergent phenotypes of a 
quantitative trait is a long standing question (Stinchcombe & Hoekstra, 2008), and one that 
has received great attention over the past decade. For instance, QTL analysis in 
sticklebacks have revealed that large effect variants in the same genes were responsible 
for the convergent armor loss in widely separated Alaskan stickleback populations during 
the colonization of freshwater environments after the last ice age (Cresko et al., 2004). 
Conversely, in other studies regarding the genetic basis of convergent evolution, 
phenotypic convergence relies on the action of different genes in distinct populations, such 
as in populations of beach mice where different genes are responsible for phenotypic 
convergence of colour coat patterns (Steiner et al., 2009). Thus, evolutionary data from 
both animals and plants, suggests that convergent phenotypes of quantitative traits can be 
achieved using the same or different genetic mechanisms. 
 
Another possible cause for discrepancy between the three RPS replicates is that the small 
size of some of the sequenced pools (Table S2) contributed to error in our estimates of 
allelic frequency in the survivors found in each habitat at the end of the transplant 
experiment. However, the two RPS pools of the recombinant population replicate that 
produced discrepant results (recombinant population C in Fig. 4) were among the three 
largest pools we obtained (Table S2), suggesting that causes different from sampling error 
might explain the lack of replication in selection responses among the three genetic 
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replicates exposed to headland and dune selection regimes (note that individuals form the 
three replicates were randomly assigned to each environmental plot, thus precluding the 
possibility that local environmental effects produced the observed differences amongst 
replicates).  
Biological function of contigs within putatively selected QTL  
Amongst the contigs contained in the QTL that repeatedly responded to selection in the 
reciprocal transplant experiment is a contig we called SLSIZE (QTL contig 10_2-18 in 
Table 4). SLSIZE has the likely characteristics of a locus that controls leaf size in S. lautus: 
it is within a QTL that explains variation in three size related leaf shape traits: area, 
perimeter and length, and its highest homolog protein from A. thaliana, SABRE, has been 
shown to affect leaf size. In specific, mutations in the SABRE protein result in small plants 
with short wide leaves (Aeschbacher et al., 1995). In consequence, if the biological 
function of these highly homologous proteins is conserved, then variations on SLSIZE 
could result in the small leaves of S. lautus natural populations from rocky headlands. 
However, further characterization of the function and genetic natural variation of SLSIZE is 
needed to confirm if it has an important role in mediating leaf size natural variation. 
 
Although the phenotypic effects of the SABRE protein are known, only recently the 
molecular function is starting to be elucidated. SABRE appears to act antagonistically to 
ethylene signalling (Aeschbacher et al., 1995; Yu et al., 2012), and plays an important role 
in orienting cell division, planar polarity and cell elongation, through interactions with 
microtubules (Pietra et al., 2013). Even though factors affecting cell growth control 
(Fleming, 2006; Kuwabara et al., 2011; Malinowski et al., 2011) and mechanical properties 
of plant cell wall have been proposed as key mechanistic elements in determining leaf 
shape (Fleming, 2011), it is unclear if what might be their role in leaf shape evolution. In 
consequence, the potential molecular function of SABRE, controlling cell division 
orientation and cell elongation, coupled to its phenotypic alteration of leaf size and its 
location within a QTL underlying leaf size natural variation, open a very promising 
research line to identify new molecular mechanisms underlying shape evolution in nature. 
Conclusions 
Shape evolution is a massive generator of biodiversity. Multiple trade-offs at different 
levels of structural complexity affect the functional significance of shape and confound the 
evolutionary forces behind shape evolution. The dissection of the molecular mechanisms 
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at the base of shape evolution of morphological structures at different hierarchical levels 
and in a broad sample of organisms is a requisite to understand the principles the 
evolution of developmental pathways that generate shape diversity. This study 
demonstrated that the coupling of population genomics on tailored populations to address 
evolutionary questions and quantitative genetic strategies can speed the way to dissect 
the molecular basis of shape evolution in wild organisms, adding valuable information the 




Table 1. S. lautus adjacent population pairs sampled in this study  
For each H-D pair, the population code, habitat, location name, latitude, longitude and number of plants measured for leaf shape traits 




code Habitat Location Latitude (S) Longitude (E) N 
1 RH01 Rocky headland Lennox Head Surf Club 28° 48' 22" 153° 36' 9" 17 SD01 Sand dune Lennox Head Surf Club 28° 47' 10" 153° 35' 37" 20 
2 RH00 Rocky headland Stradbroke Island 27° 26' 9" 153° 32' 42" 13 SD00 Sand dune Stradbroke Island 27° 23' 34" 153° 26' 25" 11 
3 RH02 Rocky headland Hastings Point 28° 21' 45" 153° 34' 46" 14 SD03 Sand dune Cabarita Beach 28° 19' 54" 153° 34' 17" 15 
4 RH05 Rocky headland Coffs Harbor 30° 18' 42" 153° 8' 37" 12 SD04 Sand dune Coffs Harbor 30° 18' 45" 153° 08' 24" 16 
5 RH14 Rocky headland Green Cape 37° 15' 39" 150° 02' 55" 16 SD12 Sand dune Bermagui 36° 27' 53" 150° 03' 51" 13 
6 RH21 Rocky headland Point Labatt 33° 09' 9" 134° 15' 43" 14 SD23 Sand dune Point Labatt 33° 07' 30" 134° 15' 57" 13 
7 RH12 Rocky headland Cape Bridgewater 38° 22' 49" 141° 22' 07'" 14 SD32 Sand dune Cape Bridgewater 38° 19' 28" 141° 23' 42" 10 
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Table 2. Phenotypic values for the studied traits in the F1 plants. 
The mean value, standard deviation (SD) in parentheses, the variance between (Vg), and within (Ve) the F1 plants, and the broad sense 
heritability (H2) are shown for each leaf shape trait. 
 
Leaf shape trait Mean (SD) Vg Ve H2 
Area 57.5 (33.3) 589.63 513.92 0.53 
Length 26.4 (6.6) 29.07 14.19 0.67 
Width 2.9 (2) 1.12 2.84 0.28 
Perimeter 56 (15.8) 155.57 92.96 0.63 
Indents density 0.4 (0.1) 0.00 0.01 0.39 
Elongation 15.2 (14.4) 7.78 199.43 0.04 
Compactness 60.1 (12.5) 74.31 83.86 0.48 




Table 3. Summary of leaf shape traits QTL analysis  
QTL with empirical p value of 0.05 (significant) or 0.2 (marginal, denoted by *) are listed. Each QTL is named according to its linkage 
group (LG), and a consecutive number within each LG. For each QTL we list the position indicated by LG, and start and end position in 
cM (considering the furthest apart loci with LOD empirical p value of 0.2), the parental meiosis where the QTL was found (F1 refers to the 
sand dune by rocky headland first generation hybrid, and RH to the rocky headland plant used to build the BCH mapping population), the 
percentage of the variance explained by the highest LOD locus within each QTL for each influenced trait [area (A), length (L), width (W), 
perimeter (P) Indents density (I), compactness (C), and dissection (D), eight traits PC1 (8T), size traits (Sz), shape traits (Sh) and the 
traits producing the best logistic regression (LR)], the total percentage of variance explained and total number of QTL for each trait are 
shown at the bottom. 
QTL LG (Position cM) Parental meiosis 
Variance explained by the marker with the highest LOD within each QTL (%) 
A L W P I E C D 8T Sz Sh 
6_1 6 (14-20) F1       12     
6_2 6 (19-24) F1        7.2*   17 
6_3 6 (49-50) F1   8.6         
8_1 8 (40-43) RH       8.9     
8_2 8 (47-51) RH  10.2          
8_3 8 (58-58) RH 6.2*           
8_4 8 (60-65) RH      15.7      
8_5 8 (72-79) RH   9.4 12.1     13.5 12.2  
10_1 10 (28-36) RH        9.2* 7.4   
10_2 10 (36-42) RH 7.7 9.4  8.4*        
11_1 11 (43-43) F1  7.4*          
11_2 11 (52-59) RH   9.5   9.8      
12_1 12 (83-86) RH       7    6.5 
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Continuation Table 3. Summary of leaf shape traits QTL analysis  
QTL with empirical p value of 0.05 (significant) or 0.2 (marginal, denoted by *) are listed. Each QTL is named according to its linkage 
group (LG), and a consecutive number within each LG. For each QTL we list the position indicated by LG, and start and end position in 
cM (considering the furthest apart loci with LOD empirical p value of 0.2), the parental meiosis where the QTL was found (F1 refers to the 
sand dune by rocky headland first generation hybrid, and RH to the rocky headland plant used to build the BCH mapping population), the 
percentage of the variance explained by the highest LOD locus within each QTL for each influenced trait [area (A), length (L), width (W), 
perimeter (P) Indents density (I), compactness (C), and dissection (D), eight traits PC1 (8T), size traits (Sz), shape traits (Sh) and the 
traits producing the best logistic regression (LR)], the total percentage of variance explained and total number of QTL for each trait are 
shown at the bottom. 
QTL LG (Position cM) Parental meiosis 
Variance explained by the marker with the highest LOD within each QTL (%) 
A L W P I E C D 8T Sz Sh 
13_1 13 (52-54) RH     9       
14_1 14 (91-93) F1     13       
17_1 17 (55-59) F1        7.8*    
17_2 17 (102-109) RH 11.7 11.7          
19_1 19 (44-44) RH 7*           
19_2 19 (58-59) F1      7      
19_3 19 (85-88) F1 11.4  7.8      12.1   
Total variance explained by highest 
LOD markers within each QTL (%) 44 38.7 35.3 20.5 22 32.5 35.1 24.2 33 12.2 34.4 
Difference between heritability and 
total variance explained 9.43 28.70 -7.00 42.28 17.01 -28.75 12.46 11.79 NA NA NA 
Total number of QTL affecting each 
leaf shape trait 5 4 4 2 2 3 3 3 3 1 2 
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Table 4. S. lautus contigs within QTL 10_2 
Linkage group (LG) and position (Pos.) in cM, the genes that show the highest homology to each S. lautus contig, and whether there it 
has a FST outlier SNP in the recombinant population survivors replicates (A, B and C) is shown for each S. lautus contig within QTL 10_2. 




(cM) Gene description (RefSeq code) RPS-A RPS-B RPS-C 
10_2-1 10 36.189 Armadillo repeat-containing kinesin-like protein 2 (NP_176756)    
10_2-2 10 36.189 DNA binding protein (NP_190785 ) 1 1 0 
10_2-3 10 36.189 PLATZ transcription factor family protein (NP_001031352)    
10_2-4 10 36.189 Pyruvate kinase family protein (NP_565850)  0  
10_2-5 10 36.189 NA    
10_2-6 10 37.659 Hypothetical protein (NP_567520)    
10_2-7 10 37.659 Paired amphipathic helix protein Sin3-like 3 (NP_173829) 1 1 0 
10_2-8 10 37.659 Protein THYLAKOID FORMATION 1 (NP_565491)    
10_2-9 10 37.659 Protein THYLAKOID FORMATION 1 (NP_565491)    
10_2-10 10 37.659 Ubiquitin 11 (NP_001190681)    
10_2-11 10 37.659 NA    
10_2-12 10 38.371 Calmodulin binding protein-like protein (NP_001190597)    
10_2-13 10 38.371 Calmodulin binding protein-like protein (NP_001190597)    
10_2-14 10 38.371 Calmodulin-binding protein (NP_194310)    
10_2-15 10 38.371 Nuclear factor NO VEIN (NP_193111)    
10_2-16 10 38.371 Plastocyanin-like domain-containing protein (NP_177368) 0 0  
10_2-17 10 40.238 NA    
10_2-18 10 41.929 Protein SABRE (NP_176121)    
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Figure legends 
Figure 1. S. lautus populations used in this study 
(a) Map of Australia showing the location and environment of S. lautus populations 
sampled in this study. Circle colors indicate environments according to color key. Arrows 
indicate populations used to obtain the BCH mapping and synthetic populations, which are 
also the sites of experimental transplants. Population tags correspond to population codes 
in table 1. Full and hollow circles represent populations from southern and northern 
Australia respectively. 
 
Figure 2. S. lautus leaf shape and effect of edaphic characteristics 
(a) Principal component analysis of individual plant leaf shape trait means: area (A), length 
(L), width (W), perimeter (P), indents density (I), elongation (E), compactness (C), and 
dissection (D). Each data point represents a plant (N=198 plants). Data color represent the 
environment as in color key, full and hollow circles represent populations from southern 
and northern Australia respectively. Full orange triangles represent plants from population 
SD23. (b) Representative leaf of each natural population (scale bar represents 1cm), and 
predicted environment by logistic regression model based on the eight leaf shape traits 
characterized. Pies depict predicted environment for each population, with colors 
corresponding to environments according to color key in (a). Population names and their 
respective environments are written at the bottom and the H-D pair of each population is 
shown at the top. (c) Relationship between leaf shape divergence (as defined in the text) 
and environmental divergence for soil first principal component of all variables, and 
metals, nutrients and salts separately). Each point represents an H-D pair with colors 
according to color key on the top, and number corresponding to Table 1. Full and hollow 
circles represent H-D pairs from southern and northern Australia respectively. A cubic 
spline with a lambda of 0.05 and standardized X value is shown for each comparison to 
highlight trends found. Spearman ρ for each comparison is shown at the right bottom 
corner, significant values are shown in bold. *, **, *** denote Spearman ρ with p value 
<0.05, 0.025 and 0.01 respectively. 
 
Figure 3. Overview of leaf shape trait QTL in S. lautus 
The number of marginal and significant QTL per linkage group for each leaf shape trait is 
shown according to the color scale. Linkage groups with excess of QTL considering all leaf 
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shape traits are denoted by * (analysis of means with transformed ranks α=0.05). Linkage 
groups are shown at the bottom.  
 
Figure 4. Leaf shape variance explained by QTL, and their adaptive value 
The probability that each leaf shape QTL has an excess of SNPs under natural selection 
in each replicate of the recombinant populations surviving in contrasting environmens 
(rocky headland and sand dune) compared to the genome-wide proportion of SNPs under 
selection. Top panel shows the percentage of the variance explained (%VE) for each trait 
according to color key, by the highest LOD loci within each QTL. Bottom panel shows the 
hypergeometric probablity that the number of outlier SNPs (according to BayeScan test, 
details in main text), within each QTL is due to chance, according to color scale; *, **, *** 
denote p value <0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 respectively. QTL are ordered so that QTL affecting 
the same leaf shape trait appear next to each other as far as possible. QTL names are 
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Figure 4 
  




Table S1. Relationship among leaf shape traits in BCH mapping population and natural populations. 
 
Spearman correlation ρ and its probability are listed among all leaf shape traits measured in the BCH mapping population (upper right 




Spearman ρ % Prob>|ρ| 
A% L% W% P% I% E% C% D% % A% L% W% P% I% E% C% D%
A% 1.0$ 0.9$ 0.7$ 0.9$ 0.0$ '0.4$ 0.0$ 0.6$ $ 0.0000$ <.0001$ <.0001$ <.0001$ 0.1005% <.0001$ 0.128% <.0001$
L% 0.9$ 1.0$ 0.5$ 0.9$ '0.2$ '0.1$ 0.3$ 0.4$ $ <.0001$ 0.0000$ <.0001$ <.0001$ <.0001$ <.0001$ <.0001$ <.0001$
W% 0.6$ 0.3$ 1.0$ 0.5$ 0.0$ '0.9$ '0.2$ 0.4$ $ <.0001$ <.0001$ 0.0000$ <.0001$ 0.4194% <.0001$ <.0001$ <.0001$
P% 0.9$ 0.9$ 0.4$ 1.0$ 0.0$ '0.2$ 0.3$ 0.7$ $ <.0001$ <.0001$ <.0001$ 0.0000$ 0.1233% <.0001$ <.0001$ <.0001$
I% 0.0$ '0.2$ 0.2$ '0.1$ 1.0$ '0.1$ 0.0$ 0.3$ $ 0.6037% 0.0008$ 0.0094$ 0.0626% 0.0000$ 0.001$ 0.6235% <.0001$
E% 0.1$ 0.4$ '0.7$ 0.3$ '0.4$ 1.0$ 0.5$ '0.3$ $ 0.0677% <.0001$ <.0001$ <.0001$ <.0001$ 0.0000$ <.0001$ <.0001$
C% 0.2$ 0.5$ '0.1$ 0.6$ '0.2$ 0.5$ 1.0$ 0.3$ $ 0.0033$ <.0001$ 0.3351% <.0001$ 0.0007$ <.0001$ 0.0000$ <.0001$
D% 0.3$ 0.1$ 0.5$ 0.4$ 0.3$ '0.3$ 0.3$ 1.0$ $ <.0001$ 0.0447$ <.0001$ <.0001$ 0.0001$ 0.0001$ <.0001$ 0.0000$
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Table S2. Synthetic population pools of surviving plants in field transplants.  
The name, description and number of plants used per pool is listed. 




RPS-A-D Recombinant, F8 Survivor dune, replicate A 17 
RPS-A-H Recombinant, F8 Survivor headland, replicate A 8 
RPS-B-D Recombinant, F8 Survivor dune, replicate B 26 
RPS-B-H Recombinant, F8 Survivor headland, replicate B 8 
RPS-C-D Recombinant, F8 Survivor dune, replicate C 31 
RPS-C-H Recombinant, F8 Survivor headland, replicate C 23 
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Table S3. Leaf shape traits loading on principal component analysis PC1 and PC2. 
Leaf shape traits analysed: area (A), length (L), width (W), perimeter (P), elongation (E), 
compactness (C) and dissection (D). 
 
Leaf shape trait PC1 PC2 
A 0.85646 0.10908 
P 0.98622 -0.0891 
C 0.54012 -0.28926 
D 0.51756 0.44405 
L 0.8801 -0.31429 
W 0.62326 0.66245 
E 0.15597 -0.87971 
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Supplementary figure legends 
Figure S1. Analysis of edaphic characterisitcs of coastal H-D pairs 
Comparison of individual edaphic characteristics within each H-D pair (numbers 
correspond to Table 1) separated by (a) metals, (b) nutrients, (c) salts and (d) other 
variables. Difference in each variable is depicted by a line connecting the normalized 
values of the headland population and dune population. Values were normalized by 
subtracting the mean and dividing by stadandar deviation. Line colors represent edaphic 
variables according to color keys. Abbreviations: Ex.: Exchangeabl, cat.: cation exchange 
capacity, sol.: solution, cond.: conductivit, bicarb.: bicarbonate, ext.: extractable, moist.: 
moisture, cont.: content, Het.: heterotrophic.   
 
Figure S2. Leaf shape trait QTL in S. Lautus BCH mapping population 
LOD profiles are shown for each parent (black for F1 parent and gray for RH01 parent) 
and single leaf shape trait, leaf first Principal Components (PC) considering all eight leaf 
shape traits (8T_PC1), leaf size traits first PC (Sz_PC1), leaf shape traits first PC 
(Sh_PC1), and leaf traits producing the best logistic regression model (LR_PC1). QTL 
revealed ony by the PC analysis are labeled in red. Only chromosomes with significant (p 
value <0.05) and marginal (p value <0.2, denoted by *) QTL are shown. Blue dotted lines 
indicate p value = 0.05 empirical LOD thresholds for each trait. Linkage groups (LG) are 
shown at the bottom and map distances are shown in cM. 
 
Figure S3. Analysis to test if leaf shape QTL are clustered 
Analysis of means with transformed ranks, comparing the number of QTL for any leaf 
shape trait on each linkage group, to the genome-wide average number of QTL per 
linkage group. The α=0.05 decision limit zone is shaded in blue, the center line shows the 
average (Avg) proportion, and the upper and lower lines show the upper and lower 
decision limits (UDL and LDL respectively). 
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Figures 
Figure S1
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Figure S2
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Figure S3
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Abstract 
The genetic and molecular mechanisms underlying leaf shape diversification have been 
dissected in a few model species. Divergent gene expression patterns during leaf 
development lead to different final leaf shapes. Here we identify leaf developmental gene 
expression changes associated to leaf shape divergence among natural populations of S. 
lautus, to identify gene expression changes that accompany leaf shape divergence in a 
non-model species. We further explored the relationship between expression and 
sequence divergence among and within natural populations. We found several enriched 
GO terms among genes differentially expressed in correlation to leaf shape variation, 
which are known to affect leaf development. The biological functions associated to these 
GO terms open exciting avenues to investigate their role driving leaf shape evolution in a 
non-model species. In addition, we found a positive correlation between expression 
divergence and a proxy for selection strength on sequence divergence in a majority of 
cases, suggesting the evolution of transcription might be strongly influenced by selective 
forces. Finally, we found a positive correlation between the transcription level of genes and 
their diversity, suggesting cellular process constrain the evolutionary potential of genes, or 
vice versa. 
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Introduction 
Plant and animal species have specifically shaped appendages such as limbs or leaves, 
which develop from primordia comprising a few cells (Kuchen et al., 2012). The 
developmental process undergone by primordia entails complex cell proliferation and 
differentiation interactions, orchestrated by genetic and environmental factors, which 
determine their final shape (Ingram & Waites, 2006). Modifications to organism’s 
development result in a diverse array of shapes that can serve as raw material for 
evolution driven by natural selection. Developmental evolutionary biology (evo-devo) 
focuses on understanding the origins of phenotypic diversification, how development 
affects phenotype, and how the development of an organisms evolve (Klingenberg, 2010). 
Lamentably, most information about the genetic origins of diverse shapes is available only 
for model organisms and for deeply evolutionary divergent comparisons, therefore, saying 
little as to how development contributes to shape evolution within species (Pennisi, 2002; 
Nunes et al., 2013). In consequence, our overall knowledge of the rules that govern shape 
evolution during short evolutionary scales, and whether they are similar to those found so 
far between distantly related taxa is scant (but see Stern and Orgogozo, 2008). Therefore, 
a needed avenue of research is to expand our efforts to study the evolution of shape and 
its causes, to organisms beyond model species, particularly to those that display great 
shape variation within and between populations or closely related species. 
 
Leaf shape is a highly diversified trait in the plant kingdom (Tsukaya, 2014). The genetic 
factors involved in leaf development have been largely dissected through the analysis of 
natural or generated mutants in the model species Arabidopsis thaliana and other leaf 
developmental models such as snapdragon (Waites et al., 1998), tomato (Kessler et al., 
2001), Cardamine hirsuta (Barkoulas et al., 2008), and maize (Becraft & Freeling, 1994). 
Classical surgical experiments (e.g., Sussex, 1951; Sussex, 1954), and more recently, 
cutting-edge techniques in cell imaging, and molecular tagging have allowed the 
characterization of leaf shape mutants shedding light on the events behind leaf 
development (Sanders & Wyatt, 2009), where complex interactions among 
patterning/effector molecules like auxin (Scarpella et al., 2010), and regulatory elements 
such as micro and trans-acting small interfering RNAs (Pulido & Laufs, 2010), and 
transcription factors (Barkoulas et al., 2007) play an essential role in determining leaf 
characteristics (Tsukaya, 1995; Sinha, 1999; Fleming, 2003; Piazza et al., 2005; Langdale, 
2008; Braybrook & Kuhlemeier, 2010; Townsley & Sinha, 2012; Tsukaya, 2014). 
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Developmental specification of leaf shape is an intricate process, where gene expression 
regulation and tissue mechanics modifications play crucial roles. On one hand, hormones, 
chromatin-based repression, transcription factors, and small RNAs control gene 
expression regulation. On the other hand, cell wall structural modifications control tissue 
mechanics. A brief recount of leaf development illustrates the crucial role of gene 
regulation and tissue mechanics during this process. During the first stage of leaf 
development, specification of leaf primordia founder cells at the flanks of the shoot apical 
meristem (SAM) is largely mediated by the repression of KNOXI (meristem-promoting 
class I KNOTTED1-like homeobox) transcription factors (Hay & Tsiantis, 2009). This 
occurs through the action of transcription factors such as ARP (ASYMMETRIC 
LEAVES1/ROUGH SHEATH2/PHANTASTICA) proteins, auxin activity, and chromatin-
based repression mechanisms (Barkoulas et al., 2007). Cell wall structural modifications 
mediated by expansins (Fleming, 1997) and pectin methylesterases (Peaucelle et al., 
2011) affect meristem tissue mechanics and determine leaf promordia positioning 
(Braybrook & Kuhlemeier, 2010) and development (Pien et al., 2001). Subsequent leaf 
development involves the establishment of polarity domains along three leaf axes: 
dorsoventral (abaxial-adaxial domains), proximodistal (apical-basal domains), and lateral 
(margin-blade-midrib domains) (Sinha, 1999). Dorsoventrality is the best-studied polarity. 
Transcription factors such as Class III Homeodomain Leucine Zipper, ARP proteins, 
KANADI, YABBY and AUXIN RESPONSE FACTOR (ARF) families (Stahle & Kuehlich, 
2009), histone deacetylases as HDT1/HDT2 and miRNA165/166 (Ueno et al., 2007) 
promote adaxial or abaxial cell identities. Subsequently, leaf enlargement occurs first via 
proliferative growth, and then via cell expansion (Barkoulas et al., 2007), with plant-
specific class II TCP (TEOSINTE BRANCHED1/CYCLOIDEA/PCF) transcription factors 
controlling transition from proliferative to expansive cell growth. Normal transitioning 
results in flat leaves, but when disturbed, produces crinkly leaves (Nath et al., 2003), 
affecting leaf geometry and margin complexity (Barkoulas et al., 2007). Auxin activity, 
boundary-specific transcription factor CUC2 (CUP-SHAPED COTYLEDON2) (Bilsborough 
et al., 2011) (which is repressed by TCP factors; (Koyama et al., 2007)), and miRNA164 
(Nikovics et al., 2006), also affect leaf margin complexity. Finally, reactivation of KNOXI 
proteins in leaf primordia permits the further elaboration of compound leaves (Hasson et 
al., 2010) and of marginal outgrowths of simple leaves (Bharathan et al., 2002). 
 
Members of these pathways and their roles provide an excellent framework to identify 
differences underlying the evolution of leaf shape in nature between and within species 
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(Barkoulas et al., 2007). However, the evolutionary value of natural variation of any gene 
involved in these pathways has been investigated only in tomato (Kimura et al., 2008), C. 
hirsute (Hay & Tsiantis, 2006) and A. thaliana (Piazza et al., 2010; Vlad et al., 2014) so far, 
thus limiting our capacity to link mutations causing developmental defects under laboratory 
conditions with those responsible for shape variation in the wild. Furthermore, this gap in 
knowledge restricts our understanding of the relative role of genetic drift versus natural 
selection in driving gene expression evolution, a question under vigorous debate and with 
contradictory results (Jordan & Mariño-Ramirez, 2007).  
 
Previous studies have compared expression divergence to synonymous and non-
synonymous divergence to infer if expression changes are due mainly to neutral or to 
selective forces. Their premise is that if similar natural selection regimes affect sequence 
and expression divergence we should find similar patterns in their divergence. Significant 
correlations between non-synonymous and expression divergence were found between 
Drosophila melanogaster and D. simulans (Nuzhdin et al., 2004), and humans and 
chimpanzees (Khaitovich et al., 2005), while no correlation was found between humans 
and mice (Jordan et al., 2004), normal and dwarf forms of the lake white fish (Jeukens et 
al., 2010), and sunflower wild species (Renaut et al., 2012; Moyers & Rieseberg, 2013). 
Other studies have checked other predictions of neutral evolution of gene expression 
differentiation. For instance, Khaitovich et al. (2004) found that expression divergence 
between species accumulates approximately linearly with time, and that pseudogenes 
expression divergence rates between species do not differ from intact genes divergence 
rates, suggesting gene expression evolution reflects neutral process for the most part. In 
contrast, Lemos et al. (2005) found that expression levels change little across different 
taxonomic distances, suggesting that widespread stabilizing selection on transcription has 
prevented greater evolutionary changes in expression levels.  
 
To help fill these gaps, we study gene expression and DNA sequence divergence in 
natural populations of Senecio lautus, which consists of multiple populations with 
contrasting leaf shapes under genetic control (Ali, 1964; Radford et al., 2004; Bernal, 
2014a). Further, we explore the relationship between gene expression levels and 
sequence diversity within each natural population of S. lautus, thus shedding light on the 
effect of DNA transcription on mutation rates in plants – transcription levels have shown to 
affect mutation rates in yeast (Datta & Jinks-Robertson, 1995), Escherichia coli (Klapacz & 
Bhagwat, 2005), Helianthus (Renaut et al., 2012) and humans (Comeron, 2004; Cui et al., 
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2012), probably as a result of the single-stranded nature of the non-transcribed strand, 
which makes it more susceptible to damage (Beletskii & Bhagwat, 1996), or as a result of 
the interference of the transcriptional machinery with DNA replication or repair (Wierdl et 
al., 1996). Previous studies in S. lautus have identified variation associated to leaf shape 
variation (Bernal, 2014a) and leaf shape QTL in specific genetic crosses (Bernal, 2014b), 
thus making this system and exciting model to understand how traits evolve. Overall, we 
aim to further contribute to our understanding of the genetic basis of leaf shape variation in 
natural populations and the elucidation of the evolutionary forces affecting gene 
expression evolution within species. 
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Materials and Methods 
S. lautus transcriptome 
Plant and RNA material 
We de-novo assembled a S. lautus transcriptome from different populations, tissues and 
plant developmental stages, using RNAseq (Wang et al., 2009). Specifically, we used 
plants at a young stage (i.e. before they flowered) to sample the shoot apical meristem 
(SAM) along with leaf primordia (LP) and the youngest three leaves of pools of 96 plants 
of four natural populations: SD01, RH01, Al03 and MF01 (Table 1). We refer to these 
samples as SAM-LP samples (Fig. S1). We used pools of plants because a single sample 
of this tissue does not yield enough material to carry out RNASeq (Ozsolak & Milos, 2010).  
We also collected shoot tips (which include SAM, LP and leaves smaller than 4 mm), 
flowers, and fully expanded laves from a single mature plant, that is after flowering, from 
RH01 and SF01 (Table 1). SAM-LP samples were dissected under the stereoscope and 
conserved in AMBION RNAlater® solution until all material was collected. Shoot tips, 
flowers and fully expanded leaves were individually snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen.  
i. Growth conditions 
To obtain SAM-LP tissue samples, seeds collected in the field from four natural 
populations (Al03, SD01, RH01and MF01) were grown as described in (Bernal, 2014a). 
Plants were randomly crossed within each natural population to obtain the required plant 
material for RNAseq. Specifically, 96 glasshouse produced seeds of each of the four 
natural populations were germinated following the protocols in (Bernal, 2014a), and grown 
in jiffy-7® peat pellets in 48-cell flats in a controlled temperature room at 25°C and 12 
hours light/day. After seven weeks of sowing, both SAM and LP 1, 2, 3 and 4 from the 
main stem were dissected under the stereomicroscope and stored for subsequent RNA 
extraction. To obtain shoot tips, flowers, and fully expanded leaves, a plant from RH01 and 
from SF01 populations were grown as described in (Bernal, 2014a) and pruned after 
flowering to obtain enough shoot tips. Approximately 2 weeks after pruning, plant material 
was collected for subsequent RNA extraction. 
RNASeq libraries 
Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol® (Simms et al., 1993). Total RNA was quantified 
using a NanoDrop (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA) and quality was checked 
using a bioanalyzer (Agilent technologies) at the Australian Genome Research Facility. 
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Only samples with RNA integrity number (Schroeder et al., 2006) > 6.5 and, a ratio of the 
28S and 18S ribosomal bands > 1.0 were further processed. 0.5 ug of total RNA from 
each SAM-LP sample were used to construct sequencing libraries with the TruSeq RNA 
Sample Preparation Kits. Libraries were constructed and 100 bp pair-end sequenced with 
Illumina HiSeqTM 2000 at the Beijing Genomic Institute. 
Transcriptome de-novo assembly and functional annotation  
RNAseq raw reads were filtered by removing sequencing adaptors, reads with more than 
5% unknown bases and more than 20% bases with quality lower than 10. We removed 
reads with significant homology to bacteria, fungi or virus sequences and not significant 
homology to sequences in plant databases, by using stand-alone BLASTn to the relevant 
non-redundant databases, thus avoiding including extraneous reads in the de-novo 
transcriptome. We used Trinity (Grabherr et al., 2011) to assemble RNAseq reads into a 
de-novo transcriptome separately for each of the four natural populations and tissues (i.e. 
SAM-LP of RH01, SD01, Al03 and MF01; shoot tips and mature leaves for RH01 and 
SF01 and flowers for RH01) using default parameters. The resulting nine de-novo 
transcriptomes were joined with TGICL (Pertea et al., 2003) to form a single set of non-
redundant contigs. Contigs were divided into two types: clusters and unigenes. A cluster is 
composed by all unigenes 70% or more alike. Unigenes within a cluster were named by a 
common prefix that starts with CL followed by a consecutive number corresponding to the 
cluster, and by a consecutive number for each unigene within each cluster. The other 
contigs were named with a consecutive number after the prefix unigene. Finally, significant 
protein homology of de-novo transcriptome contigs was found using BLASTx (Altschul, 
Stephen F et al., 1990) against the non-redundant protein database, and gene ontology 
(GO) terms (Ashburner et al., 2000) of the best alignment (e value 10-5 or less) were 
assigned to each contig using BLAST2GO software (Conesa et al., 2005). These 
bioinformatic analyses were carried out at the Beijing Genomic Institute with input from the 
authors. 
Gene expression differences between populations with contrasting leaf shape 
Plant and RNA material 
We obtained gene expression data from three natural populations of the sclerophyll forests 
ecotype (SF01, SF02, SF03), which shows linearly branched big leaves, and of three 
natural populations of the rocky headland ecotype (RH00, RH01, RH05), which shows 
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determine leaves their final shape are expressed during leaf development (Barkoulas et 
al., 2007; Hasson et al., 2010; Malinowski et al., 2011). Therefore, we used shoot tips, 
which include the SAM, LP and young leaves of maximum 4 mm in length, thus sampling 
different stages of leaf development. In addition, we sampled two developmental stages: 
mature plants (i.e. after flowering had occurred) and seedlings (only of one population of 
each ecotype). Seedling sampling adds information about genes involved in leaf 
morphology, as the first leaves produced by these ecotypes do not show the extreme 
differences found in mature plants (Fig. 2 and Fig. S2). The plant tissues used to extract 
RNA for gene expression analysis were also used to build the reference transcriptome. In 
this way, we decreased the probability to loose data from tissue-specific expressed genes, 
which are of particular importance, given the tissue specificity expression of genes (Kuma 
et al., 1995). 
Growth conditions 
Shoot tips from mature plants were collected from individuals grown in the common 
garden experiment described in (Bernal, 2014a). Briefly, plants were grown under natural 
light conditions at 22°C during the night (6:00 pm-6:00am) and 25°C during the day (6:00 
am-6:00pm) in a glasshouse in the University of Queensland from November 2011 to 
January 2012. After flowering, plants were pruned to increase shoot tips per plant. Plants 
that would be compared to each other in inter leaf shape comparisons and would 
contribute to the same pool (details below) were placed in the same flat. Water was added 
to flats as needed, and fertilizer (Peters Professionals Allrounder 20-20-20+TE) was 
dissolved in the water contained in the flats once after pruning, such that plants in the 
same flat were subjected to the same fertilization and water conditions. Two weeks after 
pruning, plant material was snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and RNA extraction was carried 
out following the same procedures used for the reference transcriptome.  
To obtain seedling plants, 24 seeds of SF02 and of RH01 were cut at the tip (shoot edge) 
to speed-up and synchronize germination, and placed on tap water damped filter papers 
inside 50 mm dia. X 15 mm glass petri dishes (6 seeds/petri dish). Seeds were kept in the 
dark for two days and then transferred to 12 hours light/day at 25°C during five days. 
Seven days after seed cutting, hypocotyledon and cotyledons were cut at 2 mm away from 
SAM and discarded. SAM and the remaining tissue was immediately snap frozen on liquid 
nitrogen and RNA extraction was carried out following the same procedures used for the 
reference transcriptome. 
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Transcriptome sequencing  
Total RNA for mature plants and seedlings was processed following the same procedures 
used for the reference transcriptome, except RNAseq libraries were 50 bp single-end 
sequenced with Illumina HiSeqTM 2000. Samples used in inter leaf comparisons (details 
under experimental design) were multiplexed in the same lane. 
Gene expression quantification 
RNAseq raw reads were filtered by removing sequencing adaptors, reads with more than 
10% unknown bases and more than 50% bases with quality lower than 5. Clean reads 
were mapped to the de-novo S. lautus transcriptome using SOAP2 (Li, R et al., 2009) 
allowing maximum two mismatches and keeping only uniquely aligned reads. Template 
saturation and randomness of reference sequence regions were assessed for each 
sample sequenced by exploring the relationship between percentage of genes identified 
and number of clean reads, and by exploring the distribution of clean reads on transcript 
regions, respectively. Differentially expressed genes were determined using the general 
linear model developed by McCarthy et al. (2012). Analysis of differential gene expression 
patterns were based on the Log2(RPKM(a)/RPKM(b), where RPKM means the number of 
reads per kb per million reads (RPKM=(106C)/((NL)/(103)), C is the number of reads 
uniquely aligned to the gene, N is the total number of reads uniquely aligned to all genes, 
and L is the number of bases of the gene, following the template match method by Pavlidis 
and Noble (2001). See statistical analyses for further details. 
Experimental design 
The main factor we explored was gene expression differences related to leaf shape 
differences between dissected leaves from the sclerophyll forest ecotype and entire leaves 
from the rocky headland ecotype (Table 1). For mature plants, we used three populations 
of each ecotype, where each population was evaluated with three pools of four plants. For 
seedlings, which do not show notable leaf morphological differences (Fig. S2), we used a 
single population of each ecotype: SF02 and RH01. First, we identified differentially 
expressed genes (DEGs) within each pair of sclerophyll forest and rocky headland 
populations. Next, we identified DEGs that were differentially expressed in inter leaf shape 
comparisons (Inter comparisons in Table 2 and purple arrows in Fig. 2) and not 
differentially expressed in intra leaf shape comparisons (Intra comparisons in Table 2 and 
blue arrows in Fig. 2). Inter leaf shape comparisons included mature individuals from the 
three pairs of rocky headland and sclerophyll forest populations separately. Intra leaf 
shape comparisons included the population pair sampled at the seedling stage, as well as 
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all possible pair wise comparisons between the three sclerophyll forest populations and 
between the three rocky headland populations (Table 2 and Fig. 2 show inter and intra leaf 
shape comparisons). 
Overall gene expression divergence relation to leaf shape divergence  
We evaluated the correlation between gene expression divergence and leaf shape 
divergence among all mature plant comparisons (Table 2). Seven leaf shape traits (area, 
length, width, perimeter, elongation, compactness and dissection) were previously 
characterized in a common garden experiment (Bernal, 2014a) in these populations. We 
first calculated principal components of the variation of these traits for the six natural 
populations used in gene expression analysis (Table 1). Next, we calculated leaf 
divergence between each pair of populations (Table 2), as the Euclidean distance 
between the populations compared in each pair, in the multivariate space produce by the 
first two principal components of the seven leaf shapes. Finally, we estimated the 
probability of the Spearman ρ correlation coefficient between leaf divergence in the first 
two PC space, or by each individual leaf shape trait (using the absolute value of the 
difference), and the expression divergence, measured as the absolute value of the log-
transformed expression fold change (|Log2(RPKM(a)/RPKM(b)|) for each comparison 
(Table 2), such that upwards and downwards changes did not even out, using JMP 10©. 
Statistical analysis 
We used the generalized linear model (GLM) developed by McCarthy et al. (2012) to 
identify differentially expressed genes within each pair of rocky headland and sclerophyll 
forest populations (Inter comparisons in Table 2 and purple arrows in Fig. 2). The GLM 
incorporates the moderate test statistic approach (Smyth, 2004) into a negative binomial 
model to account for both within-class and across-gene variability (Auer & Doerge, 2010). 
The three natural populations from each ecotype and the three pools of plants per natural 
population revealed the within-class biological variability. We ran the GLM using the 
edgeR package (Robinson et al., 2010) from Bioconductor (Gentleman et al., 2004). 
Genes with a two-fold gene expression difference or more and a false discovery rate <0.05 
were considered DEGs within each pair of dissected and entire leaf populations. 
Subsequently, we analysed inter leaf shape DEGs gene expression pattern across inter 
and intra leaf shape comparisons with the Pavlidis Template Match method (PTM) 
(Pavlidis & Noble, 2001), to search for genes differentially expressed in inter leaf shape 
comparisons, and not differentially expressed in intra leaf shape comparisons. We looked 
for expression patterns that are either positively or negatively correlated with the template 
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using the absolute R option, and a threshold of 0.8 for the R value between the expression 
vector and the template. Finally, we performed a hierarchical clustering analysis (Eisen et 
al., 1998) of genes identified with the PTM analysis using average linkage, as 
implemented in the multiexperiment viewer application form the TM4 suite of tools for 
genomic expression analysis (Saeed et al., 2003), 
Gene Ontology enrichment analysis 
We searched for Gene Ontology (GO) terms (Ashburner et al., 2000) enriched within the 
genes differentially expressed in inter leaf shape comparisons and not differentially 
expressed in intra leaf shape comparisons using the Database for Annotation, 
Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) v6.7 (Huang da et al., 2009). Specifically, 
we used BLASTx (Altschul, S F et al., 1990) to find the most similar Arabidopsis thaliana 
protein in RefSeq database the RefSeq code (Pruitt et al., 2005) to each S. lautus target 
gene, keeping a threshold of e value maximum 10-5 . Next, we identified enriched GO 
terms using the A. thaliana genome as reference. We also identified groups of genes with 
common annotation GO terms, using the functional annotation clustering with default 
parameters.  
Gene sequence and expression variation patterns 
We explored the relationship between sequence and expression divergence in mature 
plant comparisons (Table 2), as well as the relationship between sequence diversity and 
expression level within each sample used for gene expression analysis of mature plants 
(Table 1). 
Sequence and expression divergence relationship 
Single nucleotide polymorphism calling  
We aligned Single-end RNAseq clean reads of the sclerophyll forest and rocky headland 
shoot tips from mature plants to the de-novo assembled transcriptome using BWA v0.6.2 
with default parameters, which allow maximum two mismatches (Li & Durbin, 2009). We 
removed reads with mapping quality <20 and created pileup files for each mature plants 
comparison (Table 2) using Samtools v1.18 (Li, H et al., 2009). We identified high quality 
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), defined as those that had a minimum coverage 
of 20 in each population, a minor allele with minimum 4 reads across both populations, 
and ignoring sites in the 2% highest coverage for each population using PoPoolation2 
v1.201 (Kofler et al., 2011b). Then, we identified SNPs with nearly fixed alternative alleles 
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within each comparison, defined as SNPs with a difference between the fraction of reads 
supporting the same allele in each population higher than 0.75.  
Relationship between expression divergence and selection strength 
Previous studies across distant species have assessed the relationship between 
expression divergence and non-synonymous (Ka) or synonymous (Ks) sequence 
substitution as measures of neutral or adaptive sequence divergence, respectively 
(Nuzhdin et al., 2004; Jeukens et al., 2010), and Ka/Ks as an estimate of protein evolution 
(Khaitovich et al., 2005; Renaut et al., 2012). Distant species cannot use the fixation index, 
FST (Holsinger & Weir, 2009), to estimate genetic divergence, because it will be close to 
one for all genes (Renaut et al., 2012). However, studies across closer taxonomic groups 
can use the distribution of FST to identify genes with extreme sequence divergence, which 
are putatively under selection, and assess their overlap with differentially expressed genes 
(Moyers & Rieseberg, 2013). Since the RNA from S. lautus natural populations used in this 
study was sequenced in pools, we cannot reliably estimate FST because the number of 
reads derived from RNA pool sequencing reflects expression levels of alleles and their 
allele frequencies. Although barcoding is an option to sequence individuals that would 
have allowed us to calculate FST reliably, this option was not accessible to us because the 
total RNA quantity obtained per individual under the conditions used was not enough to 
carry out RNA-seq at the individual level. Consequently, instead of using FST as an 
estimate of the rate of differences accumulated via natural selection for each transcript, we 
used the ratio of the number of nearly fixed SNPs/bp to the number of SNPs/bp. The 
number of nearly fixed SNPs/bp represents extreme divergence between populations, 
which lies at the tail of the divergence distribution, and is thus likely to be under selection 
(Luikart et al., 2003), but certainly a fraction of these SNPs will have evolved by genetic 
drift. The number of SNPs/bp is equivalent to the p-distance, which is defined as ηd/η, 
where ηd is the number of sequence differences and η is the number of sites being 
compared (Jordan & Mariño-Ramirez, 2007), and is likely to represent neutral divergence 
between populations. As a consequence, high nearly fixed SNPs/bp to SNPs/bp ratios 
could reflect strong recurrent effects of positive selection on a transcript, thus making this 
ratio a suitable proxy for the selection strength affecting each transcript. 
 
We determined if selection strength across transcripts (measured as the Log 10 
transformed nearly fixed SNPs/bp to SNPs/bp ratio), significantly affects expression level 
divergence via least square regression, using JMP 10©. We excluded transcripts present 
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in only one of the samples compared in each comparison (i.e. |Log2(RPKM(a)/RPKM(b)| > 
14), and those transcripts with no nearly fixed SNPs/bp, as different evolutionary forces 
might result in absence of fixed variation, complicating interpretation of results. 
Sequence diversity and gene expression level relationship 
Single nucleotide polymorphism calling  
We aligned filtered reads of mature individuals (Table 2) of sclerophyll forest and rocky 
headland populations (Table 2) to the de-novo assembled transcriptome, as described 
above. We created pileup files separately for each sample using Samtools v1.18 (Li, H et 
al., 2009). Then, we sub-sampled pileup files to obtain a uniform coverage using the 
Popoolation (Kofler et al., 2011a) subsample-pileup perl script with parameters set to use 
reads with a minimum quality of 20, a maximum coverage of 400 (to avoid considering 
sequencing errors as alleles), sub-sampling without replacing, and to reduce the coverage 
of the pileup file to 200. Next, we used Popoolation (Kofler et al., 2011a) Variance-sliding 
perl script to identify SNPs in sliding windows of 1000 bp, a step-size of 100 bp, a min 
count of 4 and a min coverage of 40, and we calculated the average of the windows for 
each gene, to obtain the mean number of SNPs/Kb for each gene. These parameters 
have been shown to produce reliable estimates in other systems (Kofler et al., 2011a).  
Sequence diversity correlation to expression level 
We determined if the expression level of each gene (measured as the normalized 
expression level of each gene: Normalized expression of gene (a) = (RPKM(a) - Mean 
RPKM)/(RPKM standard deviation) correlates with sequences diversity, measured as SNP 
density (mean number of SNPs/Kb for each transcript), via Spearman ρ rank correlation, 
using JMP 10©. 
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Results 
S. lautus de-novo transcriptome 
We produced a de-novo assembled S. lautus transcriptome derived from genes expressed 
in fully expanded leaves, flowers, shoot tips, shoot apical meristem (SAM), leaf primordia 
(LP) and the three youngest leaves. The latter three tissues constitute an extremely small 
part of plants, yet basic plant characteristics, such as phyllotaxis, plant architecture and 
leaf shape are determined by process that occur in them. In detail, SAMs are 
approximately 40µ width, LP are even smaller, and the three youngest leaves are smaller 
than 500µ (Fig. S1). By sampling and obtaining 4 transcriptomes of these three tissues 
separately (one of four different populations. Details in materials and methods), we 
ensured that genes expressed in these tissues were extensively represented in the final 
de-novo transcriptome assembly. In consequence, this S. lautus transcriptome is ideal to 
study the effect of developmental gene expression on basic plant characteristics, such as 
phyllotaxis, plant architecture and leaf shape. 
 
The final de-novo transcriptome had 133828 transcripts with an average length of 932.9 
bp (Fig. S3 shows length distribution). 46% of transcripts were unigenes (61160 
transcripts), while 54% of them (72668 transcripts) contributed to 18363 contigs (i.e. 
groups of transcripts with 70% or more sequence similarity), which on average consisted 
of four transcripts per contig. BLASTx results revealed that transcripts from these 18363 
contigs had significant homology to 25034 different proteins. Some contigs showed 
homology to more than a single protein, suggesting that some of them might include 
transcripts from different but closely related proteins, while other contigs showed homology 
to a single protein, suggesting these contigs include different isoforms of a single protein. 
Unigene BLASTx results showed that the 61160 unigenes had significant homology to 
20142 different proteins, suggesting many unigenes are different segments of the same 
protein. Overall, the S. lautus transcriptome contains 39237 different proteins. Analysis to 
identify clusters of duplicated proteins (Ortiz-Barrientos, D & Arenas, H., unpublished 
results) and to explore the effect of unique and hybrid assemblers on de-novo assembly 
(Liu and Ortiz-Barrientos unpublished results) are underway and are beyond the scope of 
the work presented here. 
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Leaf shape related differential expression 
We obtained expression data for eight samples, each with three replicates, for a total of 24 
RNAseq experiments (Table 1). The average total number of clean reads per sample was 
11.74x106. Expression data was calculated based on uniquely mapped reads with less 
than two mismatches, which on average accounted for 24% of clean reads (Table S1). 
Distribution of clean reads on transcript regions was uniform (Fig. S4), and the number of 
detected genes reached saturation as the number of aligned reads increased (Fig. S5), 
indicating a high sequencing quality for every sample.  
 
In general terms, gene expression comparisons evaluated an average of 44.6% (59765 
transcripts) of the reference transcriptome, with an average expression divergence 
(defined as |Log2(RPKM(a)/RPKM(b)|) of 1.6 (Table 2). The overall distribution of gene 
expression divergence was similar across all comparisons performed, and it revealed a 
clearly separated group of transcripts with a log transformed differential expression fold 
change larger than 14 in every comparison (Fig. S6). Manual inspection revealed that 
these transcripts (2.4% of all transcripts) had zero read counts in one of the samples being 
compared (see Table 2 for a list of comparisons) suggesting that only a small fraction of 
the expression divergence amongst populations is qualitative (i.e. present vs. absent).  
 
Correlation between overall gene expression and leaf shape divergence  
Although leaf shape traits clearly distinguished sclerophyll forest and rocky headland 
plants in a principal component analysis (Fig. S7), the average expression divergence 
within comparisons was not significantly correlated to leaf divergence within comparisons, 
neither as the Euclidean distance in the leaf shape first two PC space (Fig. S7), nor as 
individual leaf shape traits (Spearman ρ probability > 0.05, Table S2). 
Inter leaf shape gene expression divergence 
We found an average of 16.4% differentially expressed transcripts across all comparisons 
(Table 2), and an average of 20.6 % differentially expressed transcripts across inter leaf 
shape comparisons (Figure 3). The percentage of genes with higher expression in rocky 
headland and sclerophyll forest populations was similar (t-test= -0.37, p value = 0.736). 
Altogether, 28542 transcripts were differentially expressed in at least one inter leaf shape 
comparison, out of which 16195 were evaluated in the three inter leaf shape comparisons. 
Although the number of differentially expressed genes common within each pair of inter 
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leaf shape comparisons was higher than random expectations (Hypergeometric test p 
value < 0.05. Fig. 4a), these transcripts had a highly complex expression pattern across 
inter and intra leaf shape comparisons, and included several transcripts present only in 
one of the two samples of each comparison, that is, with a log transformed differential 
expression higher than 14 (Fig. 4b).  
 
Out of the 16195 transcripts evaluated in the three inter leaf shape comparisons, 1413 
transcripts were differentially expressed in the three inter leaf shape comparisons (Fig. 
4a), and only 691 transcripts were evaluated in all the intra leaf shape comparisons. The 
Pavlidis Template Match method revealed that 148 of these transcripts were differentially 
expressed in all inter leaf shape comparisons, and were not differentially expressed in any 
intra leaf shape comparison (R > 0.8 between each transcript and a template with the 
expression pattern sought). In addition, none of the 148 transcripts was present only in 
one of the two samples of each comparison (i.e. it did not have a log transformed fold 
change larger than 14; Fig. 4c). As expected, hierarchical clustering of these 148 
transcripts revealed the highest order grouping occurred according to their expression 
pattern in inter leaf shape comparisons, with all transcripts with higher expression in 
sclerophyll forest samples in a different cluster than transcripts with higher expression in 
rocky headland samples (Fig. 4d). 
Gene Ontology enrichment analysis 
Most of the transcripts differentially expressed in inter leaf shape, and not in intra leaf 
shape comparisons had significant homology to an A. thaliana protein (130 out of 148 
transcripts). We found 48 GO terms enriched among these transcripts, which can be 
classified in to nine annotations groups, according to annotation terms shared among 
genes (Table 3). The annotation group with the lowest average enrichment probability, 
cluster 1 in Table 3, is related to cell wall and the space around it. Other annotation 
clusters are related to responses to endogenous stimulus such as hormonal, chemical and 
organic stimulus (cluster 2), different photosynthesis aspects (cluster 3), chitin metabolism 
(cluster 4), light stimulus (cluster 5), flavonoid metabolism (cluster 6), ketone metabolism 
(cluster 7), response to water stress (cluster 8) and ethylene signalling (cluster 9). Finally, 
we found four un-clustered terms, two of them related to transcription, one related to cell 
membrane and another one related to the apoplast. 
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Given the reported importance of transcription factors during leaf development, we 
explored individually those sequences annotated as transcription factors (Table S3). A 
total of 16 transcripts are significantly homologous to transcription factors. Four of them, 
homologous to BEL1-like homeodomain 11 (NP_177676), Putative axial regulator YABBY 
2 (NP_001077490), Transcription factor TCP12 (NP_177047) and Transcription factor 
TCP14 (NP_190346), belong to families involved in leaf development (Siegfried et al., 
1999; Hake et al., 2004; Kieffer et al., 2011). 
 
Gene sequence and expression variation patterns 
Sequence and expression divergence relationship 
On average, in each comparison we found that 25% of transcripts contained SNPs, and 
1.24% had nearly fixed SNPs (Table S4). The number of SNPs per transcript was 
approximately 7 times higher than the number of nearly fixed SNPs per transcript (8.7 and 
1.2 respectively, Table S4), and nearly fixed SNPs represented, in average, 0.7% of all 
SNPs found in each comparison (Table S5). We found a positive correlation between 
selection strength (as measured by the ratio of nearly fixed SNPs/bp to SNPs/bp) and 
expression divergence (absolute value of log transformed fold change) in the nine pairwise 
comparisons between natural populations (Table 2). This correlation was significant in six 
of the nine comparisons (F ratio p value < 0.05). Fig. 5 shows correlations and F ratio for 
each comparison. 
Correlation between sequence diversity and expression level 
We found an average of 63421 transcripts with expression data for each natural 
population, which ranged over five orders of magnitude, with an average expression level 
of 11 RPKM. We found 3% of transcripts were polymorphic within each natural population, 
with SNPs/Kb ranging from 0 to 40.4 in average (Table S6). We found that sequence 
diversity increases as expression level increases for all S. lautus natural populations 
analysed (Fig. 6; Spearman ρ rank test p value <0.0001; Fig. 6 shows test value for each 
comparison). 
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Discussion 
The S. lautus de-novo transcriptome assembled in this study represents a highly valuable 
genomic resource for the investigation of genes related to plant architecture, phyllotaxys, 
and leaf shape, as we specifically sampled plant structures that chiefly determine these 
plant traits, namely the SAM (Traas, 2013) and leaf primordia (Barton, 2010). The 
percentage of this transcriptome evaluated in different comparisons showed that nearly 
half of this transcriptome is not expressed in shoot tips, thus is likely to correspond to 
genes expressed only in mature leaves and flowers, according to all the tissues sampled 
in this transcriptome. As these tissues are not involved in vegetative plant morphogenesis, 
our results suggest that at least nearly half of the transcriptome used in this study is not 
involved in this process. 
 
Developing leaves have an essential role in determining final leaf shape (Kuchen et al., 
2012). However, the samples we explored, shoot tips, also contained the SAM, which has 
an essential role in determining plant architecture and phyllotaxis (Traas, 2013). In 
agreement, we found that the main driver of differential gene expression between shoots 
tips from different populations was not leaf morphology, as there was not a an overall 
significant correlation between leaf shape differences and gene expression divergence 
between populations (Table S2). Thus, this differential expression study provides valuable 
information to identify genes affecting leaf shape variation in S. lautus, as it allow us to 
focus our efforts on a specific group of genes (the differentially expressed genes) that 
represent a small fraction of the complete transcriptome. However, we must further filter 
the differentially expressed genes to identify genes potentially affecting leaf shape in S. 
lautus. Overall, the natural replication of leaf morphology types in S. lautus, the nature of 
our experimental design, and the detailed knowledge about leaf development in model 
systems such as Arabidopsis, allowed us to apply further filters to the differentially 
expressed genes identified in this study. 
 
As a first step, we harnessed the natural replication of leaf shape to identify genes that are 
consistently differentially expressed in inter leaf shape comparison and not in intra leaf 
shape comparisons. Although if similar leaf shape across different natural populations 
could have different genetic basis, this filter will loose those genes, it is possible that 
genes with large effect on leaf phenotypes have been repeatedly selected in different 
natural populations of S. lautus, in a similar fashion to the recurrent alteration of the Pitx1 
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locus in different natural marine populations of sticklebacks that colonized fresh water 
environments (Cresko et al., 2004; Chan et al., 2010). 
 
Genes that are consistently differentially expressed in inter leaf shape comparisons and 
not in intra leaf shape comparisons were enriched in basic plant functions in which leaves 
play an essential role. These include light reception, photosynthesis, organic metabolism 
and water stress response (Table 3). Nevertheless, biological functions potentially directly 
related with leaf development, such as cell-wall organization (Kierzkowski et al., 2012), 
response to hormone stimulus (Scarpella et al., 2010) and transcription factor activity 
(Efroni et al., 2010) were also enriched among these gene set. Therefore, our filtering 
step, based on the differential expression pattern across inter and intra leaf shape 
comparisons reduced the total list of differentially expressed genes to a short list of genes 
potentially underlying S. lautus leaf shape variation.  
 
The most interesting transcripts identified in this study are diverse, but include a S. lautus 
transcript with highest homology to the A. thaliana Auxin-responsive protein IAA27 
(RefSeq NP_194637), as auxin activity maxima are associated with serrations of simple 
A. thaliana leaves (Bilsborough et al., 2011) and the position of leaflets in the compound 
leaves of C. hirsuta (Barkoulas et al., 2008). Several S. lautus transcripts showed highest 
homology to pectin structure modifiers, such as Expansin-A1, Expansin-A11, Probable 
pectinesterase/pectinesterase inhibitor 17 and Non-specific lipid-transfer protein 3 
(RefSeqs NP_177112, NP_173446, NP_565490 and NP_568905 respectively). Pectin 
modifications are known to regulate cell-wall mechanics and have a key role on leaf shape 
modulation (Pien et al., 2001). Two S. lautus transcripts with highest homology to 
transcription factors from families involved in leaf development, namely BEL1-like 
homeodomain 11 (RefSeq NP_177676) and TCP14 (RefSeq NP_190346) are particularly 
interesting, since two BEL1-LIKE HOMEODOMAIN Proteins, SAW1 and SAW2, suppress 
margin growth in A. thaliana, by redundantly repressing the expression of KNOX genes 
(Kumar et al., 2007), and TCP14 alters A. thaliana leaf shape (Kieffer et al., 2011).  
 
The significant enrichment of transcription factors among the differentially expressed S. 
lautus transcripts correlated to leaf shape phenotype suggests changes in the regulation of 
gene expression play an important role in determining S. lautus leaf shape differences, in 
agreement with expectations from evo-devo theories of morphological evolution (Carroll, 
2008). Interestingly, we also found that GO terms related to hormone stimulus and cell 
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walls were also significantly enriched among the differentially expressed S. lautus 
transcripts correlated to leaf shape phenotype. These results open exciting research paths 
to investigate these particular biological functions to establish if they play any role in 
determining leaf shape differences within species. Regardless of whether the ultimate leaf 
shape control relies on transcription factors hormone stimulus or cell walls, there is ample 
information regarding the role of transcription factors during leaf development, whereas 
there is much less knowledge about the mechanisms activated by those transcription 
factors that lead to specific final leaf shapes (Fleming, 2006). In this sense, results from 
this study shed light on what might be the molecular mechanisms behind leaf shape 
development. 
Gene sequence and expression relationships  
We evaluated whether there was a correlation between expression divergence and 
selection strength, using the nearly fixed SNPs/bp to SNPs/bp ratio as a proxy of the 
strength of selection. We allowed a maximum of two mismatches per 50 bp during the 
alignment of reads to quantify both gene expression differences and sequence divergence 
between populations. Therefore the trends found in this study are limited to a maximum 
sequence divergence of one SNP each 25bp. Note that under these criteria reads that 
cannot be aligned and counted to measure expression levels should not be included when 
measuring sequence divergence either. Even so, we manually checked and excluded the 
few transcripts for which we had sequence divergence estimates but that were expressed 
only in one of the samples being compared (i.e.|Log2(RPKM(a)/RPKM(b)| > 14).  
 
The significant positive regression coefficients between expression divergence and 
selection strength in all the pairwise comparisons between natural populations (Table 2) 
suggests a large fraction of S. lautus expression level changes could be affected by 
positive natural selection. Our results contrast with those obtained in sunflower, where no 
association was found between expression level divergence and different proxies of 
selection on sequence divergence (Renaut et al., 2012; Moyers & Rieseberg, 2013). 
However, similarly to previous studies (Jordan & Mariño-Ramirez, 2007), the correlation 
between expression divergence and selection strength was not significant in all the 
comparisons. It would appear so that general patterns of expression divergence in plants 
might be species or population specific. Further studies using more comparable strategies 
among systems are needed to address the evolutionary significance of gene expression 
divergence between and within species. 
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We found a clear positive correlation between expression level and sequence diversity 
(Fig. 6). The increased probability to identify more alleles in a population as sequence 
coverage increases, which itself represents increased expression levels of a gene could 
produced this correlation. However our analysis does not suffer from this issue because 
we subsampled reads to obtain uniform coverage across transcripts to obtain the data 
used for this analysis. Moreover, our results are supported by results from Helianthus 
(Renaut et al., 2012) and humans (Comeron, 2004; Cui et al., 2012), where this same 
correlation was found. The correlation between sequence diversity and expression level 
strongly suggest that transcription strongly influences gene mutation rates. This is a very 
interesting link that illustrates the intricacies of organismal evolution, where major cellular 
process might constrain the evolutionary potential of genes, or vice versa. 
Conclusions 
Overall, this study revealed that differentially expressed genes between populations with 
entire and extremely dissected leaves, but not differentially expressed between 
populations with similarly shaped leaves, are enriched in biological functions related to cell 
wall organization, photosynthesis, light, abiotic and hormone stimulus response, chitin, 
ketone and flavonoid metabolism, water stress and transcription factors, some of which 
are known to be involved in leaf development. In addition, the relationships we found 
between expression level and sequence divergence shed light on the evolutionary 
significance of gene expression natural variation, suggesting that a large fraction of gene 
expression divergence is affected by selection between some populations of S. lautus, and 
that transcription is a major mutation source in plants. 
 




Table 1. S. lautus populations sampled in this study 
 
The code, habitat, location name, latitude, longitude, tissue, plant stage (young means plants before flowering and mature means plants 
after flowering) and total number of plants sampled per natural population for the reference transcriptome (N1) and gene expression 
analysis (N2) are listed for each population. Population codes correspond to tags on Fig. 1, and the population code used by Roda et al., 
(2013a) is shown in parentheses. 
 
Populati





(A03) Alpine Fall's Creek 36° 52' 21" 147° 17' 19" SAM-LP 
Young 96 NA 
MF01 
(T01) Mountain forest O'Riellys 28° 13' 49" 153° 08' 6" SAM-LP 
Young 96 NA 
SD01 
(S01) Sand dune 
Lennox Head Surf 
Club 28° 47' 10" 153° 35' 37" SAM-LP 
Young 96 NA 
SF01  Sclerophyll forest Warrumbungles national park 31° 16' 25" 149° 04' 14" Shoot tips 
Mature NA 12 
SF02 
(I05) Sclerophyll forest Upper Brookfield 27° 29' 11" 152° 51' 21" 
Shoot tips Mature 1 12 Seedling NA 24 
Expanded leaves Mature 1 NA 
SF03 Sclerophyll forest Mt. Kaputar 30° 17' 24" 150° 8' 57" Shoot tips Mature NA 12 
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Populati





(H00) Rocky headland Stradbroke Island 27° 26' 9" 153° 32' 42" Shoot tips 
Mature NA 12 
RH01 
(H01) Rocky headland 
Lennox Head Surf 
Club 28° 48' 22" 153° 36' 9" 
Shoot tips Mature 1 12 
Shoot tips Seedling NA 24 
SAM-LP Young 96 NA 
Expanded leaves Mature 1 NA 
Flowers Mature 1 NA 
RH05 
(H05) Rocky headland Coffs Harbor 30° 18' 42" 153° 8' 37" Shoot tips 
Mature NA 11 
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Table 2. Gene expression level comparisons performed. 
For each comparison (C), the samples compared, the leaf shape comparison type (inter or intra leaf shape), the plant stage, the 
percentage of transcriptome evaluated, the average expression divegence (defined as |Log2(RPKM(a)/RPKM(b)|), the percentage of 
transcripts evaluated present only in one sample in each comparison, and the percentage of the evaluated transcripts differentially 
expressed (defined as |Log2(RPKM(a)/RPKM(b)| > 1 and FDR < 0.05) are shown. The population code corresponds to tags on Fig. 1 
















% of evaluated 
transcripts 
present in one 
sample only 




1 SF01 Vs RH05 Inter Mature 55402 (41.4) 1.57 2.48 15.75 
2 SF02 Vs RH01 Inter Mature 61752 (46.14) 2.33 4.59 28.41 
3 SF03 Vs RH00 Inter Mature 62538 (46.73) 1.72 2.78 17.71 
4 SF02 Vs RH01 Intra Seedling 58312 (43.57) 1.25 1.57 6.75 
5 SF01 Vs SF02 Intra Mature 59692 (44.6) 1.71 2.25 20.20 
6 SF01 Vs SF03 Intra Mature 57034 (42.62) 0.95 0.90 6.52 
7 SF02 Vs SF03 Intra Mature 62185 (46.47) 1.37 1.71 12.47 
8 RH01 Vs RH00 Intra Mature 62062 (46.37) 1.48 2.25 14.07 
9 RH01 Vs RH05 Intra Mature 58376 (43.62) 1.84 2.58 18.43 
10 RH00 Vs RH05 Intra Mature 60292 (45.05) 1.62 2.94 23.34 
Average 59764.5 (44.66) 1.59 2.40 16.37 
 
Table 3. Enriched GO terms in transcripts differentially expressed in correlation to leaf shape 
Enriched GO terms in transcripts differentially expressed in inter leaf shape comparisons and not in intra leaf shape comparisons. GO 
category (CC: Cellular Component, MF: Molecular function, BP: Biological Process), GO term, GO ID, EASE score (i.e. modified Fisher 
Exact p-value produced by DAVID), and annotation cluster with its respective enrichment score according to the functional annotation 
clustering analysis at DAVID (Huang da et al., 2009) are listed. 
 
GO 





CC cell wall 0005618 5.29E-04 
1 (2.76) CC external encapsulating structure 0030312 5.97E-04 
CC extracellular region 0005576 1.66E-02 
BP response to endogenous stimulus 0009719 5.78E-04 
2 (2.47) 
BP response to hormone stimulus 0009725 9.63E-04 
BP response to organic substance 0010033 1.22E-03 
BP response to stimulus 0050896 2.52E-02 
BP response to chemical stimulus 0042221 2.65E-02 
BP photosynthesis, light harvesting 0009765 6.44E-04 
3 (2.2) 
BP photosynthesis, light reaction 0019684 1.05E-02 
BP photosynthesis 0015979 1.41E-02 
CC plastoglobule 0010287 4.42E-03 
CC light-harvesting complex 0030076 1.04E-02 
MF chlorophyll binding 0016168 9.41E-03 
BP aminoglycan catabolic process 0006026 7.75E-03 
4 (2.09) 
BP chitin metabolic process 0006030 7.75E-03 
BP chitin catabolic process 0006032 7.75E-03 
BP aminoglycan metabolic process 0006022 9.67E-03 
MF chitinase activity 0004568 7.61E-03 
     
     
Continuation Table 3. Enriched Gene Ontology (GO) terms in transcripts differentially expressed in correlation to leaf shape. 
Enriched GO terms in transcripts differentially expressed in inter leaf shape comparisons and not in intra leaf shape comparisons. GO 
category (CC: Cellular Component, MF: Molecular function, BP: Biological Process), GO term, GO ID, EASE score (i.e. modified Fisher 
Exact p-value produced by DAVID), and annotation cluster with its respective enrichment score according to the functional annotation 









BP response to abiotic stimulus 0009628 4.93E-04 
5 (1.89) BP response to red light 0010114 3.58E-02 BP response to light stimulus 0009416 3.77E-02 
BP response to radiation 0009314 4.33E-02 
BP flavonoid biosynthetic process 0009813 2.81E-03 
6 (1.87) 
BP flavonoid metabolic process 0009812 3.45E-03 
BP phenylpropanoid metabolic process 0009698 1.18E-02 
BP phenylpropanoid biosynthetic process 0009699 3.08E-02 
BP cellular aromatic compound metabolic process 0006725 3.87E-02 
BP cellular amino acid and derivative metabolic process 0006519 4.35E-02 
BP cellular ketone metabolic process 0042180 8.16E-03 
7 (1.78) 
BP fatty acid biosynthetic process 0006633 1.02E-02 
BP monocarboxylic acid metabolic process 0032787 1.22E-02 
BP oxoacid metabolic process 0043436 2.01E-02 
BP carboxylic acid metabolic process 0019752 2.01E-02 
BP organic acid metabolic process 0006082 2.03E-02 
BP carboxylic acid biosynthetic process 0046394 2.15E-02 
BP organic acid biosynthetic process 0016053 2.15E-02 
BP fatty acid metabolic process 0006631 2.73E-02 
BP response to water deprivation 0009414 1.44E-02 
8 (1.65) BP response to water 0009415 1.70E-02 
BP response to salt stress 0009651 4.68E-02 
     
Continuation Table 3. Enriched Gene Ontology (GO) terms in transcripts differentially expressed in correlation to leaf shape. 
Enriched GO terms in transcripts differentially expressed in inter leaf shape comparisons and not in intra leaf shape comparisons. GO 
category (CC: Cellular Component, MF: Molecular function, BP: Biological Process), GO term, GO ID, EASE score (i.e. modified Fisher 
Exact p-value produced by DAVID), and annotation cluster with its respective enrichment score according to the functional annotation 









BP ethylene mediated signaling pathway 0009873 1.28E-02 
9 (1.58) BP two-component signal transduction system (phosphorelay) 0000160 2.89E-02 
BP response to ethylene stimulus 0009723 4.76E-02 
BP transcription 0006350 4.40E-02 NA 
MF transcription factor activity 0003700 2.05E-02 NA 
CC apoplast 0048046 1.90E-02 NA 
CC membrane 0016020 3.44E-02 NA 
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Figure legends 
Figure 1. Location and environment of S. lautus populations 
Circle colors indicate environments according to color key. Empty circles indicate 
populations used only for reference transcriptome and full circles indicate populations 
used for gene expression analysis. Population tags correspond to population codes in 
Table 1 
 
Figure 2. Experimental design to identify differential expression correlated with leaf 
shape 
The main objective of this experimental design is to identify differentially expressed genes 
between populations with contrasting leaf shapes: rocky headlands and sclerophyll forest 
(i.e. inter leaf shape comparisons), and not differentially expressed between populations 
with similar leaf shapes (i.e. intra leaf shape comparisons). The experimental design 
includes biological replication at the ecotype, natural population and individual plant level 
for mature plants, and only at individual plant level for seedlings. Each comparison 
replicate (a,b,c) is a pool of 4 plants. Leaves representative of each population and 
developmental stage were taken from plants grown in a common garden (Bernal 2014a) 
 
Figure 3. Inter leaf shape differential gene expression 
The percentage of genes with higher expression in sclerophyll forest and rocky headland 
populations is shown according to color key. Total number of differential transcripts is 
shown at the bottom of each comparison.  
 
Figure 4. Inter leaf shape differential gene expression analysis 
(a) Overlap among inter leaf shape differentially expressed genes. The number of 3-way 
intersection transcripts evaluated in all intra leaf shape comparison is shown in 
parentheses. Hypergeometric test p of common differential genes between each pair of 
comparisons is shown in parentheses. (b) Transcripts expression profile colored according 
to inter leaf comparison where each transcript is differentially expressed according to 
colors in (a). (c) Transcripts expression profile only of transcripts differentially expresse in 
inter, but not in intra leaf shape comparisons. Colors indicate if transcript is more highly 
expressed in schlerophyll forest or rocky headland samples according to color key. 
Expression divergence (Log2(RPKM SF/RPKM RH)) is shown for each comparison, plant 
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stage is shown parentheses, and type of leaf shape comparison is shown at the bottom 
according to color key in (b) and (c). (d) Hierarchical clustering according to differential 
expression pattern across inter and intra leaf shape comparisons of transcripts 
differentially expressed in inter, but not in intra leaf shape comparisons. Cells color 
indicate expression divergence (Log2(RPKM SF/RPKM RH) according to color key. 
Comparisons are in the same orde as in (b) and (c). Due to sapce limitation, comparisons 
numbers, which correspond to Table 2, are shown at the bottom. Abbreviations: Sf; 
schlerophyll forest, RH: rocky headland. 
 
Figure 5. Relationship between gene expression divergence and selection strength  
Linear regression of expression divergence (absolute value of log transformed fold 
change) vs. selection strength (Log 10 [number of nearly fixed SNPs/number of SNPs]) for 
al comparisons performed. Samples compared are shown at the top of each chart. Best 
fitted line is shown in red, regression coefficient is shown on the top left corner, and F ratio 
is shown below. Degrees of freedom is always 1. *, **, ** denote F ratio p value < 0.05, 
0.01 and 0.001 respectively. 
 
Figure 6. Sequence diversity and gene expression level relationship  
Sequence diversity, defined as SNPs/Kb, is depicted by box-plots of transcripts in each 
expression level category. Solid boxes correspond to 1st and 3rd quartiles, and white line to 
the median. Vertical lines include the furthest point within 1.5 x IQR from the box (IQR = 
3rd quartile minus 1st quartile). SNP diversity is positively correlated to expression level in 
all samples. Spearman ρ and probability (in parentheses) are shown on left top corner for 
each sample. Transcripts were classified into expression level categories by taking the 
RPKM average across three biological replicas of each sample, Log10-transformed and 
categorized in 0.2 increments. Categories with less than 25 transcripts with SNP diversity 
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Figure 5






Table S1. S. lautus gene expression samples in this study 
For each population the number of clean total reads and the number and percentage of 
uniquely aligned reads with less than 2 bp of mismatch is shown. Sample names 
correspond to names in Table 1 and tags on Fig. 1, followed by plant stage sampled 
(MP=mature plants, S=seedlings) and biological replica denoted by a, b, c. 
Sample ID Total Reads 
Unique Match with 
<=2bp Mismatch 
Unique Match with 
<=2bp Mismatch (%) 
W01_MP_a 11,576,268 2,923,376 25.25 
W01_MP_b 10,821,513 2,576,551 23.81 
W01_MP_c 12,116,046 3,172,595 26.19 
W01_S_a 11,724,440 2,860,100 24.39 
W01_S_b 10,465,151 2,301,641 21.99 
W01_S_c 10,271,439 2,526,306 24.6 
W02_MP_a 11,440,373 2,789,798 24.39 
W02_MP_b 11,571,049 2,619,494 22.64 
W02_MP_c 12,346,628 2,724,745 22.07 
W03_MP_a 12,858,593 3,247,772 25.26 
W03_MP_b 10,514,812 2,591,619 24.65 
W03_MP_c 13,624,133 3,350,019 24.59 
H00_MP_a 12,695,169 2,984,603 23.51 
H00_MP_b 11,465,571 2,746,477 23.95 
H00_MP_c 11,376,924 2,765,225 24.31 
H01_MP_a 12,495,448 3,031,039 24.26 
H01_MP_b 11,778,648 2,791,039 23.7 
H01_MP_c 12,236,148 2,947,918 24.09 
H01_S_a 11,668,688 2,846,487 24.39 
H01_S_b 10,407,071 2,456,332 23.6 
H01_S_c 10,889,032 2,582,620 23.72 
H05_MP_a 13,291,695 3,316,353 24.95 
H05_MP_b 11,703,384 2,937,075 25.1 
H05_MP_c 12,399,617 3,102,727 25.02 
Mean 11,739,077 2,841,330 24 
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Table S2. Relationship between leaf shape divergence and gene expression 
divergence 
Spearman ρ correlation between leaf shape divergence and gene expression divergence 
among mature plant comparisons (Table 2). Leaf shape divergence is defined as the 
Euclidean distance within each comparison, in the first two PC space (Fig. S6), or as 
divergence within each comparison by individual leaf shape trait. Correlation between 
every leaf shape divergence measure and gene expression divergence is shown, along 
with probability of obtaining each Spearman ρ by chance.   
Leaf shape divergence 
Spearman ρ to 
expression divergence Prob>|ρ| 
Euclidean distance in first two PC 
space 0.3833 0.3085 
Area divergence 0.4833 0.1875 
Perimeter divergence 0.1833 0.6368 
Compactness divergence 0.2667 0.4879 
Dissection divergence 0.1833 0.6368 
Length divergence 0.5333 0.1392 
Width divergence 0.0167 0.9661 
Elongation divergence 0.2833 0.46 
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Table S3. S. lautus putative transcription factors differentially expressed in correlation to leaf shape 
S. lautus transcripts differentially expressed in inter, but not in intra leaf shape comparisons with highest homology to A. thaliana 












Duplicated homeodomain-like superfamily protein. (Riechmann, 2000) 
CL5450.Co
ntig2_All 
Nuclear factor Y, 
subunit C11 
(NP_187854) 












Encodes a member of the BEL family. Some members of this family 
interact with some members of the KNOX proteins. Defect of SAW1 and 
SAW2, proteins of the BEL family, results in increased leaf margin 
complexity. 
(Hake et al., 2004; 






Encodes a member of the DREB subfamily A-4 of ERF/AP2 transcription 






Encodes a member of the ERF (ethylene response factor) subfamily B-3 
of ERF/AP2 transcription factor family. The protein contains one AP2 
domain. Responds to chitin, a plant-defense elicitor. 
(Libault et al., 2007) 
Continuation Table S3. S. lautus putative transcription factors differentially expressed in correlation to leaf shape 
S. lautus transcripts differentially expressed in inter, but not in intra leaf shape comparisons with highest homology to A. thaliana 











Ethylene-responsive transcription factor WIN1. This gene is involved in 
wax biosynthesis. Over-expression of the gene results in glossy leaf 
phenotype and increased drought tolerance. 




Putative axial regulator 
YABBY 2 
(NP_001077490) 
Member of the YABBY family of Arabidopsis proteins involved in the 
abaxial cell fate specification in lateral organs. 






Encodes a basic helix loop helix transcription factor that is expressed in 
the hypophysis-adjacent embryo cells, and is required and partially 
sufficient for MP-dependent root initiation. Involved in response to 
phosphate starvation. Negative regulator of root hair development, 
anthocyanin formation and Pi content. 
(Schlereth et al., 






MYB12 belongs to subgroup 7 of the R2R3-MYB family. The 
characterization of MYB12 as a flavonol-specific activator of flavonoid 
biosynthesis in A. thaliana is reported. Title: The Arabidopsis 
transcription factor MYB12 is a flavonol-specific regulator of 
phenylpropanoid biosynthesis. 






Basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) phytochrome interacting factor. Interacts 
specifically with the far-red light–absorbing Pfr form of phyB through a 
conserved domain called the active phyB binding motif. Upon light 
exposure, PIF7 rapidly migrates to intranuclear speckles, where it 
colocalizes with phyB. Role as negative regulator of phyB-mediated 
seedling de-etiolation. 
(Leivar et al., 2008) 
Continuation Table S3. S. lautus putative transcription factors differentially expressed in correlation to leaf shape 
S. lautus transcripts differentially expressed in inter, but not in intra leaf shape comparisons with highest homology to A. thaliana 










Encodes a TCP transcription factor, closely related to teosinte branched1, 
arrests axillary bud development and prevents axillary bud outgrowth. 





















factor 6 (NP_564792) 
Encodes a transcription factor WRKY6. Regulates Phosphate1 (Pho1) 
expression in response to low phosphate (Pi) stress. (Chen et al., 2009) 
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Table S4. SNPs found in natural population pair wise comparisons 
Comparison number is shown in parentheses and corresponds to Table 2. The percentage 
of transcripts with SNPs, the average number of SNP and of nearly fixed (FX) SNPs per 
transcript, and the percentage of SNPs found to be nearly fixed transcripts are shown for 







# FX SNPs/ 
transcript 
% SNPs that 
are FX SNPs 
SF01 Vs RH05 (1) 26.06 9.28 1.25 1.08 
SF02 Vs RH01 (2) 24.68 8.36 1.16 0.26 
SF03 Vs RH00 (3) 24.66 8.57 1.23 1.10 
SF01 Vs SF02 (5) 23.13 8.24 1.20 0.27 
SF01 Vs SF03 (6) 26.63 9.14 1.20 0.14 
SF02 Vs SF03 (7) 24.96 8.54 1.23 0.37 
RH01 Vs RH00 (8) 25.17 8.63 1.19 0.73 
RH01 Vs RH05 (9) 26.21 9.07 1.23 0.96 
RH00 Vs RH05 (10) 24.05 8.49 1.25 1.31 
Average 25.06 8.70 1.21 0.69 
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Table S5. Linear regression between gene expression selection strength 
Ratio of Nearly fixed SNPs/bp to SNPs/bp is used a proxy fro selection strength on each 
transcript. Comparison number is shown in parentheses and corresponds to Table 2. The 
F ratio, degrees of freedom (DF), F probability (p value), regression coefficient and R2 are 
shown for each comparison. Significative comparisons are shown in bold (p value < 0.05) 
Samples compared 
(Comparison #) 
Linear regression between expression divergence and selection 
strength 
F ratio DF F p value Regression coefficient R2 
SF01 Vs RH05 (1) 31.54 1 <.0001 0.13 0.026 
SF02 Vs RH01 (2) 3.60 1 0.0587 0.13 0.012 
SF03 Vs RH00 (3) 50.15 1 <.0001 0.19 0.041 
SF01 Vs SF02 (5) 1.23 1 0.0032 0.08 0.005 
SF01 Vs SF03 (6) 8.96 1 0.1741 0.26 0.053 
SF02 Vs SF03 (7) 1.85 1 0.0004 0.07 0.005 
RH01 Vs RH00 (8) 16.91 1 <.0001 0.13 0.020 
RH01 Vs RH05 (9) 31.55 1 <.0001 0.16 0.028 
RH00 Vs RH05 (10) 26.83 1 <.0001 0.14 0.020 
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Table S6. Sequence diversity in natural populations of S. lautus 
Population names correspond to Table 1. The number of transcripts with expression data 
(# transcripts), the percentage of transcripts with SNPs, the mean expression level with its 
range (in reads per kilobase per million reads, RPKM), and the mean number of SNPs/Kb 
with its range, are shown for each natural population. Only samples of mature plants shoot 












RH00 64911 2.79 10.56 (0.05 - 8955.29) 2.93 (0 - 32.75) 
RH01 66396 2.92 10.5 (0.04 - 5798.01) 3.62 (0 - 44) 
RH05 61811 3.54 11.29 (0.04 - 5606.75) 2.96 (0 - 35.14) 
SF01 57534 3.24 12.14 (0.05 - 5765.25) 4.4 (0 - 50.8) 
SF02 64883 2.53 10.73 (0.08 - 6613.49) 3.75 (0 - 37) 
SF03 64991 2.88 10.61 (0.05 - 6360.99) 3.92 (0 - 42.6) 
Average 63421 2.98 10.97 (0.05 - 6516.63) 3.6 (0 - 40.38) 
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Supplementary figure legends 
Figure S1. SAM-LP samples included in the de-novo S. lautus transcriptome  
The shoot apical meristem (SAM), leaf primordia (LP) and the three youngest leaves of 
four different populations from four different environments, which have different final leaf 
shapes (insets) were used: dune (SD01), headland (RH01), mountain forest (MF01) and 
alpine (AL03). Leaves (L) are numbered from youngest to oldest. SAM is indicated by * 
when visible. LP is not visible. Population names correspond to Table 1. Scale bar 
represents 100µ. 
 
Figure S2. Leaf series showing heteroblastic change 
(a) schlerophyll forest plants and (b) rocky headland plants. The first five leaves 
representative of each ecotype are shown. Scale bar represents 1 cm.  
 
Figure S3. Transcript length distribution of S. lautus de-novo transcriptome 
 
Figure S4. Sequence saturation of gene expression analysis samples  
Sample names correspond to names in Table 1 and tags on Fig. 1, followed by plant stage 
sampled (MP=mature plants, S=seedlings) and biological replicates denoted by a, b, c.  
 
Figure S5. Distribution on gene regions of gene expression analysis samples  
Sample names correspond to names in Table 1 and tags on Fig. 1, followed by plant stage 
sampled (MP=mature plants, S=seedlings) and biological replicates denoted by a, b, c.  
 
Figure S6. Expression divergence distribution of comparisons performed 
Samples compared in each comparison are shown at the bottom. Expression divergence 
is defined as the log2 transformed expression fold change. Clearly separated groups of 
transcripts with expression divergence >14 or <14. These transcripts had reads only in one 
of the samples compared in each comparison. 
 
Figure S7. PCA of leaf shape variation across gene expression populations 
Each symbol represents a natural population grown in a common garden experiment 
(Bernal, 2014a). Symbols indicate the natural population according to key, and color 
represents ecotype according to color key. 
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CHAPTER V 
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Many questions on the genetic and molecular mechanisms responsible for evolutionary 
change remain controversial (Rockman, 2012). This study contributes to the progress of 
various basic evolutionary research areas, by exploring evolutionary questions such as 
what are the genetic bases of phenotypic variation, local adaptation and morphological 
evolution in a non-model species, S. lautus, that shows exceptional phenotypic variation. 
Additionally, it also explores questions regarding the origin of genetic changes that 
underlie evolutionary change, as to whether adaptation in natural populations proceeds via 
new mutations or standing genetic variation (Chapter II), and if evolutionary change 
producing similar phenotypes is achieved using different or similar genetic mechanisms 
(Chapter II and III). Besides, it also exposes potential molecular mechanisms underlying 
the evolution of leaf shape (Chapter II, III and IV) and provides valuable data relating basic 
cellular process to fundamental evolutionary forces, such as the relationship between 
sequence and expression evolution, and DNA transcription level and DNA variability rates 
(Chapter IV).  
First, I will describe how innovative combinations of different research methods, such as 
population genomics and quantitative genetics, or results from synthetic and natural 
populations, and careful experimental designs that exploit natural replications of local 
adaptation, provide a powerful platform to investigate the genetic and molecular 
mechanisms responsible for evolutionary change, as previously anticipated (Stinchcombe 
& Hoekstra, 2008; Strasburg et al., 2012). Next I will discuss the results of this study in the 
context of their contribution to different evolutionary research areas. 
 
Combining different approaches in fruitful ways 
The genetically controlled phenotypic variation of S. lautus correlated to environmental 
variation had been previously revealed in works by Ali and Radford (Ali, 1964; Radford et 
al., 2004), where common garden experiments of natural populations were also used. This 
work expands these previous studies by combining common garden phenotyping with 
massive genome-wide sequence data of a wide sample of natural populations, which has 
provided a powerful platform to investigate the genetic basis of evolution in a new plant 
species to the field of evolutionary biology. Furthermore, this study illustrates how 
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innovative combinations of different research fields exploiting S. lautus environmentally 
shaped genetically controlled variation can yield prolific information regarding different 
questions about evolutionary change, demonstrating that S. lautus is an ideal system to 
study evolution.  
 
In the first instance, I used common garden experiments to document extremely wide 
phenotypic variation in an essential organ for plants, the leaves, confirming that a 
substantial portion of this variation is genetically controlled, and providing the necessary 
phenotypic data to carry out studies to find the genetic bases of natural phenotypic 
variation. In addition, I also illustrated how to use ecological information, such habitat and 
edaphic characteristics from the wide range of environments occupied by S. lautus in a 
repeated fashion, to assess if environmental conditions affect leaf shape variation in 
natural populations. And finally, I showed how previous phylogenetic analysis inform the 
interpretation of geographic leaf shape variation, to draw hypothesis on the evolutionary 
trajectory of this trait in S. lautus. 
 
In the second instance, I used synthetic populations previously available at the Ortiz-
Barrientos lab, which exploited the fertility between phenotypically contrasting populations, 
to carry out quantitative genetic analysis, and more innovative approaches, such as 
advanced generation recombinant hybrids, to identify genetic variation correlated to 
specific leaf shape traits, after breaking down population structure. In addition, the 
combination of results from different research strategies provided unanticipated 
knowledge, such as the combination of recombinant populations pooled association 
analysis with analysis of natural populations genetic variability split into phylogenetically 
sound groups, that shed light on whether natural populations from different geographic 
regions with similar phenotypes use the same genetic mechanism or not. Also, the 
combination of results from field transplant experiments of advanced generation 
recombinant hybrids, with quantitative genetic analyses results, provided information 
informing whether a single round of natural selection in the wild affects the same or 
different genomic regions.  
 
On the front related to gene expression profiling, I used standard techniques within an 
experimental design that allowed me to exploit the data to investigate two different 
evolutionary questions: what are the genetic changes underlying morphological evolution? 
And what relationships exist between sequence and expression variation in wild 
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populations?. I measured both gene expression and sequence differences across natural 
populations, which were selected based on their leaf shape characteristics. I used the 
replicated instances of extreme leaf dissection across the selected natural populations to 
find gene expression differences correlated to leaf shape differences, thus informing the 
first evolutionary question: the genetic changes underlying morphological evolution. 
Although this approach misses changes responsible for leaf shape differences unique to 
any population because it assumes common genetic changes underlying leaf shape 
differences across natural populations, it allows the identification of genetic changes less 
likely to be noise. This filtering level is very valuable in high-throughput approaches such 
as gene expression profiling, given the large quantities of differentially expressed genes 
typically found in these experiments. Regarding the other evolutionary question, I was able 
to explore the relationship between sequence divergence and expression level divergence 
in nature, because the RNA-seq samples used in this experiment were wild populations. In 
a similar fashion, Moyers and Rieseberg (2013) used gene expression profiling to identify 
changes underlying the emergence of woody growth in sunflowers, while also exploring 
the relationship between sequence and expression variation in wild populations. 
 
Finally, this study yielded valuable genomic resources for the study of S. lautus. In 
particular, the de-novo assembled transcriptome provides a reference platform on its own, 
and can be used to improve the current S. lautus genome draft. Also, the different 
populations and tissues that constitute the transcriptome are useful on their own, as they 
provide the data necessary to make inter-tissue expression comparisons and assesing 
tissue expression specificity, to assess sequence and structural changes in transcriptomes 
across natural populations (currently investigated by Arenas, H. & Ortiz-Barrientos), and to 
assess the effect of different assembly methodologies (currently investigated by Liu, H & 
Ortiz-Barrientos). 
 
S. lautus natural leaf shape variation patterns  
The overlap between geographic location and leaf shape variation shows that populations 
from habitats located towards the centre of Australia, that is brigalow woodlands, desert, 
and sclerophyll forests (Chapter II Fig 1a), have the most dissected leaves (Chapter II Fig 
1b). As populations are located closer to the periphery of Australia, dissection is reduced, 
with populations from mountain forests, and coasts mostly having entire leaves (Chapter II 
Fig 1b). As populations move to the high alpine meadows, leaves are lobulated (shallow 
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dissections) and less dissected than those found in the centre of Australia (Chapter II Fig 
1b). Additionally, leaf size has been reduced in all populations occupying rocky headlands. 
Overall, these patterns reveal leaf dissection is one of the most variable leaf shape traits 
across S. lautus natural populations, and suggest dissected leaves might confer higher 
fitness to populations from Australian inland habitats, small leaves probably confer higher 
fitness to populations from headlands, and lobes probably confer higher fitness to 
populations from alpine regions. 
S. lautus leaf shape variation in the wild: what matters most, history or 
environment?  
Previous analyses in S. lautus showed that genome-wide divergence between 
populations, which reflects processes like population history, migration, and drift (Coop et 
al., 2009), is positively correlated with the geographic distance separating them (Roda et 
al., 2013). Thus we can assume that geographic distance among S. lautus natural 
populations reflects population history, migration, and drift. The present study showed that 
leaf shape groups S. lautus natural populations largely by the environment they occupy, 
regardless of the geographic location, revealing that S. lautus leaf shape closely covaries 
with the patchy geographic distribution of the different habitats occupied by S. lautus  
(chapter II Fig. 1b). Therefore, the environment occupied by S. lautus natural populations 
affects leaf shape more strongly than their history and random events such as migration 
and genetic drift. Additional evidence of the environmental effect on S. lautus leaf shape 
variation comes from exploring coastal natural populations, which display an ideal 
repeated arrangement of adjacent rocky headland and sand dunes environments, thus 
providing natural replication to test the effect of different environmental characteristics on 
different phenotypic aspects. We found that leaf shape is correlated with edaphic 
multivariate variation across rocky headland and sand dune populations (Chapter III), 
which together with previous evidence of the parallel appearance of these populations 
(Roda et al., 2013), provide support to natural selection affecting leaf shape natural 
variation. 
Genetic basis of S. lautus leaf shape natural variation  
Architecture 
S. lautus leaf shape traits variation is under polygenic control. This study uncovered 
phenotypic and genetic evidence in support of this. In regards to phenotype, the common 
garden experiment revealed the genetically controlled leaf shape variation throughout the 
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S. lautus complex. Every leaf shape trait analysed showed a continuous variation across 
natural populations (Chapter II), suggesting segregation of multiple loci with individual 
small effects is needed to obtain such genetically based gradual variation (Mackay, 2001).  
 
In regards to genetics, the population genomic analyses uncovered multiple SNPs 
correlated to leaf shape natural variation beyond neutral expectations, which are very 
likely linked, or might be, loci controlling some fraction of the variance of leaf shape 
variation. These SNPs were located in multiple genes (Chapter II). An initial exploration of 
the genomic location of these genes suggests they are evenly distributed across multiple 
linkage groups (Supplementary material Fig. 1). In addition, the QTL analysis uncovered 
genomic regions whose variation accounted for 44% or less of the variance of each trait 
(Table 2 in chapter III). Although the explained variance was controlled by few genomic 
regions (Table 2 in chapter III), the unexplained variance is most likely underestimated 
(Slate, 2013), thus leaving most of the variance unexplained, which must be controlled by 
QTL of effect sizes we did not have the power to detect. In consequence, most of the 
variance of leaf shape traits we analysed in a specific mapping population, must be 
controlled by multiple loci of smaller effect than those identified in chapter III.  
 
Origin of the genetic basis of S. lautus leaf shape natural variation  
As described above, evidence from population genomics (Chapter II) and quantitative 
genetic analyses (Chapter III) indicates that S. lautus leaf shape natural variation is under 
polygenic control. Population genomic analyses suggest that both new mutations and 
standing genetic variation underlie evolutionary leaf shape change (chapter II Fig. 2b,c,d), 
similar to the situation found in other systems (humans (Hancock et al., 2011b) and A. 
thaliana (Fournier-Level et al., 2011; Hancock et al., 2011a)). In addition, our analyses 
indicate that about a fifth of the genetic variation correlated to leaf shape traits potentially 
represent new mutations, therefore standing variation appears to underlie evolutionary 
change more often than new mutations do, for a trait under polygenic control (chapter II 
Fig. 2c,d). Theoretical considerations only tell us that the probability that adaptation occurs 
via new mutations or via standing genetic variation depends on the number of bases that 
would affect a certain trait, which is known as the mutational target size. If the mutational 
target size is small, then new mutations and not changes from standing genetic variation 
are likely to underlie adaptation. As the mutational target size increases, the probability 
that variation exists in bases within the mutational target increases, and hence the 
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probability that adaptation occurs via standing genetic variation increases as well 
(Hermisson & Pennings, 2005). However the prevalence of these mutational inputs to 
adaptation remains unknown. In sticklebacks, parallel evolution of freshwater populations 
appears to occur mostly based on standing genetic variation present in oceanic 
populations (Cresko et al., 2004; Hohenlohe et al., 2010). Thus, our results point in the 
same direction as results from sticklebacks, suggesting that adaptations occur more often 
via standing genetic variation than via new mutations. Further confirmation of putative 
“new mutations” in the S. lautus system is needed; however this is a difficult challenge 
because our results indicate leaf shape is under polygenic control. As a consequence, it is 
possible that multiple “new mutations” are under simultaneous selection, generating soft 
sweeps, which have weak effects on linked sites and thus are difficult to detect (Pritchard 
et al., 2010). 
Repeatability of the genetic basis of S. lautus leaf shape natural variation  
Whether similar environments achieve similar phenotypes through the same genetic 
changes is under debate (McGregor et al., 2007). In the case of traits under monogenic 
control, then changes in that trait can only be achieved through changes to the gene 
affecting the trait. However, as the as the mutational target size of a trait increases, then 
changes to many genes will affect the trait, and whether selection affecting such a 
polygenic trait will affect the same or different genes is one of the greatest challenges in 
evolutionary studies of adaptation. In addition, the effect size of a particular variant might 
affect the probability that it underlies change under selection pressures (Orr, 1998). We 
found that the same or different genetic mechanisms might underlie S. lautus leaf shape 
evolutionary change in the face of repeated instances of similar selection. 
 
Three lines of evidence suggest different genetic mechanisms can lead to similar leaf 
shape phenotypes in the S. lautus complex: First, new mutations probably underlie 
evolution of leaf shape in certain geographic regions (Chapter II). This implies that 
different genetic variation contributes to leaf shape variation between populations from the 
eastern and southern regions of the species range. Second, association-mapping analysis 
carried out for one specific leaf shape trait, dissection, in a recombinant population derived 
from two populations from eastern Australia, showed that genes associated with dissection 
in this recombinant population had a closer correlation to leaf dissection variation in 
eastern Australia than in central-southern Australia (Chapter II), suggesting some 
mechanisms underlying leaf dissection are different between populations from eastern and 
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central-southern Australia. Third, a single natural selection round using recombinant 
populations revealed the same genomic region was under selection in two out of three 
replicates of the recombinant populations, indicating that at least in very early selection 
stages, selection does not necessarily act on the same genetic variation (Chapter III).  
 
Two lines of evidence suggest similar genetic mechanisms might lead to similar leaf shape 
phenotypes in the S. lautus complex. First, we found genetic variants that were correlated 
to leaf shape variation in both eastern and central southern Australia (Chapter II Fig 2a,b); 
second, we found the same genomic region was probably under selection in two 
experimental populations subjected to a single round of similar natural selection (Chapter 
III). Overall, these results open avenues to investigate interactions among the mutational 
target size of a trait, the effect size of a variant, and the probability that it underlies 
evolutionary change in the face of similar selection pressures. Such investigations could 
help understand why some genetic pathways offer less resistance and lead more often to 
evolutionary change (Martin & Orgogozo, 2013). 
Genetic variability at different geographic scales 
Our results revealed some genes have allele frequency variation throughout all Australian 
natural populations, while other genes have allele frequency variation restricted to some 
geographic regions. A similar pattern was found in humans too (Hancock et al., 2011b). 
This variability in geographic allele frequency variation patterns probably reflects the 
constancy of DNA mutation as a genetic variation source in natural populations, whereby a 
new allele can appear in any position of the genome, generating variability restricted to 
different geographic scales, depending on the geographic location of populations inheriting 
the new allele. 
Molecular bases of leaf shape evolution 
Results from this study suggest that changes in sequence and gene expression (Chapter 
II and IV), mechanical properties of the cell wall (Chapter II and IV) and cell proliferation 
(Chapter II, III and IV) affect leaf shape natural variation in S. lautus. Other biological 
functions also showed potential to underlie leaf shape natural variation but with only some 
of the results of this study in their support. Therefore, these results should be interpreted 
with caution to avoid ignoring valuable information, but also to avoid following false leads, 
as some of the identified genes might only be linked with actual causative genetic 
variation, or may show differential expression due to other differences confounded with 
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leaf shape variation. In spite of these concerns, this study provides valuable information 
regarding the mechanisms underpinning shape evolution in nature.  
 
Although the genetic variants correlated with leaf shape variation identified in this study 
(Chapter II) are most likely linked to the actual genetic basis of leaf shape, it is possible 
that some of the identified variants are the actual factors affecting leaf shape. The 
phenotypic effects of mutations of A. thaliana genes homologous to these S. lautus genes 
compellingly suggest that some of them are in deed involved in leaf shape control 
(Chapter II Table 4). Some of the GO terms associated to the above genes, and some of 
the several GO terms that were enriched among these S. lautus genes (Chapter II Table 
S5), have been proposed to play important roles in the evolution of morphology, whereas 
some of these GO terms have not, thus opening promising avenues of research to gain 
new insights into what mechanisms may underlie the evolution of morphology. 
 
In addition, results from expression profiling identified other GO terms that are enriched 
among those genes with differential expression levels correlated with leaf dissection 
divergence (Chapter IV Table 3). However, expression changes of some of these genes 
might be due to other differences that also distinguished the natural populations 
compared, such as growth habit and other differences we are unaware of. Also, 
expression changes of some of these genes might be the consequence of changes in 
genes high in GRN hierarchies that are the ultimate cause of leaf shape differences. 
Further studies are needed to elucidate which genes are “executers” in Flemings terms 
(Fleming, 2006) or differentiation gene batteries, in  Erwin’s terms (Erwin & Davidson, 
2009). Still, the information regarding what genes change their expression closely 
correlated to leaf shape divergence enlighten our understanding about how morphological 
evolution proceeds. 
Relationships between transcription and evolution 
This study yielded contradictory results regarding the effect of selection on the evolution of 
transcription. Results suggested transcription divergence is correlated with selection at the 
sequence level for most of the pair-wise comparisons analysed, but not for all of them 
(Chapter IV). A number of studies have recently begun to address the evolution of 
transcription, posing contradictory scenarios. On one hand, Khaitovich leads the position 
that transcription changes are for the most part adaptively neutral (Khaitovich et al., 2005), 
while Lemos leads the position that transcription changes are for the most part affected by 
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stabilizing selection (Lemos et al., 2005). Other results in plants found no correlation 
between protein and transcription evolution, in contrast to the main trend of our results. 
Thus, clearly more research in this area is needed to understand how the evolution of 
transcription proceeds. 
 
Additionally, this study revealed a strong correlation between transcription rates and 
sequence diversity, suggesting a meaningful link between an essential cellular process in 
living organisms, transcription, and a crucial evolutionary characteristic of living organisms, 
mutation rate. As the raw material for evolution is genetic variability, this result, which has 
been documented for yeast (Datta & Jinks-Robertson, 1995), Escherichia coli (Klapacz & 
Bhagwat, 2005), Helianthus (Renaut et al., 2012) and humans (Comeron, 2004; Cui et al., 
2012), further supports the notion that gene transcription levels might constrain genes 
evolutionary potential, or vice versa.  
 
Concluding remarks 
This study made important contributions to our current understanding of evolutionary 
change. First, it contributed to improve the research methods used to investigate 
evolution, as it illustrated innovative ways to integrate different research strategies from a 
wide variety of fields, to successfully uncover genetic factors underpinning evolutionary 
change, and open new research avenues. In addition, it revealed variation patterns that 
occur in natural populations of a non-model species, S. lautus, and shed light on the 
forces shaping this variation, on its genetic basis and the dynamics that generate shape 
diversity, and on potential molecular mechanisms mediating phenotypic evolution. 
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